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The Computerized Syste;s for 
Psychiatric Case Material that 
were Considered for this Project 
The FOCIS Prototype Fact Sheet 
Glossary : Explanation of the Pmtotype 
Fact Sheet Questions and Answer-Opiion Codes. 
• 
ABSTRACT 
The discussion in this paper centers around the develop1ent of a 
paper-and-pencil fact sheet for collecting and systeaatizing forensic 
case material. This paper-and-pencil device is the prototype fact 
sheet that will be used to collect the data to fora a coaputerized, 
forensic inforaation system. The syste; known as FOCIS, the Forensic 
Coaputerized Inforaation Systea, will serve the largest Forensic Unit 
in the Western Cape, at Valkenberg Hospital, and the new unit that is 
being developed at Lentegeur Hospital. 
FOCIS will comprise case aaterial fro• all forensic referrals to 
these two hospitals, under the present law : Sections 77, 78 and 79 of 
the Criainal Procedure Act 51 of the 1st of July 1977. Additionally, 
FOCIS will develop dynamically, continuing to incorporate case 
1aterial as referrals are ;ade to these hospitals. The estimated 7500 
cases that will constitute FOCIS by the time this project is completed, 
include all of the officially classified population groups of South 
Africa, ie. the so-called 'black', 'coloured' and 'white' groups 
[ POPULATION REGISTRATION ACT, 1982 J • 
• 
ABSTRACT 
The prototype fact sheet has a scheaatic layout and uses a mixed-foraat 
for data collection, ie. checklists, aultiple choice answer-options and 
seai-structured narrative text. The preliainary fact sheet design was 
developed fro• 11 The guidelines arising out of the 20 years of 
overseas experience in co;puterized psychiatric syste;s. 
21 Surveys of the current eapirical findings in the fields of 
psychiatry, forensic psychiatry, psychology and cri;inology. 
31 Discussions with coaputer personnel, researchers and forensic 
staff. 4] The author's working experience of the needs of the 
Forensic Units. 51 A list of inforaation generated froa a test saaple 
of 30, rando1ly selected forensic cases. 61 The application of the 
preliainary fact sheet to a separate, pilot saaple of 60, rando;ly 
selected forensic cases. The infor;ation generated froa all of these 
sources was co;bined to construct the itproved prototype fact sheet 
presented in this paper. Since this paper is brief, the findings froa 
each phase are not presented separately, but have instead been 
integrated into the discussion and prototype fact sheet. 
The need for a forensic inforaation systea arises out of the inadequacy 
of the eapirical knowledge-base of forensic psychiatry in South 
Africa. This inadequacy is highlighted against the background of 
rapidly expanding referral rates, to the Valkenberg Forensic Unit in 
particular, and also nationwide. 
FOCIS aias to provide a large sample of eapirical, South African, 
forensic data to begin redressing the inadequacy of the knowledge-base. 
Furthermore, it is hoped that FOCIS will motivate research in the 
presently barren forensic field • 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Section Layout 
This section begins with the aia of the pilot project which is the 
focus of the paper. This pilot work is then placed in the context of a 
longer tera project in the field of South African forensic psychiatry. 
The section concludes with a description of the specific forensic units 
in which both projects are based. 
1.2. The &eneral Ail 
The general aia of the project discussed in this paper is to develop a 
prototype, paper-and-pencil fact sheet to collect and systeaatize 
forensic, psychiatric case aaterial at Valkenberg and Lentegeur 
Hospitals, in the Western Cape. 
This dissertation co~prises three separately bound parts : The first is 
this paper, which aias to explain the development of, and the 
rationale for the 11rototype fact sheet, including its role in the 
longer tera project presented in Section 1.3 below. Addendu1 I is the 
prototype fact sheet. Addendum II is the section of the instruction 
aanual which explains the fact sheet questions and answer-option codes. 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.3. The Overall Fraaework 
This project constitutes the pilot study of a longer tert project 
involving the developaent and itplementation of a co;puterized forensic 
inforaation systea, for the Forensic Units at Valkenberg and Lentegeur 
Hospitals. This longer tera project is a joint endeavour that is to be 
conducted under the auspices of the Institute of Criainology, and the 
Departaent of Psychiatry at the University of Cape Town. Since the 
focus of this paper is the pilot study, only a suamary of the longer 
tert project has been included to provide the reader with the context 
in which the pilot study was conducted. Kore detailed inforaation 
about the longer tera project is available fro• the author. 
In the first phase of the longer ter:a project, the prototype fact sheet 
designed during the pilot study, will be used to collect and 
systeaatize the forensic case taterial pertaining to an estimated 7500 
defendants, referred to the Forensic Units at Valkenberg and Lentegeur 
Hospitals, under Sections 77, 78 and 79 of the Criminal Procedure Act 
51 of 1977. The reader is referred to Section 1.5. on pages six and 
seven for an explanation of these sections of the Act. The sample will 
include all forensic cases referred froa the inception of Act 51 on 
the 1st of July 1977, to the 31st of December 1989 when the first phase 
of the project will be coapleted. 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.3. The Overall Fratework - continued 
The prototype fact sheet will also function as the specification for a 
coaputerized systea known as FOCIS, the Forensic Computerized 
Inforaation Systea. This systet is presently being developed to store 
and process the systematized case ;aterial collected during the first 
phase. To co;plete the first phase, the transfor;ed case aaterial will 
be entered froa the paper-and-pencil fact sheets into the computerized 
system, to fora the part of FOCIS known as the retrospective 
database. 
Throughout the first phase, the prototype fact sheet will be critically 
evaluated regarding its utility for data collection in forensic research 
and practice, at the Valkenberg and Lentegeur Units. The conclusions 
reached fro• this process of critical evaluation will be used to improve 
the prototype fact sheet, for application during the second phase of the 
longer tera project. During the latter part of the first phase, the 
iaproved fact sheet will gradually be introduced as the new, routine 
data collection device for the two Forensic Units. 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.3. The Overall Fraaework - continued 
The second phase will involve the developaent of the part of FOCIS known 
as the prospective database. Feedback gained during the introduction 
of the i1proved fact sheet in the latter part of the first phase, will 
be used to 1odify the fact sheet. Fro• the lst of January 1990, this 
fora of the iaproved fact sheet will be used in routine data 
collection for all defendants referred to the Forensic Units at 
Valkenberg and Lentegeur Hospitals. In future therefore, as defendants 
are referred for forensic assessaent, case aaterial will be entered into 
FOCIS, so developing a dynaaic, prospective database. This prospective 
database will be functionally integrated with the retrospective 
database established during the first phase. 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.4. A Brief Overview of Forensic Psychiatry 
Traditionally, forensic psychiatry has been the sub-speciality of 
general psychiatry that has served the critinal justice systea, by 
providing expert psychiatric opinion to infor• legal decisions about 
criainal responsibility [ AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION, 1982 J. 
Gradually the role of forensic psychiatry has expanded. The original 
concept of criminal responsibility has increased in complexity and now 
includes issues such as, the appreciation of aoral wrongfulness and the 
ability to act in accordance ~tith this appreciation; the aajor defences 
of autoaatist 1 intoxication, irresistible i;pulse, provocation and the 
effect of other extenuating circutstances. 
Today, forensic psychiatrists provide opinion on co;petency to stand 
' 
trial, factors in litigation of sentence, dangerousness, curability and 
deterability [ SCHIFFER, 1978 l. Forensic psychiatry has also expanded 
beyond assesstent, to the aanagetent and rehabilitation of offenders, 
especially those ~tith chronic conditions s~ch as, psychosis and 
personality disorder [ SUNN, 1983 ]. 
' 
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1.5. The Law Pertaining to Forensic Psychiatry in South Africa 
1.5.1. Assessaent 
The law regarding the aental health of defendants foras the interface 
between forensic psychiatry and the criainal justice systea. In South 
Africa, these laws are contained in Sections 77, 78 and 79 of the 
Criainal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. Generally at the pretrial stage, 
defendants are referred to a Forensic Unit for observation and 
assessment under these sections. Section 77 lays down the procedure for 
establishing a defendant's capacity to understand court proceedings, ie. 
triability or coapetency to stand trial. Section 78 deals with the 
assessaent of a defendant's criainal intention or responsibility, ie. 
the appreciation of wrongfulness and capacity to act in accordance with 
this appreciation. Section 79 sets out provisions for a panel to 
enquire and report on Sections 77 and 78, in the case of a capital 
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1.5.2. Post-Assessaent 
Following forensic assessaent, defendants who have been found to be 
unfit to stand trial in teras of Section 77, and those who have been 
found to lack criainal responsibility under Section 78; are detained as 
President's Patients, either in hospital or prison. These patients need 
never be tried, pending the decision of the State President. Generally 
in the case of ainor offences however, Section b Ia) of the Criainal 
Procedure Act is invoked. The prosecutor then withdraws the charges and 
the defendant is detained and treated under a hospital order, until the 
aedical superintendent deeas hia/her fit to return to the comaunity. 
Defendants who are found to be triable, non-certifiable and criainally 
responsible, are returned to the criainal justice systea to be tried, 
and forensic psychiatrists aay be called to give expert evidence in 
court [ KRUGER, 1980 J • 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.6. · The Forensic Units at Valkenberg and lentegeur Hospitals 
At present Valkenberg houses the largest forensic unit in the Western 
Cape. This unit also has the second highest forensic referral rate in . 
South Africa [ ZABOW, 19871. The Valkenberg Forensic Unit coaprises a 
65 bed-capacity, aaxiaua security ward; a 25 bed-capacity, aediua 
security ward; a 50 bed-capacity, closed ward; a 35 bed-capacity, open 
ward and a rehabilitation facility, This unit is staffed by a 
aulti-disciplinary teat coaprising a specialist psychiatrist, a 
registrar, a clinical psychologist, an intern psychologist, an 
occupational therapist, two social workers, a nuaber of psychiatric 
nurses and security personnel [ ZABOW, 1981 ], 
lentegeur Hospital, on the Cape Flats, has only recently been opened and 
its forensic unit is still being planned. In the service of the South 
African Soverntent's policy of separate developaent, this unit is to 
serve the so called 'coloured' population. Until lentegeur is opened 
however, all forensic referrals will continue to be adaitted to the 
Valkenberg Forensic Unit. At Valkenberg the officially classified 
population groups are separated, with 'white' people adaitted to the 
Observatory wards, and 'black' and 'coloured' people to the Pinelands 
wards of the Hospital [POPULATION REGISTRATION ACT, 1982 l. 
RATIONALE 
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2. RATIONALE FOR THE PILOT AND LON&ER TER" PROJECTS 
2.1. Introductory Fratework 
Due to the interrelatedness of the pilot and longer tert projects, the 
relevance of the pilot work, or prototype fact sheet, can be understood 
only by reference to the rationale that gave rise to both projects. 
The rationale is presented in Sections 2.2. to 2.5. 
In Sections 2.2 to 2.5., the rationale underlying the overall project 
is explained by answering the following three questions :-
1 Why is a forensic infortation systet necessary in South Africa 1 
- Section 2.2. 
1 Why has a cotputerized systet been chosen 1 
- Section 2.3. 
t Why is a new systet being developed 1 
- Section 2.4. 
1 Why has retrospective case taterial been included in the systet ? 
- Section 2.5. 
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2.1. Introductory Fra1e1ork - continued 
In Sections 3 to o, the discussion is focused on the prototype fact 
sheet developed during the pilot study. In these four sections the 
follo•ing questions are addressed :-
1 Why has a paper-and-pencil fact sheet been chosen for data 
collection ? 
- Section 3. 
1 Ho• •as the prototype fact sheet developed ? 
- Section it. 
1 What infor•ed the design of the prototype fact sheet ? 
- Section 5. 
1 What are the 1ain criticis1s of the prototype fact sheet and 
the associated retrospective database ? 
- Section b. 
Details of the prospective database have not been discussed, because 
the focus of this paper is the prototype fact sheet that will be used to 
develop the retrospective database. The prospective database will be 
developed using an iaproved version of the prototype fact sheet. Since 
iaprovetents to the prototype fact sheet will be derived fro• its 
application, this for• of the fact sheet is not yet available. 
I 
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2.2. Rationale for the Forensic Inforaation Systea 
2.2.1. A liaited eapirical kno•ledge-base in a rapidly gro1ing field 
In South Africa, the paucity of systematic, psychiatric research is 
becoming an issue for concern. For forensic psychiatry, this problet is 
highlighted against the background of a rapidly increasing referral 
rate. Nationwide, the total nuaber of defendants referred for forensic 
assessment has increased by 65~, over the nine year period from 1978 to 
1986 £ ZABOW, 1987 ], 
An estiaated bOOO defendants were referred to the Valkenberg Forensic 
Unit between 1978 and 1986. This constituted 20% of all admissions 
to Valkenberg hospital. It ·is noteworthy, that the growth rate in 
referrals to the Valkenberg Unit exceeded the national rate by 19% 
[ ZABOW, 1987 l. 
The etpirical knowledge-base of psychiatry informs practice and should 
facilitate ongoing evaluation and improvement. It is a matter of 
serious concern therefore, that the development of the empirical 
knowledge-base of South African forensic psychiatry has not kept pace 
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2.2.2. The negative consequences of the li1ited e1pirical knowledge-base 
The underdeveloped etpirical knowledge-base of South African forensic 
psychiatry has resulted in a nutber of negative consequences. One such 
negative consequence is that aental health professionals frequently can 
give only li1ited, hypothetical answers to the increasing nuaber of 
questions raised by the legal profession. Fro• the author's experience 
of working in the Valkenberg Unit, the questions 1ost frequently 
answered in this li1ited tanner relate to predictions of dangerousness, 
curability, deterability, the role of psycho-social factors, and 
especially the behavioral effects of drug co1binations on cri1inal 
responsibility. 
In forensic practice, it is the specific behavioral effects of 
psycho-social variables that are 1ore co1tonly at issue, than the 
effects of classifiable •ental disorder. To illustrate the iaportance 
of the role of psycho-social variables in cri1inal behavior, a 
conservative esti•ate showed that these factors were i1plicated in at 
least 571 of cases of violent offences, assessed at Valkenberg between 
1982 and 1986 [ ZADOW, 1987 l. 
I 
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2.2.2. The negative consequences - continued 
In South Africa, concern about public safety appears to be on the 
upswing, coaaensurate with the heightened political strife of the past 
10 years. This concern is particularly aarked in the Western Cape, 
where we have one of the highest, violent criae rates in the world 
[ OFFEN ET AL, 1986 l. 
Consider that 55% of the forensic cases referred to Valkenberg between 
1982 and 19861 involved violent offences, and that approxiaately 50 new 
President's Patients are admitted here annually. The aajority of these 
people aay well be dangerous, since they have been charged with violent 
criaes [ ZABOW, 1987 l. The lack of systeaatic evaluation of the 
predictive accuracy of psychiatric opinion on dangerousness and 
deterability, have bred uncertainty that often leads to protracted 
adaissions for President's Patients, and soaetiaes even to entire 
lifetiaes of hospitalization [ OFFEN, 1986 [ b l l. 
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2.2.2. The negative consequences - continued 
In the interests of both public safety and patient welfare, it is 
stating the obvious to point out the grave responsibility borne by 
forensic professionals, for ensuring that accurate predictions are made 
and that all referrals, dangerous and haraless, are appropriately 
assessed and aanaged. 
Historically, there has been a tenuous positive relationship between 
;ental health and legal professionals, not only here, but worldwide 
[ BRODSKY, 1973 ]. Understandably, the paucity of 'hard data' in South 
African forensic psychiatry seeas to have aade our experts reticent when 
giving evidence in court. One result has been that psychiatric 
extenuation is infrequently led. This raises the question of whether 
due justice is being done [ ZABOW, 1983 ]. 
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2.2.2. The negative consequences - continued 
One way in which our forensic psychiatrists appear to have dealt with 
the inadequate empirical knowledge-base, is by relying on overseas 
research. This is problematic, because it has functioned as a 'stopgap' 
that obscures the paucity of South African research. Consequently, 
there has been a relative neglect of systeaatic investigation into. 
issues that are peculiar to this country. One example of a neglected 
area, is the question of the behavioral effects of the 
tethaquilone-cannabis drug combination, that is particular to the gang 
subculture of the Western Cape. 
Valkenberg is one of the largest psychiatric teaching hospitals in South 
Africa and the Forensic Unit has been operating for 10 years under the 
present law. It is disturbing to note therefore, that with this 
experience we still have not developed a text book for forensic 
psychiatry. 
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2.2.2. The negative consequences - continued 
A fundaaental ethical principle of both psychiatry and psychology, is 
the provision of the best possible assesstent and tanagetent. Without 
systeaatic,. empirical evaluation of our forensic services, we cannot 
claia to be practising accDrding to this principle [ HAVES-ROTH ET AL, 
1972 l. This leaves one with the disturbing question of how can we 
itprove when we don't even know what we have done 1 
After considering these negative consequences of the inadequate 
empirical knowledge-base, it seems that the tiae is ripe to begin 
redressing this problea. To this end, a forensic information system is 
being developed for the storage and processing of case aaterial. It 
will coaprise a wide range of accessible, eapirical data relevant to 
South African forensic psychiatry. This systea will be the first step 
to expanding the eapirical knowledge-base directly, and will hopefully 
also aotivate research in the longer tera. Given the author's location 
in the Western Cape and the importance of the Valkenberg and lentegeur 
Forensic Units in this region, these units have been chosen as the focus 
of this endeavour. 
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2.3. The Advantages of a Cotputerized lnfortation Syste1 
A cotputerized system and a 1icrofiche aethod were the two options 
available for the safe and economical storage of a large volume of 
forensic case ;aterial. "icrofiche was rejected, because it does not 
have the required, built-in applications for autoaatic data extraction, 
satpling, statistical analysis and report generation. Due to its aany 
advantages, a co;puterized information syste; was selected. 
Advanced electronic technology now facilitates the safe, long tera 
storage of volutinous quantities of data in very limited space. Even a 
desktop ticroco;puter can store the contents of approxi1ately 7000 
hospital folders, that presently fill a large room [ WEIZENBAUM, 
1984 1. Since data collection ;ethods tust be standardized for computer 
purposes, storage and processing resources are not wasted on repetitive, 
contradictory and irrelevant data [ SPACE, 1981 J. 
• 
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2.3. The Advantages of a Coaputerized Inforaation Systea - continued 
To fully appreciate the advantages of coaputerization, it is necessary 
to contrast the planned coaputerized systea with the existing aanual 
filing systea. At present, the forensic case aaterial is stored in a 
paper-and-pencil fora, in the archives at Yalkenberg and lentegeur. It 
would be unfair to coaaent on the lentegeur aanual systea, as this is 
still in a developaental stage. In conducting the pilot project, the 
author found the filing systea at Yalkenberg in disarray. Hospital 
folders were literally decaying and often could not be located. "uch of 
the case aaterial was illegibly handwritten and the data for certain 
variables was present only inconsistently. It took two aonths to locate 
the pilot saaple of 60 cases and five were not found at all. It is not 
surprising therefore, that the wealth of over 40 years of forensic 
experience etbodied in the case aaterial, is rarely used in research. 
Contrast this situation, with the exciting prospect of accessing a 
tulti-stratified saaple and data across numerous variables for a 1000 
cases, at the push of a coaputer button. Rapid and easy access to large 
satples is the central advantage of computerized systems [ KLINE, 
1981 l • 
- RATIONALE -
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2.3. The Advantages of a Co1puterized Infor1ation Syste1 - continued 
Forensic decision-taking is enhanced by the rapid accessing of legible, 
systematically organized information about defendant's previous 
admissions, and in difficult cases, infor1ation about similarities with 
previous cases [ PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983; KAHN ET AL, 1981 J. Better 
decision-making is essential to improved forensic assessment and 
manageaent [ "EZZICH ET AL, 1981 [ a J; SPACE, 1981 J. 
Computerized psychiatric systems have decreased . clinicians' 
adtinistrative workloads by automatically generating routine reports 
JOHNSON ET AL, 1981 [b J J. Consider the benefit of this facility to 
a Yalkenberg forensic psychiatrist, who tust write up to 50 detailed 
court reports each month. Since workloads are cotmonly reported as 
iapediaents to psychiatric research, time that is saved could be used 
for much-needed research [ PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983 J. 
1 The quality and tiaeliness of research endeavors often 
depends on how well the 1ore 1undane tasks are handled. 
When quality research depends upon syste1atic and precise 
data handling, with rapid turnaround on analysis •••• 
co1puters are the only choice 1 
[ GREEN & ATKISSON, 1981 : 499 l. 
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2.3. The Advantaqes of a C01puterized Intonation Systn - continued 
To conclude this section, it is argued that the forensic coaputerized 
inforaation systet will ;otivate research by improving accessibility to 
data; by providing ease of satpling and data extraction froa a large 
background population; and by facilitating versatile data processing. 
Valuable, interdisciplinary work could also be promoted, because 
Valkenberg and Lentegeur are teaching hospitals that serve students fro• 
many disciplines including, psychiatry, medicine, clinical psychology, 
social work and occupational therapy. The ;ere existence of an 
up-to-date cotputerized syste1 ;ay itself raise an awareness of the 
importance of generating infortation. 
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2.4. Rationale for a New Systea 
2.4.1. Brief historical note 
Coaputers are certainly not a new arrival to the psychiatric field. 
Fro• the 1960's onward aainfraae coaputers were being introduced to 
psychiatric practice, at first mainly to fulfil adainistrative and 
fiscal functions. By 1970 however, computing was well established in 
North Aaerican clinical practice, in both the psychiatric and 
psychological fields. The trend which characterized the decade froa 
1960 to 1970, was the development of large scale, shared, mainframe 
databases at institutions linked to aajor universities [ CASTELLAN, 
1981; PAVEL, 1981 l. 
In South Africa of 1987 however, the Forensic Cosputerized Information 
Syste1 will be a first. In planning this system, there was the 
advantage of learning from the 20 years of experience in other 
countries. The major decision therefore, was whether to use an existing 
syste; that had been designed for use in overseas institutions, or 
whether to develop a new system for the South African context. 
RATIONALE: 
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2.4.2. Disadvantages of existing syste1s 
The reader is referred to Appendix I for a list of the available, 
psychiatric computer syste1s that were considered for the purposes of 
this project. After careful evaluation of these existing systets and 
their associated data collection devices, it was concluded that no 
single, available syste11 could adequately fulfil the requireaents of the 
Forensic Units at Valkenberg and Lentegeur Hospitals. 
The central reasons for this conclusion are ·as follo11s :-
f With the exception of the Forensic Coaputer Supported Inforaation 
System, ,. these systeas do not cater for inforaation that is 
particularly pertinent to forensic psychiatry. For exa11ple, they 
do not include inforaation about alleged offences, the legal 
referral ·process and forensic decisions. 
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2.4.2. Disadvantages of existing systeas - continued 
For the reasons discussed above, it was decided to develop a new 
coaputerized systea particular to South African forensic psychiatry, and 
to the needs of the Forensic Units at Valkenberg and Lentegeur 
Hospitals. In designing the prototype fact sheet however, aspects of 
the existing systeas were incorporated wherever these were both 
appropriate to our needs, and had proven reliability and validity. 
These aspects are discussed further in Section 5.6 on page 57. 
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2.5. Rationale for the Retrospective Data-Base 
2.5.1. Introductory note 
Given the availability of 10 years of retrospective forensic case 
aaterial and two years of data that will be routinely collected during 
the period of this project; a decision had to made about whether the 
forensic coaputerized system should · include this •aterial, ie. 
infonation froa an estimated 7500 cases. ihe disadvantages and 
advantages of incorporating this material were carefully considered and 
are presented in Sections 2.5.2. and 2.5.3. below. 
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2.5.2. Disadvantages of including the retrospective case aaterial 
For sound research, data tust be reliable and valid [ COUPER AT Al, 
1987; COZBY, 198t J. The retrospective case material is of uncertain 
reliability and validity, because :-
t The variables for which data was collected were not systematically 
defined. 
1 The data was not consistently collected for a full range of 
variables. 
t The data collection aethods were not standardized. 
i The sources froa which data was collected and the credibility of 
these sources were not consistent across cases. In some instances, 
data was collected fro; unsubstantiated self reports and fro• 
individual, subjective clinical judgements. 
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2.5.2. Disadvantages of including the retrospective case aaterial - continued 
Additional disadvantages include :-
t The data is retrospective and it ;ay lack information that is of 
contemporary interest [ SPAULDING ET AL, 1981 ]. 
t Data extraction fro1 case ;aterial of this quality and volume is 
often time consuaing and therefore, expensive. [ SPAULDING ET AL, 
1981 ]. 
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2.5.3. Advantages of including the retrospective case aaterial 
The inclusion of the retrospective case aaterial was discussed with 
interested resear'chers, forensic staff and colleagues in the fields of 
psychology and critinology. The following advantages were put 
forward :-
1 The systetatization of the case taterial by using the prototype 
fact sheet and coaputerization itself, will iaprove accessibility 
to this data and will increase its utility. Additionally, in the 
process of transforaing this aaterial, specific inforaation can be 
collected about reliability, the range of variables covered and 
areas of oaission. This will constitute a clear profile of the 
type and quality of taterial cotprising the retr~spective 
database, which would see1 to be a aarked isproveaent on the 
present uncertainty of the case taterial contents. 
.ll 
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2.5.3. Advantages of including the retrospective case aaterial - continued 
1 If incorporated, within two years the retrospective case aaterial 
will constitute a very large saaple by research standards, ie. 
approxiaately 7500 cases. Providing that the data co1prising the 
saaple is aeaningful, findings drawn fro1 such a large saaple are 
likely to be aore reliable and valid [ ERDKAN.ET AL, 1981; 
JOHNSON ET AL, 1976 l; than those generated fro• the saall saaples 
that have generally been used in South African forensic research. 
1 The retrospective case aaterial embodies an important part of the 
history of South African forensic psychiatry. This information 
would see1 to be invaluable given the importance of evaluating past 
practice, so as to improve future functioning. The long tera 
nature of the aaterial could also facilitate valuable time trend 
research showing dynaaic, historical processes such as, changes in 
the criteria for establishing criminal responsibility. This type 
of study is too infrequently conducted, due to the difficulty of 
collecting retrospective data [ PETRI LA & HEDLUND, 1983 l. 
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2.5.3. Advantages of including the retrospective case aaterial - continued 
1 The case aaterial is of added value, because forensic psychiatry is 
generally the only source of accumulated, detailed inforaation, 
about criainal behavior that occurs relatively infrequently 
[SPACE, 1981 J; such as, infanticide and aass aurder. 
1 During this project, the author found a aarked paucity and 
experienced great difficulty, deriving even basic statistics about 
forensic referrals such as, the ages, sexes and types of criminal 
offences, adtission rates and outcoaes. In the 'empirical desert' 
of South African forensic psychiatry, the few projects that have 
used the forensic case aaterial, have shown the value of even basic 
descriptive statistics [ OFFEN, 1986 [ a l; [ bJ; ZABOW, 1983 J. 
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2.5.4. The final decision 
In addition to these iaportant advantages, the prospect of establishing 
a substantial forensic database within only two years, weighed the 
decision in favor of including the retrospective case aaterial in the 
forensic coaputerized inforaation systea. In coaparison, it is 
estimated that it will take at least five years to successfully 
iapleaent and develop the prospective database to an equivalent sa;ple 
size. Considering the pressing need to redress the negative 
consequences of our inadequate empirical knowledge-base, the development 
of the retrospective database in the shorter ter1 1 was believed to be 
the ;ost appropriate strategy. It is the invaluable feedback and 
experience that will be gained in developing the retrospective 
database, that finally tilted the scales in favor of this project. 
Knowing the past weaknesses and the strengths will improve data 
collection for the prospective database [ "EZZICH ET Al, 1991 [ b l ]. 
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3. THE CHOICE OF A DATA COLLECTION DEVICE 
3.1. Central Issues 
The decision to incorporate the retrospective, forensic case taterial in 
the co1puterized systea, necessitated the transforaation of this 
aaterial into a fora suitable for efficient, coaputerized storage and 
processing. To achieve this end, two central questions had to be 
addressed :-
1 To what extent should the case aaterial be restructured ? 
- Section 3.2. 
1 How should the restructured case aaterial be transferred into the 
cotputerized syste1 ? 
- Section 3.3. 
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3.2. The Degree of Restructuring 
3.2.1. Introductory co11ents 
The available options ranged froa coapletely structured questionnaires 
with coded answer-options, to coapletely unstructured narrative text. 
The degree to which the seai-structured, narrative case aaterial was to 
be restructured, was influenced by the following advantages and 
disadvantages :-
3.2.2. The advantages of restructuring case 1aterial 
1 In coaputerized systeas, accessibility and rapid data extraction 
are improved when data is partitioned into discrete ele1ents 
[ JOHNSON ET AL, 1981 [ a J ], For exaaple, having a computer 
print out 100 complete accounts of alleged offences, so that one 
can extract information about the relationship between defendants 
and victims, requires a great deal more tiae and effort, than 
instructing a coaputer to extract this ele1ent of inforaation only, 
fro• a prestructured field in a 100 cases. 
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3.2.2. The advantages of restructuring case aaterial - continued 
1 Data redundancy and repetition in the narrative case aaterial 
wastes coaputer resources. In restructuring the case aaterial 
contradictory, irrelevant and repetitive inforaation can be 
oaitted. The variability of unstructured narrative aaterial also 
takes autoaated data searches, processing and assessments of the 
reliability, consistency and content of a database unfeasible 
[ ERD"AN ET Al, 1981 ], Partitioning and systeaatizing narrative 
case aaterial aakes for tore econoaical coaputerized storage and 
processing [ SHER"AN, 1981 ], 
1 Restructuring the case aaterial into discrete eleaents can provide 
a profile of the nature and quality of the available inforaation. 
This is essential for planning research based on this aaterial. 
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3.2.3. The disadvantages of restr.ucturing the case aaterial 
• Previously, users have found that overly structured data collection 
devices are complex, tiae consu1ing, inflexible and boring 
[ KEZZICH ET AL, 1981 [ b 1 1. 
• Data that is partitioned into discrete eleaents can lose its 
meaning [ STROTZ ET AL, 1969 l. 
• Valuable, qualitative inforaation is often oaitted froa 
co1puterized systeas, because it is difficult to structure 
[ KEZZICH ET AL, 1981 £ b 1 1. 
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3.2.~. The final decision 
Experience has shown that inforaation should be restructured only if its 
validity can be aaintained [ JOHNSON ET AL, 1981 [ a J J. Considering 
the advantages and disadvantages of prestructured coaputerized 
inforaationi it is not surprising that combinations of partially and 
coapletely prestructured inforaation have proved to be of the greatest 
value, in the coaputerization of psychiatric case aaterial [ SOUPY ET 
AL, 1976; KAHN ET AL, 1981; "EZZICH ET AL, 1981 [ b l; STROTZ ET AL, 
1969 ], This experience influenced the final decision to use a data 
collection device of a aixed-foraat coaprising checklists, aultiple 
choice-type answer-options, seai-structured narrative text and verbatia 
quotes. 
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3.3. Kethods of Data Transference 
In choosing a method for transferring data into the computerized 
system, the two available options were the paper-and-pencil fact sheet 
and the on-line, interactive methods. In essence, the research 
assistants collecting the case material could use a 'computerized 
questionnaire' to enter this ;aterial directly into the computerized 
systea. Alternatively, they could. use a paper-and-pencil fact sheet or 
questionnaire, to collect and systematize the material; and this 
infor1ation could then be transferred into the co;puterized system. 
The following factors influenced the decision to use a paper-and-pencil 
fact sheet :-
• A paper-and-pencil device is efficient, because it takes less time 
for assistants to reach an acceptable level of reliability in their 
use of a new paper-and-pencil device, than in the use of an 
unfaailiar on-line facility [ PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983 l. 
• Using a paper and pencil device provides an intermediate stage for 
checking and correcting errors, before information becomes part of 
a computerized database. 
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3.3. "ethods of Data Transference - continued 
1 Data stored on paper functions as a backup set of inforaation in 
the unfortunate event of a computer 'crash'. 
1 One of the biggest disadvantages of paper-and-pencil devices, has 
been the increased time and effort necessary to.transfer data fro• 
these devices into computer systems. The new optical scanning, fax 
machine is able to 'read' data fro1 paper-and-pencil fact sheets 
into coaputer memory. Therefore, aanual data transference need not 
be a disadvantage of using paper-and-pencil devices for database 
development [ ROSCH, 1987 l. 
1 Paper-and-pencil devices are less costly to aodify and can 
therefore, facilitate the dynaaic developaent of a computerized 
systet. 
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4. "ETHODOL06Y FOR THE DEVELOPKENT OF THE PROTOTYPE FACT SHEET 
4.1. Introductory Note 
Note that due to the brevity of this paper, the detailed findings froa 
each phase of the pilot project have not been presented. Instead, these 
findings have been incorporated in the fact sheet design and the 
discussion thereof. 
4.2. The Background Population 
The background population froa which the samples were selected comprised 
all of the Valkenberg and lentegeur Hospital case files pertaining to 
adaissions under Sections 77, 78 and 79 of the Criainal Procedure Act 51 
of 1977; froa the inception of this Act on the 1st of July 1977 to the 
31st of June 1987, when this pilot study was completed. 
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4.3. The Test Satple 
A stratified test saaple of 30 forensic cases was randoaly selected. 
Six cases including, one 'black' feaaie, one 'white' feaale, one 
'coloured' feaale, one 'black' aale, one 'white' aale and one 
'coloured' aale; were chosen fro• each of the years 19791 19901 1982, 
1994 and 1996. The test saaple was stratified according to ethnic 
groups, because this is an iaportant factor under the present apartheid 
systea in South Africa. These teras derive froa the official 
classificatory systea used in South Africa [ POPULATION REGISTRATION 
ACT, 1982 1. 
The author read the aaterial for each of the test saaple cases. The 
order in which the cases were read was randoaized. A list was generated 
froa this process, of the types of inforaation coaprising the case 
aaterial. This list was one of the factors that inforaed the selection 
of variables for the prototype fact sheet. 
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~.4. The Literature Surveys 
The aajor, comprehensive works in the fields of forensic psychiatry, 
psychiatry, clinical psychology and criainology were surveyed to 
highlight the aost relevant variables in forensic psychiatry. For 
example, some of the works consulted were :- the text on child and 
adolescent psychiatry by RUTTER & HERSOV, [ 1985 l; the text on child 
developaent by GARMEZY & RUTTER, [ 1983 l; the texts on adult psychiatry 
by GELDER ET AL, [ 1983 l; the American Psychiatric Association's 
DSM III, [ 1980 l; and the South African text by GILLIS, [ 1986 l; and 
the forensic works of SLOVENKO, [ 1973 1, SCHIFFER, [ 1978 l and 
GRISSO, [ 1986 1. 
A coaputerized literature search was conducted to indicate already 
existing computerized syste1s designed for psychiatric case 1aterial. 
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4.5. Discussions and Feedback 
Discussions were held with experienced computer analysts and programmers 
to gain infor;ation about the costs, constraints and advantages of 
available computer software and hardware. 
Discussions were also held with key forensic staff to gain a thorough 
understanding of the needs and functioning of the Valkenberg and 
Lentegeur Forensic Units. 
4.6. The Preli1inary Fact Sheet 
The author designed a preli;inary fact sheet using the information 
collected to this point. 
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4.7. The Pilot Sa1ple 
A new, stratified pilot sa1ple of bO forensic cases was randoaly 
selected. Six cases including, one 'black' female, one 'white' fetale, 
one 'coloured' female, one 'black' male, one 'white' tale and one 
'coloured' male; were chosen fro• each of the years between the 1st of 
July 1977 and the 31st of June 1987. 
In order to highlight probless, the author and a coaputer analyst used 
the prelisinary fact sheet to collect data froa the pilot sample. The 
order of the cases was randomized for this phase of data collection. 
4.8. The Prototype Fact Sheet 
The requirements of the computerized system and feedback from the pilot 
application, were considered. This information was then used to modify 
the prelitinary fact sheet to form the prototype fact sheet which is 
presented as Addepdum I to this paper. 
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5. DISCUSSION OF THE PROTOTYPE FACT SHEET DESISN 
5.1. Introductory Co11ents 
The central factors that infor1ed the design of the prototype fact 
sheet, are discussed in the re1ainder of Section S below. Throughout 
this section, the reader will be referred to the fact sheet for 
clarification. These references take the for• of numbers and letters 
in brackets, ie. { }. Nu1bers presented before slashes indicate 
fact sheet page numbers. Letter-number combinations after slashes 
indicate fact sheet question nu1bers. For exatple, the reference 
{ 1/A4 } indicates that the reader is to refer to question A4 on 
the first page of the fact sheet labeled lA. 
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5.2. Aspects for "aintaining Confidentiality 
The 1aintenance of the confidentiality of computerized psychiatric case 
1aterial has beco;e a serious concern. In response, the Royal College 
of Psychiatrists have drafted guidelines to ensure the confidentiality 
of psychiatric data in co;puter systems [ BALWIM ET AL, 197b J. The 
range of safeguards that Mill be used to maintain the ·confidentiality of 
the case ;aterial in FOCIS, are .not Mithin the ambit of this brief 
paper, but the guidelines of the Royal College Mill be followed. 
To ;aintain the confidentiality of the case 1aterial collected on the 
fact sheets, the following precautions will be taken :-
• The assistants who complete the fact sheets and all other personnel 
involved in processing this data, will be fully informed as to the 
confidentiality requirements, and will sign a legal document 
reflecting their agree;ent to maintain confidentiality. 
t Once the case ;aterial has been transferred to the computer syste1, 
the completed fact sheets will be filed in the hospital folders and 
returned to the archives. 
t All case aaterial that is not filed will be shredded. 
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5.3. Aspects for Proaoting Ease of Use 
The prototype fact sheet will used by assistants to systeaatize 
aaterial from approxi;ately 7500 cases. This 1aterial is sometimes 
difficult to read and not always consistently organized. It is vital 
therefore, that the prototype fact sheet is structured so as to be easy 
to use and that it facilitates rapid, yet reliable recording of data. 
To achieve these ends, the prototype fact sheet has been structured in 
the following 1anner :-
t The prototype fact sheet has a sche1atic layout with clearly 
defined areas for answers [ "EZZICH ET AL, 1981 [ a l J. 
t The printing and layout of the prototype fact sheet are of high 
quality so as to decrease distractibility resulting fro• printing 
errors and poor legibility, and to instill a more careful approach 
on the part of users [ JOHNSON ET AL, 1991 [ a J J. 
t The questions appear in the order in which the answ~rs are most w 
likely to be found in the case aaterial. This ;eans that the 
contents of the prototype fact sheet are not necessarily ordered 
in a clinically meaningful manner. The computerized system will 
however, be capable of reorganizing information to suit users' 
needs. 
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5.3. Aspects for Pro;oting Ease of Use - continued 
f Wherever applicable·, users aerely have to choose their answers 
fro• given sets of answer-options. This saves time and effort 
expended on recording and facilitates the pre-coding of data. 
[ ANGLE, 1981; GREENES ET AL, 1969 l. { For example, see 
question 2/Db. } 
f To save the effort expended in answering questions that are 
irrelevant to a particular case, instructions have been included 
to omit such questions. At the tiae of input however, the 
co1puterized system will automatically code these questions as 
irrelevant. The syste1 also has a built-in aechanisa for ensuring 
that answers which are purposefully omitted are not confused with 
those that are erroneously o;itted. { For example, see question 
2/C12. The three letter-nu;ber codes under the answer-options, 
indicate that the user ;ust omit the irrelevant, intervening 
questions between question 2/C12 and the questions indicated in 
the letter-number codes. In this example therefore, if the user 
chooses the 'Y' answer-option to indicate that the person was 
found to be fit to stand trial, the code 2/C14 under this option 
shows that the user 1ust omit the irrelevant question C13, which 
asks for the reasons for unfitness to stand trial. The user 
must then aove straight on to answer the next, relevant question 
C14. 
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5.3. Aspects for Prototing Ease of Use - continued 
f Questions that are repeated for different aspects of each case, 
but that aay not be applicable in every case, have been included 
once only. Additional sheets containing these questions are used 
only when necessary, and users indicate for what purpose they have 
used these 'dual-purpose' sheets, by marking in the space provided 
at the top of each sheet. { For example, see 1/D which may be 
used to answer questions about the 1ost recent or previous 
observations. } 
f To iaprove comprehensibility, the questions have been phrased 
succinctly and the fact sheet has been kept clear of definitions 
and contains few instructions [ SHERMAN, 1981 l. Coaprehensive 
instructions and clarifications have been included in a separate 
manual, which can be discarded once users become accustomed to the 
fact sheet. All instructions that do appear on the fact sheet 
have been printed in capital letters between horizontal lines, to 
clearly distinguish the• from the questions. Due to liaited 
space, only part of the instruction 1anual has been included as 
Addendu1 II. This part of the manual explains the suamarized 
questions and the answer-option codes, so that the reader is able 
to understand the fact sheet. 
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5.3. Aspects for Pro1oting Ease of Use - continued 
i To 1iniaize co1puter storage space aany of the answer-options have 
been nu1erically coded. To improve clarity however, these 
nuaerical codes are not printed on the fact sheet 
[ PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1993 l. 
* To enable ongoing i1prove1ent of the computerized syste1, 
aodification is possible with li1ited reprograaaing and 
restructuring. One ;ethod of achieving this goal using the fact 
sheet, is the grouping of questions into structurally separate and 
individually nu;bered aodules or sections. This aeans that 
changes to a section do not affect the entire fact sheet and 
proble;s can be rapidly localized [ KAHN ET AL, 1991 l. The 
technical design of the coaputerized system is based on the key 
concept of modularity and achieves the goal of flexibility in 
various ways r SEMPREVIVO, 1982 l. A discussion of these aethods 
however, was not within the ambit of this paper. 
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5.4. Aspects for "aintaining Data Integrity 
1 One of the most serious criticisms of data collected by means of 
prestructured fact sheets, is that qualitative data loses meaning 
in the process of su1marization [ JOHNSON ET AL, 1981 [ a J; 
PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983 J. To prevent this, only data that could 
be restructured into discrete elements without losing validity, 
was parsed in this manner. Wherever possible qualitative data 
is collected as verbatia quotes, eg. personality dynaaics and 
;easons for psychiatric opinions. { For exasple see questions, 
2/C13; C15; ClS; 3/C23; 3/E12 to 5/E21. } 
The immense variability however, in the quality and quantity of 
inforaation about defendants' accounts of alleged offences and 
descriptions of the quality of relationships, 1ade verbatia 
collection unmanageable. Consider that in some cases defendant's 
accounts spanned six pages and in others, accounts were absent. 
To construct the questions and answer-options pertaining to these 
topics, the central parameters of the information Mere derived 
froa the literature. For example, see questions 
1/61 to 2/611; 4/H14 to H17; 1/N7 to HlO. } 
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5.~. Aspects for "aintaining Data Integrity - continued 
* To improve the validity of the answer-options they were derived 
froa the actual case aaterial collected in the pilot study. 
Infortation that was shown to be relevant in the literature 
l 
surveys and discussions conducted as part of this project, was 
added to avoid repeating the inadequacies of the original case 
material. 
* For questions having a wide range of possible answers, instead of 
answer-options, short answers are required. This reduces the 
chance of inappropriate answer-options being chosen and avoids 
cluttering the fact sheet with lengthy lists cf answer-options. 
[ COUPER ET AL, 1987 J. { Fer exaaple, see questions 1/C4; 
C7; 2/C11; 3/H12; H13. } 
* To overcoae the problea of data being oaitted or forced into 
inappropriate categories, open options have been included for 
answers that do not appear aaong the options provided, ie. the 
category of 'other' [ COUPER ET AL, 1987 l. { Fer exatple, see 
question 2/06. } 
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5.~. Aspects for Maintaining Data Integrity - continued 
f The traditional aethod of using a single, catchall answer-option 
for questions that are not applicable, has not been used. The 
data that this category generates is often aeaningless, because 
the reasons for the inapplicability are excluded [ COUPER ET AL, 
1987 ], For the purposes of the fact sheet therefore, precisely 
defined an~wer-options that include the reasons as to why a 
particular question is not applicable, are provided. 
{ For exatple, see the Addendu; II. } 
f For similar reasons to those ;entioned in the paragraph above, 
the traditional category of ';issing data' has been subdivided. 
This provides two, more specific answer-options :-
I The first option indicates that a question couldn't be 
answered by the user, because the information necessary to 
answer the question was absent fro; the case material. 
{ For example, consider question 2/C14 which asks whether 
the defendant was found to have had adequate ;oral judgement 
at the time of the alleged offences. If there is no 
information in the case material stating whether or not the 
defendant was found to have had adequate ;oral judgeaent; then 
the user chooses this first answer-option. } 
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5.4. Aspects for "aintaining Data Integrity - continued 
I The second option indicates that the answer to a question has 
not been given by the user, because the answer involved an 
opinion froa an authority that was not given, due to 
insufficient inforaation at the tiae that this opinion was 
originally requested. For exaaple, consider question 
2/C14 which asks whether a defendant was found to have had 
adequate moral judgetent at the tile of the alleged offence. 
If it is stated in the case aaterial that no psychiatric 
decision was reached regarding the defendant•s aoral 
responsibility,. because there was insufficient data available 
to the decision aakers; then the user chooses this second 
answer-option. } 
• To increase the external validity of findings based on the 
coaputerized case aaterial, it is itportant that the database . 
provides results that are coaparable with those generally accepted 
in psychiatry, both nationally and internationally 
[ LEADER & KLEIN, 1977 l. The use of internationally accepted 
data collection devices is one way of enhancing external 
validity. It also extends the application of a locally developed 
forensic syste1 to the broader psychiatric field. 
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5.~. ·Aspeds f11t 'l'laintainirig Data Integrity - continued 
Where appli'cable therefore, such internationally accepted data 
collection devices' have been incorporated :-
I The inter:nationally accepted DSI'I Illtulti-axial diagnostic 
systet has been used. Diagnoses on all five of the axes and 
the diagnostic criteria for psychopathy or antisocial 
personality disorder, substance use, abuse ·and dependence are 
included. · { For exatple, see questions 
2/Cll ·Axes I & I I; 1/C5 to· CB - Axis III; 
10/H5 I. · T16 - Axes IV & V; 
• 4/K13; 2/LlS; L16; · 1/Ql to Q3;· 2/N13; M14; 2/MB; 
3/1'112 ' to IU6; 3/N21 - Criteria for antisocial personality 
disorder; 
9/P21; 10/P23; 11/P25; - Criteria for substance use. } 
• 
I· ·The· international! y · :used l'laudsley schedule . for psychiatric 
history taking and the associated tental state exatination, 
constitute ·the :basis ~or tost of the fact sheet. 
{ See Sections 1/F to 10/T. } Further discussion of the 
l'laudsley fraaework is presented in Section 5.8.2. on 
page 64. 
7 It tt 
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5.5. Aspects for "aintaining Reliability - continued 
f One 1eans of achieving inter-rater reliability, is the inclusion 
of tMo existing data collection devices that have established high 
reliability levels :-
I The first is the checklist of childhood and adolescent 
psychiatric syaptoms, fro; the Bethlem Royal and Maudsley 
Hospitals' Clinical Data Register for Children and 
Adolescents, Mhich has a 13 year track record of established 
reliability and validity [ THORLEY, 1982 ], 
I The second is the checklist of ;ental state observations, from 
the Clinical Infortation System developed by the Western 
Psychiatric Institute, which has an inter-rater reliability 
level of betMeen 80% and 90% [ MEZZICH ET AL, 1981 [ b l l. 
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5.6. ·"ethods for Estiaating Reliability 
The fact sheet includes a method for estimating the reliability of the 
case material from which users draw their answers to the fact sheet 
questions. Reliability will be estimated for all case material that 
is known to be of dubious credibility such as, information about 
substance use, criminal behavior, psychosexual history, financial 
matters, relationships with significant o~hers, traumatic psycho-social 
events etc. 
acceptabi 1 ity 
1991 ], 
In essence, this is information affected by social 
pressures and emotional repression [ SIRTCHNELL, 
For example, see the tables on the far right-ha~d side of 
Reliability estimates of the answers to the fact 
sheet questions will be 1ade according to the following. principles :-
1 An answer is always drawn froa the source/s of highest 
reliability. 
1 Should equally reliable sources contain contradictory answers to 
~ a question, users choose whatever answer they believe is aost 
credible, and record the fact that there were contradictory 
answers. 
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S. 7', General Criteria for Fact Sheet Data Selection 
The coaputerized inforaation system is to serve the disciplines that 
ai1 to understand huaan behavior. In these disciplines one of the 
fundaaental preaises is that the etiology of both adaptive and 
aaladaptive behavior can be fully understood only by reference to 
aultiple factors. This preaise inforaed the selection of the 
inforaation to be collected on the fact sheets r SPAULDING ET AL, 
1981; EIDUSON ET AL, 1967 ], To aake the fact sheet useful yet 
econoaical, .only inforaation that had a clear value or purpose, was 
included £ HAYES-ROTH ET AL, 1972; KEZZICH ET AL, 1981 [ b J J. 
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5.7. General Criteria for Fact Sheet Data Selection - continued 
* The decision to include each piece of information was based on the 
answers to these three questions, put forward by SHERMAN r 1981 J, 
to assist data selection :-
I What purpose would this inforaation serve 1 
I Is it iaportant enough to include ? 
ie, What is its priority relative to other inforaation ? 
I Can the validity of this inforaation be aaintained using a 
fact sheet for data collection ? 
f To aid in the selection of information, only those variables that 
empirical research and/or clinical experience, have shown to be of 
relevance to forensic psychiatry were included. This selection 
criterion is similar to that which has been effectively used in 
the development of both the "audsley Psychiatric Interviewing 
Schedule and .the DS" III. Since forensic psychiatry is 
interdisciplinary, relevant variables were sought in the fields of 
criminology, clinical psychology, general and forensic psychiatry. 
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5.7. General Criteria for Fact Sheet Data Selection - continued 
1 Information useful to the routine functioning of the Valkenberg 
Forensic Unit is also included. 
1 Infor1ation about the types of data that are 1issing fro• the case 
1aterial was felt to be essential for evaluating existing, and for 
i1proving future data collection procedures. Thus, questions for 
which there will frequently be no answers in the case taterial; 
are included in the fact sheet. 
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5.8. A "ore Detailed Rationale for the Contents 
5.8.1. Introductory coaaents 
Since this paper is brief the detailed, empirical findings that 
informed the selection of each question for the fact sheet, have not 
been included. For further infor;ation, the interested reader is 
referred to the texts cited in the bibliography. Instead, the 
rationale for the inclusion of theaatically-related groups of 
questions is presented in Sections 5.8.2. to 5.8.12. below. 
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5.8.2. The "audsley fraaework 
The planned system is to cater to forensic psychiatry, a prime function 
of which is to distinguish and manage the 'criminally insane' 
[ SLOVENKO, 1973 J. Much of the fact sheet therefore, focuses on data 
to inform our understanding of the etiology, diagnosis and management 
of psychiatric and psychological disorder. This part of the fact 
sheet consists of information that constitutes the Maudsley Psychiatric 
History. This schedule was chosen, due to its internationally 
established reputation for the systematic collection of psychiatric 
data r GELDER ET AL, 1983 J. This schedule has also been used as the 
routine method for psychiatric history taking at Valkenberg and 
Lentegeur Hospitals r SILLIS, 1986 J. 
For these reasons, the fact sheet was constructed around the Maudsley 
framework. This means data collection is eased, because the 
psychiatric histories systematized during this project, have similar 
sections to the fact sheet. [ SPAULDING ET AL, 1981 J. The fact sheet 
sections are presented in Table I on the next page. 
- TABLE I 
A Tabular Representation of the Fact Sheet Sections 
I Fact Sheet References Contents of the Sections 
I 
1/A1 to 2/A17 I Identificatory data. I 
1/Bl Available source docuaents. 
1/C1 to 3/C24 Observation court report data. 
1/D1 to b/D21 Legally-related data. 
1/E1 to 5/E23 Psychoaetric test data. 
1/F1 to 1/F9 Present financial and doaestic 
circuastances. 
1/61 to 2/611 Defendant's account of alleged 
I offences. 
I 1/H1 to 2/313 Fa;ily history : Caretakers, 
I Siblings & 
I Relatives. 
I 
I 1/Kl to 4/K15 Birth and childhood development. 
I 1/Ll to 2/Llb Educational history. 
I 
I 1/111 to 3/1116 Military service and occupational history. 
1/tH to 3/N21 Psychosexual history. 
1/P1 to 13/P31 Substance use history. 
1/Ql to 3/IH3 Criainal history and escapes. 
1/R1 to 4/R19 Medical history. 
1/51 to 3/512 Psychiatric history. 
1/Tl to 10/T17 Mental state and adaptive 
functioning. 
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5.8.3. Kodifications to the Kaudsley fratework 
The Kaudsley schedule was developed in Britain for general psychiatric 
history taking. Consequently it has certain shortcoaings when applied 
in the South African context of forensic psychiatry. During the 
past three years, an ongoing evaluation of the shortcotings of this 
schedule has been conducted at the Child Guidance Clinic, of the 
University of Cape Town. Although this work has not yet been 
published, the central findings were used to ;odify the Kaudsley 
schedule for use in the prototype fact sheet. Additional ;odifications 
were ;ade on the basis of the author's experience of using this 
schedule in forensic practice at Valkenberg. 
·-
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5.8.3. Kodifications-to.the-llaudsley fr,aaewotk. --continued. - - ~ . - ~ •. ~ . ... ~,. ~· .• -- r ... ...._ .. .. ~ ~ -, . .. -· 
The modifications .. ;ade. to ,the llaudsley ·schedule are .. discussed·in the 
•• 1~ •· " '--~ ~ ~ .. ~,l f ', · - · 1 '< I ~ • 1 '.& ' , t I..:. II. '. '• . . ' . ' 
t The~~ f~ct c?h~et.; inc)udes a~ lafg~~- number· of_ cque?tions about 
s~bJt~nce. use1;1py_er ;t_he_:~~erJod; o.f ~lleged -offences ~nd,gener~l 
pa_t.,.t~rnJ. oL,u~e·.'.1oJhis ;:i.~-~ a:- ;eflec~ion .. o!" the_ i_llp.or~ance apd 
colplexi ty .• of ~the. issue .of. substance use in. forensic assess11ent; 
• ;. 0 • 0 ' 0 ... ~ ~· •• • L .. ~ I ..._ .. ~..... ..r I 0 ~ .. ', ~ • ..... ;. ~ \ I •'' :. 
Inv:oluntary_,. -~.nd ~~!n. 
1 
vo,_lunt_a[Y..f;s,ubs!anc~ ;use: .s~~ul_d)t_ c~aus~; 
'legal insanity',. ~provid~ ..,coeplete.defence,s.against.all. cri;inal , 
t. - - ~ • - ~ .. ~.. -r ·- •• - .. • ~ - •• 
lia"bi lity. Furthermore,·" voluntary, substance use over the. perjod 
~ • • • - ~ ~- • ,II... I ~ ... '• - ' 'J ' l • • 0 , -. ·- " • ""' , • 0 
of~ a!! ,~ffem:e. lc.~n .:be , ady~nc~_d;. as
1 
a : f~ctor that ,diaini~_hees 
cdriinal- '-responsibility , .. [ SCHIFFER,. 1978; . ~,o.ZABDII, J973 l" 
r ·- ·• •: ·.,. • ,_ · ~ , ,.. • < • _ ~ 1 · • • t , 
Sub
1
stance i use ; i~ ~!,:.e:~~!l gre_at_~r rel,evance. -dn S_outh Africa, 
1
due 
to '-·t.~~ ... hi_gh_;t,in.c~i(e!J~Ce of alcohol, cannabis and methaquilone use 
[ :·aFFEN ~ ET .AL,. ,1986 rl• ln South Africa, ,cannabis is COI!IIROnly 
~ \. " ' '. .• ·~"- ' • - ' " ... ' • .. ,.. • I< ' .. 'j . 
known a.s dagga, and methaquilone, as ;andrax. More important is . . . .,. .. - . . . .. 
., 
the si'gnificant correlation betMeen substance use and violent 
' 
crime, especially on the Cape Flats [ BLOCH, 1975; SCHARF, 
19~4 .J •. ;' 1 iTo._ il):ust!~te __ this poi_n_t,, .a. recent. study. aLValkenb~er.~ 
s_h~~ed \~ha~ ,alcoho.l ~a.~. im~~ica ... ted.i~ 41%," _and-.~~gga_.~ll.-_15%,_ of 
all hoaicide .cases .referred, to ·the .Forensic .unit between 1977 and . 
. - • .,. ' •· .,, i • ; .... ' • .. ... ~ . ... :.0 ,... .. • ........ ..... ' ' ~ - .. • .. J l,. 
.,~, 
. t '' 
\ 
t" .. ,;'~lr"'·. 
I . 
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5.8.3. Kodifications to the Kaudsley fra1ework - continued 
1 One of the funda;ental ails of the Kaudsley schedule is to collect 
infor1ation about a range of universal, psychosocial variables 
that are assu;ed to be stressors predisposing individuals to 
disorder, and 'steeling' factors that protect individuals against 
1aladaption. Research has shown however, that the effects of 
psycho-social factors are influenced by develop1ental 1aturity1 
cultural and historical context, and nu1erous other variables 
[ GAR"EZY & RUTTER, 1993 l. For the purposes of this project 
therefore, the assu1ption of universality has been rejected. The 
new conceptualization put forward by SAR"EZY & RUTTER, [ 1993 11 
has been operationalized in the fact sheet, by collecting 
detailed infor•ation specific to each type of psychosocial 
factor, and the age periods during which each psychosocial 
variable occurred. 
To illustrate the importance of the age-factor, consider the 
example of a person who experiences ;ultiple hospitalizations, 
whilst under the age of two years. It has been shown that such 
a person has a significantly higher chance of developing 
psychiatric disorder in adulthood, than a person who has the same 
experiences after two years of age [ DOUGLAS, 1975; SARMEZY 
~ RUTTER, 1983; QUINTON ~ RUTTER, 1976 J. 
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5.8.3. "odifications to the "audsley fra1ework - continued 
1 The Maudsley schedule does not include sufficient questions about 
social and aaterial factors that affect behavior. Recent 
findings show that social adjustaent and intellectual functioning 
are better predictors of prognosis, than the traditional variables 
of diagnosis and symptomatology [ SPAULDING ET AL, 1981 l. In an 
attempt to address this proble•, the fact sheet includes questions 
about individuals' financial, social and domestic support systems; 
their levels of and impairaents in adaptive functioning; 
psycho-social stressors; and detailed findings from psychometric 
testing. For example, see questions 1/Fl to F9; 
1/N1 to 3/N21; 1/"1 to 3/Mlb; 10/T14 to T17; 
2/E5 to 5/E23. } 
1 The Maudsley schedule includes questions about the traditional 
nuclear faaily members and a general category of questions for 
significant others. In practice however, this has not served to 
collect valuable information about all parental substitutes and 
non-biologically related siblings. Research has indicated the 
importance of understanding the influence of these people on 
development [ BIRTCHNELL, 1971; 1972 [ a l; 1972 [ b l l. 
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5.8.3. "odifications to the "audsley fra1ework - continued 
This is particularly . relevant in South Africa Mhere the nuclear 
·family is rapidly becoaing the exception to the rule, Factors 
such as, high divorce and desertion rates, Morking parents and 
the migrant labor syste;; appear to contribute to· this process 
[ BLOCH, 1975; SCHARF, 1984 ], The fact sheet therefore includes 
systematic questions about all caretakers and all siblings. 
{ For example, see questions 1/Hl to 1/J9. } 
* The Kaudsley schedule includes a general section on occupational 
history, but this has not prompted the consistent collection of 
data about ;ilitary service. This is particularly relevant in 
South Africa, due to the present policy of compulsory military 
service and the State of Emergency. A section of questions 
specific to military service has thus been added to the section on 
occupational history. 
{ For example, see questions 1/"1 to "3. } 
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5.8.4. The focus on cri1inal behavior 
• The outstanding feature of 1odern critinal psychiatry 
is the recognition of the i1portance of the e1otional 
rather than the intellectual genesis of criae • 
[ ZADOW, 1983 : 250 J. 
For the reason stated in the quote above, the body of the fact sheet 
is concerned with psycho-social variables that function as stressors 
and/or 'steeling' factors in shaping aotivation, emotional functioning 
and ultitately behavior [ ANTHONY, 1974; BLOCH, 1975; BROWN & 
HARRIS, 1980; COELHO ET AL, 1974; DOHRENWEND & DOHRENWEND, 1974; 
SARMEZY & RUTTER; 1983 l. 
The entire fact sheet has been designed to collect information about 
the population who move between the criainal justice and mental health 
syste1s. This infor;ation is useful in developing a detailed forensic 
profile to inform etiological and descriptive research OFFEN, 
198b [ a l; [ b l; PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983; STEADMAN, 1980; ZADOW, 
1983 J. 
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5.8.4. The focus on triainal behavior - continued 
Etiological studies of patterns in criminal behavior also require 
detailed information about offences. For this reason questions are 
included about the characteristics of offences, the victims, the 
property involved, the plate of occurrence and the weapons used 
[ FELDMAN, 1977; OFFEN 1986 [ a l; [ b l; ZABOW, 1983 l. 
{ For example, see questions 3/D7 to 6/D20. } 
The questions that reflect defendants' reasons for their criminal 
behavior have been included to provide something of a phenomenological 
perspective. { For example, see questions 1/61 to 2/611. } 
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5.8.5, Inforaation on psycholegal issues 
All data present in psychiatric court reports has been included in the 
fact sheet. This inforaation is iaportant, because it reflects the 
central issues in forensic assessaent, ie. the decisions reached about 
psycholegal questions such as, legal certifiability or insanity, 
criainal responsibility, triability, extenuating circuastances, 
curability, deterability, recoaaendations for aanageaent and factors in 
aitigation of sentence [ GRISSO, 1986; OFFEN, 1986 [ a l, [ b J; 
SCHIFFER, 1978; SLOVENKO, 1973; ZABOW, 1983 J. 
{ For exaaple, see questions 2/C9 to 3/C24. } 
Questions have been included about the content and quality of the 
accounts of alleged offences given during forensic assessaent. 
lnforaation is also collected about the factors that influence these 
accounts such as, the conditions under which defendants were held 
before adaission and the language in which interviews were conducted. 
[ GRISSO, 1986; PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983; SCHIFFER, 1978; ZABOW, 
1983 ]. { For exaaple, see questions 1/D5; 1/El; 10/T13. } 
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5.8.6. Inforaation on psychoaetric and EES findings 
Psychometric test findings play a central role in forensic assessment 
[ GRISSO, 1986 l. The fact sheet collects data about the findings fro; 
psychometric and EEG testing, because these can be used in the study of 
patterns of sy;ptoms and psychodynamics that correlate with patterns 
of criminal behavior, different types of head injuries, ;edical and 
psychiatric conditions. This type of information can enhance the 
accuracy of forensic assessment [ PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983; SPACE, 
1981 ], For example, see questions 1/E3 to 4/E23; 
1/R1 to 4/R19; 3/512; 2/C11. } 
The author's experience of psychoaetric assess;ent highlighted the 
paucity of research into the reliability and validity of psycho;etric 
tests, especially those that have not been standardized for South 
African groups. This proapted the inclusion of questions about the 
types of tests that are used, the findings and whether the test scores 
are corrected for cultural bias. This data is crucial for the 
development of batteries of reliable and valid psychometric tests for 
forensic assessaent [ GRISSO, 1986; LEZAK, 1983 J, 
The findings froa personality testing have been included, because this 
is one of the few sources of detailed, systematic information about the 
possible motivations for criminal behavior EYSENCK, 1977; 
FARRINGTON ET AL, 1982; TRASLER, 1978 J. 
{ For example, see questions 3/ElO to 5/E23. 
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5.8.7. Infortation on dangerousness 
The fact sheet contains questions reflecting professional opinion as to 
the dangerousness of defendants, information useful in assessing escape 
risks, dangerousness and recidivism. This is important, because the 
court frequently requests psychiatric opinion on these issues, and at 
present there is little empirical data to infora psychiatric decisions, 
or to syste•atically assess predictive· accuracy [ OFFEN, 
1986 [ a l l. To provide additional information on this issue, 
questions have been added regarding the degree to which defendants deny 
or admit culpability. This is the only information available to 
forensic professionals about whether a defendant co11itted the alleged 
offences [ DUCKITT ~ DU TOIT, 1985; GRISSO, 1986; OFFEN, 
1986 [ a l; ZADOW, 1983 ], 
{ For exatple, see questions 2/D7; 5/D18; 1/Q1 to 3/Q13; 
1/62; 63. } 
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5.8.8. Infor1ation for service evaluation and planning 
The fact sheet collects information for the evaluation of forensic 
service, eg. the tiae taken to complete assessments and reports, the 
extent to Mhich psychiatric reports ansMer the court's questions, and 
the recency of the data used to infor; psychiatric decisions [ OFFEN, 
1986 [ a l; PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983; SCHIFFER, 1978 l. 
{ For exaaple, see questions 2/A11; A12; 1/Dl; 2/D6; 4/D10; 
2/C9 to 3/C24; 1/B1 - dates. } 
Infor1ation is also collected for the study of people•s aovements among 
;ental health and legal facilities, forensic referral processes, and 
the geographic areas served by particular forensic and legal 
·institutions, ie, systemic interaction. This type of Mork is useful in 
assessing the adequacy of existing services and planning new 
facilities OFFEN, 1986 [ a l; PETRILA & HEDLUND, 1983; SCHIFFER, 
1978 l. { For example, see questions 1/C3; C4; 1/D2; D3; DS; 
6/D21; 2/A13; 1/Q1 to 3/Q13; 6/H31; 1/R1 to R4; 
2/SS to 3/512. } 
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5.8.9. Infonation for cross-cul.tural cotparisons 
The entire fact sheet is designed to collect detailed information on 
sy;pto;s and life history events. This data can be co;pared across the 
ethnic groups that comprise the forensic population. In the 
;ulti-ethnic context of South Africa coaparative information is 
i;portant, because the behavioral expression of psychopathology 
differs across cultural contexts [ BUHR"ANN, 1983; GILLIS, 1983 J. 
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5.8.10. Infor1ation for genetic studies 
Questions have been included that distinguish biological from 
non-biological relatives, that indicate relatives' relationships to 
defendants and relatives' sexes. This information facilitates studies 
of the patterns of biological inheritance of predispositions to 
serious medical conditions, psychiatric disorders, substance abuse and 
criminal behavior [ SILLIS, 1983; RUTTER & HERSOV, 1985 l. 
{ For example, see questions 2/JlO to J13; 3/HS; H10; H12; 
H13. } 
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5.8.11. Infor1ation for identification and follo•-up 
Infor;ation is collected to distinguish each case, so preventing data 
being attributed to the •rong person. This also ensures that all 
data about an individual is stored in the same coaputerized file. 
{ For example, see questions 1/A3 to 1/AB }, 
Additionally, data is collected to enable the follow-up of individuals 
for longitudinal studies. Although such studies are important, they 
are infrequentiy conducted due to the difficulty of tracing people over 
extended time periods [ BIRTCHNELL, 1981 ], It should be emphasized 
however, that in the interests of confidentiality, careful vetting and 
authorization will have to be gained by anyone wishing to use this data 
for follow-up purposes. Cri1inal cases nu;bers, courts and districts 
are also included to allow for the follow-up of cases through the 
cri1inal justice syste;. 
{ For example, see questions 2/A13 to A17; 1/C2 to C4. } 
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5.8.12.. Infor1ation for future 1anage1ent 
To enhance future ;anagement decisions, information is collected about 
all psychotropic .medications, dosages and periods of use, as well as 
medical and psychiatric treatment received [ "EZZICH ET AL, 
1981 [ a l ]. { For example, see questions 1/51 to 54; 
1/R1 to 4/R19; 2/55 to 3/512. } 
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A BRIEF CRITIQUE OF THE PROTOTYPE FACT SHEET 
1 f ~, ' \ ·, - " f • I .I -.. r· · · • ·· ·. · - ·· -, ' · ·.. , 
The Idiog~aphic-No•othetic Data Controversy 
--y.:, _, '"~ ; . ' ·~.i;, !-'': L 
: ' I, : t ·. 
·. , ; •• ,, , ~I 
'.' 
The controversy over the relative values -of tiDmothetic and idiographic 
data has dogged computerized psychiatric . information systems 
[ ~IRTCHNELL,, . 19~~ 1:: ~he cri ticis1 fro• those who favor idiographic 
' . !. ·-. ' . . . . . . l'' 
data, , has. been that ·computerized systems ·are ·designed :for:· no·aothetic 
'l:· .. Jr. ·· .. _-.~ .. ~- . ,_. . . . . 
data .. that describes an individual ~s a tpoint on a continuum. rehtive to 
~ " . =:! '-~ •. ' ~: •. ~ I ' ' '... t- ·~'I -.;•, ,.... •'II·" - , . ' 
a background population, but which ignores~ the-uniqueness of the 
; ;. ~· :.~ ~-~I I I 
individual C SPACE, 1981 J. 
~;;.:"' . ' (..., .... , ~-' 
· The central. aim of the forensic ·c.omp~teriZ'ed· 'information· syste; 
j I~J·.:r<;li.~'(:t: ., . . __ 
discussed. in this _paper, is to"expand the empirical k'notdedg~-basi! that 
.... ~··,""'-.\'ii~J':":~ ., , ... ~-~ . -
undergirds South African forensic psychiatry/-< The ·retrospective 
.... ~ I •' \.t ,, ,_, f :-: ~ ~ •• • 1 ~.~ ' '• . . . ' • 
database has been designed for nomothetic 'data for :two reasons.:-
\ - . I . ·)· •J• . .' ' . 
f 
. ~.. ; 1 ' . •. . . . : ! ~ ~ ... r... :.,. ". ~ 1.' r 'i 
. ~ .. , .. 
~- 'i C· ,. ~ 
.ai ... .. . 
,... . ~ ' - ~ . . ,... . ' 
First, nomothetic data was felt to 6'e a~·priority given .the 
J 
inadequacy of our empirical knowledge-base, because this type of 
data can infor• forensic opinion about groups of people, rather 
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6.2. Suaaary Feedback fro• the Pilot Study 
Using the fact sheet, the author and a computer analyst wer.e.~ble to 
collect case material fro; a complete case in an averag·e of 45 
minutes. This tiae was felt to be feasible for the retrospective data 
collection froa an estiaated 7500 cases. 
Although the pilot study did not include a formal assessment of 
inter-rater reliability, a crude estimate·was made based on 10 cases. 
The average, estimated inter-rater reliability level was a generally 
acceptable, 82X £ COUPER ET Al, 1987 J. 
Since both of these estiaates were based on users who were very 
fa1iliar with the fact sheet, the speed and inter-rater reliability of 
other users reaain to be assessed. 
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7. SU""ARY CONCLUSION 
In the short tera, it is anticipated that the prototype fact sheet will 
enable the developaent of the retrospective database, so as to begin 
to fulfill a part of the need for empirical data in South African 
forensic psychiatry. This will be a first step toward redressing the 
negative consequences of our inadequate, eapirical knowledge-base. 
Furtheraore it is hoped that in the longer ter1 1 FOCIS will aotivate 
research to change this presently barren field into a dynamically 
developing discipline. 
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The psychiatric hospital can be viewed as a social 
syste1 which is evolving slowly by atte1pting to 
i1prove. In order to syste1atically study and 
learn about itself the •ental hospital and its 
care providers need continuous pertinent infor•a-
tion. Yet, at present the psychiatric hospital is 
not organized in a way that readily allows 
isolation of proble1s or syste1atic learning fro• 
prior experience. In that sense, the hospital is 
a non-syste1 which lacks an infor1ation syste1 
necessary for 1eaningful feedback to the decision 
•akers of the institution • 
£ HAYES-ROTH ET AL, 1972 : 27 l. • 
This quote e1bodies the spirit that gave. rise to the forensic 
coaputerized inforaation system discussed in this paper. The 
developaent of the first forensic coaputerized infonation systea in 
South Africa, rests on the ethical responsibility of aental health 
professionals to evaluate what we have been doing in the past, and to 
apply this understanding to iaproving our future forensic practice. 
This is one of the fundaaental reasons for expending the tiae and 
effort to establish the retrospective database, rather than leaping 
ahead with the prospective database. For, it Nould seea be 
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- APPENDIX I 
The Co;puterized Systeas for Psychiatric Case "aterial that were 
Considered for this Project 
Systea Naae 
SSOP - The "issouri Standard Systea 
of Psychiatry. 
"SIS - The Rockland State Hospital 
"ultistate Syste;. 
CIS - The Clinical Information 
Syste;, developed by the Western 
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic 
at the University of Pittsburgh. 
CMHC- The Ravenswood Hospital 
Coa;unity "ental Health System. 
CRISP - The Clinical and Research 
Inforaation System for Psychiatry, 
developed by the Medical Branch of 
the University of Texas. 
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- APPENDIX I -
The Coaputerized Systems for Psychiatric: Case~"aterial that were 
Considered for this Project. 
Syste1 Naae Reference 
I 
I 
I The Bethlem Royal and Kaudsley 
I Hospitals' Clinical Data Register, 
I 
I for Children and Adolescents. THORLEY , [ 1982 J. 
I 
I The Forensic Coaputer Supported 
I 
I Information Systet, developed by the 
I "issouri Institute of Psychiatry. PETRILA ~ HEDLUND, [ 1983 J. 
I 
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l "EDISTAR - developed by the United 
I States Naval Health Research Center 
I and the Departaent of Environmental 
I Medicine, at San Diego University. UNITED STATES NAVAL HEALTH 
I RESEARCH CENTER, [ 1985 J. 
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A D D E N D U M I 
The FOCIS Prototype 
Fact Sheet 




• . .. 
A2. User's first 2 initials 
~:surname -} 
A l:DENTIFICATORV 
~ -. ) 
. rrrrrnrrl. 
~-... -. ... ~~ 
. ~- .... 
·-,- .... ,-- .~ 
l ·-
---L !_ • 
. -- ··""' . -~ 
t ","' _, 
' --..J
SEE : tl OUTER FOLDER COVER; .2l. _INNER FILE COVERS. 
A3. ~ost recent hospital nuliber ,' 
for this hospital -> 
A4. All oth:er hospital numbers, 
for this hospital -> 
· AS. P's. first 2 forenames -> 
·Ab. P's surname -> 
I' 
A?. P's alias : 
Forenames -> 
AS. P's alias : 
Surnames -> f 
A9. P's sex -> 
AlO. P's official ethnic group -> 
............. ~ 
I 99 i 
... --- --... ~ 









SECTION B SOURCE DOCUMENTS 
BL 
DOCUMENTS PRESENT IN THE FOLDER y Date of aost recent doc N 
I ~fTiT~TY-r-Y-r--I Charge sheet 
Transcripts of court proceedings I I I 
Criminal record I I 
Post aorte1 report I I I 
Court's request for observation 
I 
Court's reasons for observation I I I I I 
Alcohol/drug treataent report I 





Independent aental health professional's 
report [ not State eaployed J 
Military official's report 
Occupational record 
Occupational therapist's report I I I I 
Prison official's report I I 
Probation officer's report I 
Psychiatrist's court report 
Psychologist's report I I 
Psycho1etric report 
Religious professional's report 
Social worker's report. I I I I I 
Clinical history, including collateral I & aental state exaaination 
Clinical sumaary 
1B 
SECTION C COURT REPORT DATA 
This sheet refers to -> 
I "ost recent observation PreviouE observation 
SEE : 1l PSYCHIATRIC COURT REPORT. 
Cl. P's age at the observation 
C2. All criainal case nuabers 
related to the observation -> 
! 
LJ 
I · I I I 99 I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
C3. Type of court from which 
P was referred -> "agistrates' Coaaissioners' 
C4. Court district -> 
C5. Seneral state of physical health -> 99 
Cb. Physical problems aentioned -> 
C7. Names of the conditions -> J'. 
99 
r r 
I I 1 99 99 
CS. Course of the conditions -> 
L I A II i c I 99 I c I A II I c I 99 I c I A I I I c I 99 I 
1C 
SECTJ:ON C COURT REPORT DATA 
This sheet refers to -> 
Host recent observation I Previous observation 
C9. Was P found to have been mentally ill 
at the tile of the alleged offences ? -> 
ClO. Was P found to be certifiable ? -> 
Cll. All psyrhialrit diagnoses given -) 
1 
C12. Was P found fit to stand trial ? -> 
C13. Reasons for unfitness to stand 
trial -> 
C14. Was P found to have had adequate 
aoral judgeaent at the tiae of 
the alleged offences ? -> 
C15. Reasons for P's i1paired 
aoral judgeaent -> 
I I U LJ 
I y l N I bb I SB I 99 I 
Clb. Types of substances alleged to have ,-------------"T" 
iapaired P's aoral judgement -> 
C17. Was P found to have had the 
capacity to act in accordance 
with his/her moral judgement 
at the time of the alleged offences ? -> 
ClB •. Reasons for P's impaired 
moral capacity to act -> 
ec 
SECT:ION C COURT REPORT DATA 
This sheet refers t~ -> 
Host recent observati~n 
C19. Types of substances alleged to 
have impaired P's capacity to 
act in accordance with his/her 
eoral appreciation -> 
I 
C20. Recoaaendations 1ade -> 
C21. Type of prognosis given -> 
C22. Factors upon which the 
prognosis depends -> 
C23. Reasons for the prognosis -> 
I 









I y I AD I OD I 99 I 
3C: 
SECTION D LEGAL DATA 
This sheet refers to -> 
Most recent observation I I Previous observation I 
SEE : 11 COURT'S REQUEST FOR OBSERVATION 
3l COURT TRANSCRIPT 
51 PRISON OFFICIAL'S REPORT. 
Dl. Due date of psychiatric 
observation report -> 
D2. Who gave the reasons for 
P's observation ? -> 
D3. Reasons for P's 
observation :.> 
u u 
2l COURT'S REASONS FOR OBSERVATION 
41 DISTRICT SURGEON'S REPORT. 
I l 
,. 991 
SEE : 11 CHARGE SHEET 21 SOCIAL WORK REPORT. 
D4. P's nationality -> 
j SA j 99 j 
. D5. P's legal status immediately 
b~fore this observation.-> I Pol custody I Prison I Bail j Free I 99 I 
:1.0 
SECTION D LEGAL DATA 
This sheet refers to -> I Previous observation Most recent observation 
SEE : 11 COURT REQUEST FOR OBSERVATION. 
~. 
QUESTIONS ON WHICH THE COURT REQUESTED PSYCHIATRIC OPINION 
Certifiability y N I 911 
Fitness to stand trial 
lloral judgement 
Capacity to act in accordance with aoral judgeaent 
Reco11endations fairest to the defendant L to society I 









SECTION D LEGAL DATA 
Thi~ sheet refers to -> 
Host recent observation I I Previous observation 
LJ 
SEE : 11 CHARGE SHEET 21 COURT TRANSCRIPT 
3l CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECtiON - P'.S ACCOUNT OF ALLEGED OFFENCES. 
41 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 51 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
io7-r /E1~;D10 
bb 99 I A A 
' ,. TYPES OF CHARGES COUNTS PLEAS 
...r.. ~UI 









I I ! 
I I I 
3D 
40 
SECT:ION D LEGAL. DATA 
This sheet refers to -> 




DATE OF EACH ALLEGED OFFENCE I REL I 
r ro...,..-d .! ., .. ¥-rr-~-,...y~ 
1 9 99 
I I I I I 
w 
IF THERE ARE NO CRI"ES AGAINST PERSON, 60 TO 5/D18. 
Fl 
r;/D13 . 
D12 I 66 / iDlilllil 
PLACE IN WHICH EACH OFFENCE OCCURRED ROO"S REL REL 
..r.. ...r.o 
Outside Inside 99 99 
' 
I I I ww 
40 
SECT:IDN D LEGAL DATA 
) . --------------------------------------------------------------------
This sheet refers to -> I Previous observation j "ost recent observation 
I I 
I I 
COKPLETE QUESTIONS 5/D13 TO D1B, ONLY FOR CRIKES AGAINST PERSON. 
IF THERE ARE NO CRIKES AGAINST PERSON, 60 TO QUESTION 6/D19. 
R fDi4l R 
V KNEW PLACE P KNEW PLACE AGE-CATEGORY OF THE VICTI" 
~_,...CD 
y N 99 y N 99 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 
Fl R R 
VICTI"'S SEX RELATIONSHIP BTW P L V 'WEAPONS USED 
r ro 







REL REL REL 






SECT:ION D LEGAL DATA 
This sheet refers t~ -> I Previous observation 1 "ost recent observation 
CO"PLETE UUESTIONS 6/D19 AND D20, ONLY FOR PROPERTY OFFENCES. 
A ln20l Fl D20l 





SEE : ll NURSIN6 OBSERVATION NOTES. 
D21. Nuabers of the wards to which P 
was adaitted during this observation -> 
I I I 1
99
1 




SECTION E PSYCHOMETRIC DATA 
SEE : ll "OST RECENT PSYCHOMETRIC TEST REPORT. 
El. P's ho1e language -> 
E2. When Mas the most recent 
psychoaetric: testing '! -> 
M 
I This adaission j Previously I 66 I 99 I 
'------~---~.o.--.llFl_j 
A 
NAMES OF PSYCHOMETRIC TESTS CULT.,CORRECTED 
r 
99 y N 66 99 
1E 
SECTION E PSYCHOMETRIC DATA 
7sl ~ 





66 I iEBJ 
AREA OF BRAIN "ALFUNCTIONING SIDE OF BRAIN 
.r.. 







SECTION E PSYCHOMETRIC DATA 
1/Fl 
Rbbl Ell I 99 I 
NA"ES OF PERSONALITY TESTS FINDING RE REALITY TEST 
lr 
99 Psych Fragile Uni1p 
I 
I 
E12 I 99 I 
TEST FINDINGS RE. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
lr 
E131991 
TEST FINDINGS RE SOCIAL INSIGHT t JUDGE"ENT 
l.r 
I 
E14 I 99 I 
TEST FINDINGS RE SEXUALITY 
lr 
3E 
SECTION E PSYCHOMETRIC DATA 
E15 I 99 I 
TEST FINDINGS RE E"OTIONS I lr 
I I 
I 
Elb I 99 I 
TEST FINDINGS RE PERSONALITY TRAITS 
lr 
I ' 
E17 I 99 I 
TEST FINDINGS RE RESPONSE TENDENCIES UNDER STRESS 
lr.. 
ElB I 99 I 




SECTJ:ON E PSVCHOMETRJ:C DATA 
E19 I 99 I 





TEST FINDINSS RE PERCEPTIONS OF SPOUSE 
lr 
E21 1991 
TEST FINDINSS RE ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENTHOOD 
.r.. 
TEST CONCLUSIONS 
Personality disorder 99 
E23. Type of personality disorder -> 
5E 
SECTION F DOMESTIC CIRCUMSTANCES 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTIONS - il IDENTIFYING DATA iil PRESENT DOMESTIC CIRCUMSTANCES 
21 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 31 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
Fl. With who; does P live ? -> 
I 66 I 99 I 
REL REL 
I I l 99 I rn F2. Nu1ber of people living with P -> 
lbb6 OJ F3. Type of pertanent dwelling -> 1/Fb 
F4. Nutber of living roo1s in 
I I 1991 OJ the dwelling -> 
F5. P's ownership of the 
I 0 I R I 5 I F I 99 I OJ dwelling in F3 -> 
Fb. Who supports P financially ? -> I Self I OJ I 99 I 1/FS 
F7. How do the people in Fb I 99 I OJ gain this toney ? -> 
F8. Nuaber of people other than 
P, who are financially 
I I I 99 I dependent upon the person w in Fb -> 
F9. Approxi1ate 1onthly inco;e 
I I of the person who supports I I I I I I 99 i OJ P in Fb -> 
1F 
SECTION G ACCOUNT OF OFFENCES 
This sheet refers to -> I !lost recent observation ' Previous observation 
u 




TYPE OF ACCOUNT GIVEN BY P TYPE OF ACCOUNT GIVEN BY P 
-t-.CO -t- 0 
D-R .D+R A-E A+E 99 D-R D+R A-E A+E 99 
I I 
I 
1/H1 1/G2 1/H 1/H1 1/62 1/Hl 
EXPRESSION OF REHORSE CREDIBILITY OF REIIORSE 
~ 





SECTION G ACCOUNT OF OFFENCES 
This sheet refers to -> 
Prev;ous observation 
u LJ 
l65l M BBl· 
ALC BEFORE OFFENCES VOLUNTARY TIME BTW ALC ~ OFF 
f....c-.CO 
y N 99 y N 99 I bb 99 
I 
. :l B9 
IF THERE IS ALCOHOL USE BEFORE THE OFFENCES, CO"PLETE QUESTIONS 4/P9 TO P14, THEN RETURN TO 2/69. 
is9l i6iOj isil 
DRUBS BEFORE OFFENCES VOLUNTARY TIME BTW DRUB ~ OFF 
~- 0 
y N 99 y N 99 bb 99 
I I I 
I 
I 
i 1 lH1 I I I 
IF THERE IS DRUG USE BEFORE THE OFFENCES, COMPLETE QUESTIONS 7/P17 TO P20, THEN RETURN TO 1/Hl. 
2G 
SECTION H FAMILY HISTORY: 
CARETAKERS 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTION - FAMILY HISTORY 
21 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 
31 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT 
41 INDEPENDENT I'IENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL'S REPORT. 
Hl. Were P's biological mother and father caretakers ? -> 





H2. Why 1ertn't P's biological mother and/or father caretakers ? -> 
I l'lother -> I 99 I bb I 
I 




I REL w 
I F I m 
I I I 
1H 
SECTION H 
I H3 I 99 I 
I I I 






I REASONS FOR OTHER CARETAKERS 
k'UI'!, I 
I 99 I I 
I 
I I 













.SECTION H FAMJ:LV HJ:STORV : 
CARETAKERS ~ SJ:BLJ:NGS 
The information on this sheet refers to -> I Caretaker I Sibling 
COMPLETE QUESTIONS 3/H5 TO 5/H26 FOR EACH CARETAKER INCLUDING THE BIOLOGICAL "OTHER AND FATHER, 
EVEN IF THEY WERE. NOT CARETAKERS. 
BIOLOGICALLY RELATED ALIVE-DEAD P-AGE DIED HIGHEST EDUCATION 6-0CCUPATION 
ALC ABUSE DRUG ABUSE PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS REL 
99 
TYPES OF CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS 
REL 
3H 
SECT:ION H FAM:ILV H:ISTORV : 
CARETAKERS & S:IBL:INGS 
The infDraation on this sheet refers to -> I Sibling I I 










AMOUNT OF CONTACT TYPE 







' - ' 1 
SECTION H FAMILY HISTORY 
CARETAKERS 
--
iH2ol ~ I H22 I 
ABE BEGAtl ABE ENDED REASONS WHY CARETAKING ENDED 




RULE QUALITY USUAL TYPE OF PUNISHKENT 
~ 
ADVERSE INTRA-FAKILIAL CONDITIONS 
Insufficient or inadequate nourish1ent y 
Insufficient or inadequate clothing 
Inadequate shelter I 
Overcro11ding ie, 1ore than 4 people per living roo1 I 
Repeated physical conflict bet11een caretaker and spouse 
Repeated verbal conflict bet11een caretaker and spouse 
Repeated physical conflict among siblings 



















H27. Number of divorces/permanent 
separations between P's caretakers 
and spouses up to 21 years -> 
M 
WHICH CT'S SEPARATED 
...r. I c 
I 
1/Jl 
H31 I bb 1
1
991 
FAMILY HISTORY = 
CARETAKERS 
M A M M!H3ol i 
WHO LEFT P'S AGE REL REL REL 
99 99 99 
I ' 
IHil l"3al ~ IHil l"3al 
I 
NA"ES & TYPES OF LIVE-IN INSTITUTIONS P ATTENDED AGE BEGAN AGE ENDED I REL REL REL 
99 99 I I 
-
l I w w 
6H 
SECT:ION ::I FAM:ILV H:ISTORV 
S:IBL:INGS 
Jl. P 's ordinal position -> ...--...----.....------.---.....---....----. 
I Only I Eldest I Middle I "ultiple I Young I 99 
Jc. Nuaber of biologically 
I I I 99 I related brothers -) 
J3. Nuaber of biologically 
related sisters -> I I I 99 I 
J4. Nuaber of biologically 
related siblings -> I I I 99 I 
JS 
P'S AGE AT EACH BIOLOSICAL SIBLING'S BIRTH 
99 
i 99 I I I 99 I I I I 99 I 
Jb. Nuaber of non-biologically 
rela,ted brothers -> 
J7. Nuaber of non-biologically 
related sisters -> 
JB. Nuaber of non-biologically 
related siblings -> 
J9 
DID P LIVE WITH EACH SIBLINB FOR AT LEAST 6 "ONTHS ? 
I I y i N i 99 I c i y j N i 99 I c I y i N i 99 I c I y i N i 99 I 
r-c I y i N I 99 I c I y I N i 99 I c I y i N i 99 I c I y I N i 99 j 
= 
13 
SECT:ION :::T FAM:ILV H:ISTORV: 
RELAT:IVES 
CO"PLETE QUESTIONS 3/HS TO 4/H19 FOR EACH BIOLOGICAL SIBLING 
AND EACH NON-BIOLOGICAL SIBLING WITH WITH UHO" P LIVED. 
IF THERE ARE NO SIBLINGS, 60 TO QUESTION 2/JtO. 
!lfJ12991 
JlO I None I 99 A 




I J121 None 1'991 rml filll 







SECTION k BIRTH 8.c • OE:.VE:LOPMENT 
' -
--.. -- .~ ..... - ' 
SEE : ll CLINICAL HISTORY : S~BSECTION - PERSONAL HISTORY 21 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 
- ....._.. ·- - --- - -" 
31 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT _ ;4f EDUCATOR'S REPORT · · 
- ' - -- ~~ .. ~ ... .~ _ -- I ..-
5] INDEPENDENT MENTAL H~ALTH PROFESSIONAL'S REPORT~------·- - ·- ... 
-·-----. 
KL Mother's age at P's birth.:~>:· - ::~h:--. ~;· l~·-·j· .. Jer9.l · ' ,. "! 1 I I 
i ~ ' ' . •, ' ·... ~ ~ ·. f I • 
K2. · Father's age at P's birth -> 
' ' 
,., j -j99l 
- - . --.J~.. .. . . .... l .... . ~ 
- · - -' /Kb--. - t ... -- -~ 
·K31 ,None .I 991 
\ 
' ! I -- . --- -- -· . ' f . -l J . -
E"OTiONAl AND/OR PHYSICAL PROBLE"S THAT MOTHER "EXPERIENCED DUR-ING :PREGNANCY I 
_r_ 
-• 
Kb. Term of-the pregnancy-} 
.. r-. - --- .-. .... _ &- J 
' 
' - - ~-- - . ,.
·~_· ·- -~ • r • !. " -· 
~ -- -... 
r I I • ' , 
' - '1 j 
• -r;;l ·fbll-. 
( ~ :._ ·~.-~ ~~I 





~AGE PROBLEii BEGAN 
I 
,. - 99 
- -- -- r 
. --, " - --:-- . 
·' -. ' - -
1 
STAGE PRPBLEM ENOED 
' ' ~- ~ ~ .... . bb 99 
! I l 
- ' ' --' 
- -·...., -
I l ' 1 ' ; - -;-,~;- < "I ,i 










·I REL REL ! 










' - -- ' -·- -· ~ . 
1'K 
SECTION K BIRTH ~ DEVELOPMENT 
I 
DISTURBANCES OF SPEECH AND LANGUASE UP TO 18 YEARS I 
I 
I Disorder of rhythm eg, stuttering ~ stamaering y N BB 99 
Disorder of articulation 
' 
Disorder of coaprehension of spoken language I I I I 
Disorder of production of spoken language 
Delayed developaent of speech 
r---1 
K11 I Wl 
DISTURBANCES OF MOTOR BEHAVIOR UP TO 18 YEARS REL 
' 
Tics y N 88 99 
Other abnoraal repetitive aovements eg, Mhirling, flapping I 
Cluasiness or poor co-ordination I I 
Gross overactivity ie, hyperactivity 
Gross underactivity ie, hypoactivity 
Habitual aanipulations eg, thumbsucking, nailbiting etc 
Delayed developaent of Malking 
M 
Disorder of sex role y N 88 99 
Disorder of sex object 
Sender identity disorder 
3K 
SECTION K BIRTH ~ DEVELOPMENT 
M 




Destructiveness and/or vandalism 
Fi resetting 
Truancy 
Running or wandering away from home 
Sexual misbehavior eg, exposure, promiscuity etc 
Initiation of fights, bullying and/or aggression 
Cruelty to aniaals 
Violent assault 
Repeated drug taking 
Repeated drunkeness and/or alcohol abuse 
K14. Nuaber of hoae moves up to 





N 88 99 






AGE AT IIOVE REL REL 
99 
4-K 
-SECTION L EDUCATIONAL HISTORY 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTION - EDUCATION 21 EDUCATOR'S REPORT 
31 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 41 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
Ll. Total number of schools P has attended -> 
,....----, 
I Lc 
I None I I I 99 I 
-l!Ml I I I I 
I PRIMARY-HISH DAY-BOARD I ORD - SPECIAL I SOVT-PRIV 
1-c . 
I I p I H I 66 I 99 I D I B I 99 ! 0 I s I sc I 99 I s I p I 99 
I I I I I I -1 I I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I , I 
I I 








I I I 
I I I 
H-l 
I i I 
l.L 
SECTION L 
A6E LEFT I 
I I bb I 991 
II I I 




I I I 
I I 
i 2/Ull 
NUMBER FAILURES STDS FAILED 
I None I I I 99 I I I I L21u2l I I 
I HIGHEST EDUCATION I 
I Llb I 
EDUCATIONAL HISTORY 
REASONS FOR LEAVINS EACH SCHOOL j 






I 99 I I I I j None I 99 I I I l 
TYPE OF STD NU"BER EXPULSIONS 
I 
a 
I REL I 
H . I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I · I I 
tu w 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I ! I 
ti 
L:J 
I I I 





I REL I 
I I 
' w I I I I 
I REASONS FOR EXPULSIONS I ~ L 
~, 1991 
I I I w 
I w 
2L 
SECTION M OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTION - OCCUPATION 21 "ILITARY OFFICIAL'S REPORT 
31 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 41 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
I 66 I 99 i 
~ 
Ml. Present status re compulsory 
military service -> ,__ ________ ...... · 1.1114 L__j 
I I I 
I I ! 
M2. Has P ever been less than 
honorably discharged ? -> 
M3. Reasons for being less than 
honorably discharged -> 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTION - OCCUPATION 
51 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
114. Age P first began paid employment -> 
.· 
I v I tl I 99 I 
LLtlM4_j 
L:J 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I ! ! 
21 OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY 
41 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 
I bb I 99 I 
1....-.-L...-..112/ 116 L__j 
1M 
SECTION M OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY 
fl ~ 1"7 1 66 1 rYJ 1 
I NUMBER PD JOBS I PR-OCCUP I FULL-PART TIME~ RES-IRRES I TIME I~ P-OCCUPI 
I 99 I i I 991 FIR I F II i p /R I p II I 99 I i 991 
I I I 121119 I I I I I 
I 11s I rml 
I I I I ' I REL I REL i 




119 166 l 
I 
REASONS FOR LEAVINS EACH JOB I r r 




I 1110 I I 1111 I 
I 6-0CCUP FULL-PART TIME ~ IRRES-RES. i 
I I I 99 I FIR I F/1 I P/R I P/1 11;:11 99 I 
I I I I I ' 
1 Rr 11 Rr 1 
2M 
SECTION M OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY 
!NUI'I UNEIIPLOYILONSEST UNEIIPLOY LONSEST PD JOB ! 
I i 99 I 1 99 I 1991 
I I I I I 
M.15 Has P ever been repeatedly absent 
or repeatedly late for work ? -> 
Mlb. HasP walked_off at least 2 jobs 
without another job in sight ? -> 
I y I N I ? I 99 I 
lm\.~ 
i REL I I REL I 
I I I I . I 
I I I I I I 









SEC:T·:r ON N PSYCHOSEXUAL H:ISTORV 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTIONS - il IDENTIFYING DATA iil PSYCHOSEXUAL HISTORY 
21 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 31 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
Nl. Present marital status-> I Married I Div I Sep I Wid I Never mar I 99 I 
I I . 1!N3 i I 
N2. Number of previous 
marriages -> 
N3. D6es P have a sexual 
relationship at present ? -> 
lv!NI991 ITJ 







LIVE WITH !LENGTH RELATION OTHER SEX I 
I y l N I 99 I I I I 99 I y I N I 99 l I I I I I I I 
AFFECTION CO""UNICATION CONFLICT GENERAL FEELING 
~ ~~ REL I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I 
I I I I I I 
ltOl r;Bl 
t:J I REl1 1 
wDJ 
1N 
SECTION N PSYCHOSEXUAL HISTORY 
I Nll I None I 99 I 66 I ~ 
I I I . I 1--:::1-J 
I SEXUAL DIFFICULTIES I ~ 
,1------------..-~ Pm-.--ll Past I t±j 
I I I I tJtJ 
I Nl2 I None I bb I 99 I 
I "OST CO"HON ISSUES CAUSINS CONFLICT 
I Pres I Past I 
I I 
I 
I I I 
. N14 I 66 I 
NU"BER OF SEXUAL PARTNERS IN THE PAST b YEARS 
N15. Has P ever had homosexual 
sex after the age of IB years ? -> 
Nib. P's present sexual preference -> 
i y I N i 66 I 99 i 
I I I I I 
....----. 
~ 
I REL I 
I I I 
~ w w 
I I I 





I N14 I 
tJj I I 
2N 
SECTION N PSYCHOSEXUAL HISTORY 
N17. P's number of biologically 
related children -> 
..------. 
I tUB I 
I 





I N19 I I Nco I 
CHILD-SEX !LIVES WITH PI 
I 99 I F I " I 99 I y I N I 99 I 
I II I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
SIGNS OF INABILITY TO FUNCTION AS A RESPONSIBLE PARENT 
Child being malnourished y N I ? 99 
Child's illness resulting from lack of hygiene I 
Failure to obtain medical care for seriously ill child I 
I 
Child left dependent on non-resident for food ~ shelter 
No caretaker for child under b yrs while parents away 
I 
Repeated squandering of house-monies on personal iteas I I I 
Physically abusing child I 
Sexually abusing child I 




I N21 I 
I I I 




I I I w w 
3N 
'. 
SECTION P SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
The information on this sheet refers to -> j , 
ALCOHOL I 
I I 
I DRUBS I 
I I 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTION - HABITS 21 ALCOHOL/DRUG TREAT~NT REPORT 
31 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 41 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
Pl. The approximate number of times 
P has used this substance during 
the past year -> 
I 99 I None I Available I 
L_L1/P5-1/P4-1-. --1---.JI.--.J...--'---...l 
I USUAL TIKE OF USEI USUAL DAY OF USE I TIME WITHOUT s 
PS. Persons who consider P's substance use during 
the past year to have been problematic -> 
P6. Earliest age at· which P's 
substance use became problematic -> 
99 . 
I I j Child i Adol I Adult ~~~~~~ 
~ 
I I I 
I I I 
REL 
p 
SECTION P SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
The .information on this sheet refers to -; .-----.----..., 
i ALCOHOL I 
i I 
I 
I DRUGS I 
I I 
FACTORS IN PAST YR INDICATIVE OF PATHOLOGICAL PATTERN OF USEI y I BB N 
I Increasing amounts needed, ie. increased tolerance I I I I 
Detreasing amounts needed, ie. decreased tolerance I 
Intoxication throughout 1ost of the day 
Remaining intoxicated for at least 2 days I 
I Need for daily use I I I 
Restricted usage to certain times of day I I I 
Unsuccessful efforts to cut down or stop use I I 










I I I 
I I I· 
I I I w w 
2P 
SECTION P SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
The information on this sheet refers h -> ,....----,----, 
I ALCOHOL I 
I i 
I 
' DRUGS I I I 
SOCIAL ~ OCCUPATIONAL IMPAIR IN PAST YR DUE TO SUBSTANCE USE! y I BBI N I 99 I 
.. . I 
Repeated conflict with family I I I 
_I 
Rejection by family I 
Repeated conflict with friends 
Rejection by friends 
Increased physical aggression 
Increased verbal .aggression I 
Diminished ability to cope with parenting role 
I Diminished ability to cope with homemaker role I I 
Diminished ability to cope with financial role I I 
Diminished ability to cope with work role . 
Frequent absences from work I 
Loss of job I 
Police contact without conviction - not traffic offences I 
Criminal charges - not traffic offences ! 
Traffic offences I I I 


















SECTION P SUBSTANCE USE H:ISTORV 
The information on this sheet refers to -> 
Alcohol consumption before the offences I I Usual alcohol consumption I 
u 
P9. Types of,alcohol consumed-> 
I None I Spirits I Wine Beer I Homebrew II Nonbeverage I Available 99 I 
b!P17j_ 4/P10-l..it/P11 /P12W/P13 . 4/P14 I 5/P15 IP15 1 
I REL I w 
PlO. Approximate aaount of spirits consumed -> I 
I 
I Available [991 w 
P11. Approxiaate amount of wine consumed -> 
P12. Approxiaate amount of beer consumed -> 
I I I I Available 199 I [[] 
I Available I 99 I 
i I I 
P13. Approximate amount of homebrew consumed -> I I' l ! Available l 99 I 
P14. Approximate amount of nonbeverage 
alcohol consumed -> 
I Available I 99 j 
I I I 
4P 
SECTION P 
ALCOHOL ASSOCIATED SV"PTOMS 
j Use of regmakers I 
I Coars~ tremor of tongue, eyelids, handsj 
Flachuts I 
j Delirium tretens 
Epileptic seizures and/or Rum fits I 
I Anxiety 
Depressed sood I 
lrri tabi li ty 
Fitful sleep and/or bad dreams 
' Nausea and/or vomiting I 
Gastritis I I 
"alaise and/or weakness I 
Autonomic hyperactivity eg, sweating, 
tachycardia and elevated blood pressure 




SUBSTANCE USE H:ISTORV 
eel ? v 
I 
I I I I I 





I ! I 
I I I I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I I I I 
l I 
Time since I N I 99 I 
i I 
I I 99 I I I ! I i 
I I I 
I I l 
I I I 
I I I I I 
I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
I 




I I I I i 
l 
I I 
l I i 
rml~ l I b 
! SYMP I I TIME I 
' I I I I I I I 














SECTION P SUBSTANCE USE HJ:STDRV 
I Type I I 
fPi5l 
1-l-,.,...__~--------...--...-...---.--Time since---.-.--.-----. 




Plb I None I 
OTHER SY"PTO"S ASSOCIATED WITH ALCOHOL 88 ? I y I Time sini:e j N 99 1 
I I I I !99 I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I j I 
I I 
I 
I SY~P l tdli'IE I 
I I I I 
I ! I ww 
I SY"P I I TI "E I 
tEtB 
frnl I Plb I, 
1-sv;l I TillE I 
HH 
1---!---1 I I i 










SECTION P SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
The inf~rmation ~n this sheet refers t~ -> 
Drug use bef~re the ~ffences I i. 
I I 
I Usual druo use I • I 
P17 j 99~ None J IPiBl H 
TYPES OF DRUGS DRUS CATEGORIES I AMOUNTS I :r 
Available I 99 j 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I I I . I i I 
R 
"ETHDDS OF SUBSTANCE USE I :r I I I 









SECTION P SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
I IF THE DRUB CATESORY IN 7/PlB IS :-
AI'IPHEiAI'IINES I complete -> 9 /P21 + P22 
BARBITURATES complete -> I 10/P23 + P24 
OPIOIDS l co1plete -> I 11/P25 + P2b I 
DASSA I complete -> I 12/P27 I 
HALLUCINOGENS complete -> 12/P2B 
VOLATILE SOLVENTS complete -> 12/P29 
i 
PHENCYCLIDINE complete -> I 13/P30 I 
I OTHER DRUGS complete -> 13/P31 
CDI'IPLETE EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS ONCE ONLY, CONSIDERING PAST SUBSTANCE USE 
AND USE DYER THE PERIOD DF THE OFFENCES. 
BP 
SECTION P SUBSTANCE USE HJ:STORV 
fP2il 
I i 
AMPTHETAMINE ASSOCIAiED SYMPTOMS I BB I ? I y I Time since 
Depressed mood I 
I 
I I I I 99 I l 
Suicidal ideation I j I I I i 
Psychomotor agitation I I I I 




P22 j None I 
OTHER AMPHETAMINE ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS I BB ? y Time since 
I 
I I I I I I 1 99 
I I I I 
'" 
fP2il 
I N I 99 I 
I 
I I I 
I I 
I 
I SI;PI I 





N 99 SYI'IP I 
I I I I 
I i I 
I 
I P21 i 
I j 
I TIME I 
I i 














I P23 I 
i 
BARBITURATE ASSOCIATED SYI'!PTOKS 




Depressed mood I 
Irritability 1 I 
Fitful sleep and/or bad dreats I 
Nausea and/or voaiting 
l'lalaise and/or weakness 
Autonomic hperactivity eg, sweating, 
tachycardia ~ elevated blood pressure 
Orthostatic hypotension 
Delirium usually 1 week after use 
I I 




SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
88 ? v I 
i 
I I I J 
I I I I 
I 
I I I 









Time since I N I 99 
I 99 I I i 
I I I I i i 
I I 
I I I I I 
I I 
I 





Tile since I N 99 I 
. I 99 I 
l I I 
I I I 
,.---., ..---. 
! P23 I I P23 I 
' I 1 1 I . I 
! SYI'IP I I TI I'!E I 
I I I ' 
~~ 





~w t±J I I 







SECTION P - SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
.. ., I 
OPIOID ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS I 88 I ? v I 
I Depressed mood I I 
I I 
1 rr i tab i I it;· I I l I 
T · "· ~ I N I qo I 1me _ln .. e l i ·' l 
I i 99 i I I 
I 
I P25 I I P25 I 
I I ' I I 
I SYMP I I TIME 
l. .1 1
1 
I l l I . I w ' I i I 
I Psychomotor agitation I I I I I I · 
1--1 Inmni•-~----1--t--+--1-..J..-.+-.-111 ,1. I HI I I 
I i I 
l 
Tremor m I I l I 
I Weakness 
Kuscle and joint pains 
I I I Tachycardia I I I . 
Kild hypertension 
I 
Sweating and/or fever 
YaMning I 















I I I I I I 
m~ 
I I I I I I 
~~ 
~~ 







I Lacri1ation ie, Matering eyes I I I I IIIW 
a~~ P26 j None 
OTHER OPIOID ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS 88 -, ? y Time since 
I I I co II ·, I 
I I I I I I I I I II I I 
N 199 -~ 







I P26 I rrnl 
I I I 
SYMP ~ 
I I I ,m 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I mm wW 
11P 
SECTION P - SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
r---r-SP--. ......-----. ...-----. 
I P2'7 I None I I P2'7 I ! P27 I 
1--....1..----'--------.---.~~---.,..---,-. I I ' I I I 
I BB I ? I Y Time sin!:e j N I 99 I ! SY!1P I I TIME I DA66A ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS 
199 1 I~ Iii f----------+--+-+--+-+-~-+1-+1-+-___,1 H-l I I I 
t----------+--+---+-+-~----+-+-1 --+! --+----11 I I I I I i 
I 11:11: !! ~~~ 
llllllllllwm 
SP 
' P2B I Non~ 
HALLUCINOGEN ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS ss I ? I v I Time since I N I 99 
I I I I I 99 I I I 
I I I 
I I I l I I 
I I I I I I I 
P29j None J 
VOLATILE SOLVENT ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS I BB I ? I y I 
I 
Time since l N l 99 I 
~ I I j 
I I I I 99 I ! I I 
I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I i 
l I I I I· I I I l I 
I P2S I rP2al 
I I I I I 
l SYMP I I TIME I 
I , I 1---.-l 
I I I I I I 
~to 
~rn Ww 
r;;2;l I P29 i 
~II, 
I SYMP I I TIME I 
I I I i ' I 
I I I I I I 
~Ill 
I I I I I I 
WI' I H-i ! I l 
12P 
SECTION P - SUBSTANCE USE HISTORY 
PHENCYCLIDINE ASSOCIATED SYI'IPTOI'IS 
cp 
P31 I Non~ 
OTHER DRUS ASSOCIATED SYI1PTOI1S 
~rugs I 
I 
I P30 I ' 
? I Y Time since I N I 99 ! I SYI'IP I ~IKE 
I I I I' I I I' 1991 I I I I w 
: 111111111 Ww 
I I I I ! i I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I l I I . I I I I I I 
11111111/t±jt±j 
! 88 I ? I y I Time since I N I 99 I 
I I I ! I i I 99 I I I I I . 
I I I 
I 
I I 
I I l I 
I i 
I I i I I 
13P 
SECTION Q - CRIMINAL HISTORY 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTION - CRI"INAL HISTORY 21 CRI"lNAL RECORD 
31 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT 41 SOCIAL WORK REPORT • 
. :1 ·/Q5 
I Ql I ~~ne 1 I QE I jQ3l I 1 
TYPES OF CONVICTIONS I COUNTS I P'S AGES I r I tium , I 
! 
I I I 




1 I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I Ill Ill I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 




TYPES OF SENTENCES RECEIVED I 
r r 

























I I I I I I 
mt---i--1 








I I I 
1Q 
SECT:IDN Q CRIMINAL H:ISTORV 
1 /Rl..., 
l Qb I None I 
I 
I TYPES OF CUSTODY EXPERIENCED 
i 







I Police custody 
I II l' 90 I 
I I 1 fl I I 
I I I 
I I I I ! I ! 
I 
I Prison I I I 1-. _____ __.~.---~..11/Rf-.J...-o.· ...~.---~..-~ 
SEE : 11 CLINICAl NOTES : ESCAPE NOTES 21 LETTERS RE ESCAPES 
31 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORTS 41 PRISON OFFICIAL'S REPORT. 
~ 'fGal 
P 'S AGES I "ETHODS OF ESCAPE J'. 
l 99 I I 99 I 
I 
I I I 
I I I I 
,...-----. ii 
1. Q5 11 I Qb I 
I I I I 
! REL j REL i rnm wm 
I I I I I I 
111m 
I I I I I 
I I i I I I 
SECTION Q - CRIMINAL HISTORY 
I ~TIME OUT DURING ESCAPE 
~ I I I I bb I 99 I ( I I i I 
I I I I I 
I I I 
I i I I 
I I 
I I I I i I /Q11 i 
~ Fl 
PERSON WHO RETURNED P TO CUSTODY 
I. p I 119 I, I . I 






I l I I 
1 Q13 ; 
DANGEROUS TO WHOM A DANSER I OFFENCES COMMITTED DURING EACH ESCAPE I 
r 
I y I N 99 s 0 S+O I 99 j None I 99 
I 





l_'.l/013 I I I 
fQ9l fQiOl 
I I I l 
I REL I REL ! 
I.~ 
I I I I I I 
LLJ I I . 
i i I I I I I : I I 
r-Hr-H 
~ill 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
. I Q11 1. I Q1E 1. ~ 
I REL I I REL I REL 
h-ili! 
r-H 




SECTION R MED:ICAL Hl:STORV 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTIONS - i1 EARLY DEVELOPMENT iil MEDICAL HISTORY 
2l INDEPENDENT MEDICAL REPORT 31 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 41 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
I REL I 
I I I 
Rl. Number of hospitalizations of 
at least 1 weeks duration -> 
I None I 
1
1 99 j' 
l2!R5-..~.1__....__..__.~-. --'· w 
R4l 
r 
M fl 'a.IR3 1, 
I P-AGES AT HOSP I TYPE OF MEDICAL CONDITION I I REL l I REL ! 
t1 I 199 1 199 1 td td 









TYPES OF TREATMENT RECEIVED DURING EACH HOSPITALIZATION rn Investigation Surgery 
















I I I 
l I I 
1R 
SECTION R - MEDICAL HISTORY 
R5. Number of head injuries 
causing unconsciousness·-> 
P-ASE AT EACH HEAD INJURY 
I 
I 
I I I I 
I Child Adol Adult j 99 j 
I I I . I 
I 
I I 
I I I I I I I L 


















I REL I 
I+ I 99 I I I I 
I I I . I I 
I I 
I I 99 I 
I 
I 
I I J 
I RO I ' ~ Ri I I fRal I I I 
I REL I I REL I REL 




I I I I I I I I I www 
~ REl 





SECTION R - MEDICAL HISTORY 
I Rll I 
i 
I I DEFICITS RESULTING FROM EACH INJURY l_c 
1 
BRAIN AREAS INJURED 
I 
I -~ I None 
I r I I I 
' i i i 
I l I 
I I I I I 
I 
I ! I I I 3/R13 
SEE : 11 "OST RECENT EEG REPORT DR SET OF REPORTS. 
R13. Under what conditions were 
the EEG's·conducted ? -> 
I I I 
, None i 99 I 
f I 1 ! ' . I 
I I I 
L L ! 
J I i 
I 




I I I I I 
L1 I I I /Rl b.~..-1 ~__:._~4/R 1 b.~--..~--..~---l..---1 
!rWl j R12 i 
1 i t 
I REL I I REL I 
hltJj 
H-i I I I 
! I ! I I l 














iRiBIJ bb l ,, 
~ 
I R17 I 
I I . 
WAVE FREQUENCY ABNORMALiTIES EPILEPTIC 
_r 
None I L H ·I L+H I 99 
i I 
y N 1 ae 
l I I ·' .. 
L1/R1S! I /Rtsl I I i I 
iRi9l ~ .. ··. 
i SIDES OF WAVE ABNORIIALITIES FOCUS OF ABNORIIALITIES 
_r .. 














SECTI:ON S PSVCHI:ATRI:C HI:STORV 
CHECK ALL PREVIOUS AD"ISSIONS 
SEE : 11 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTION - PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY 
21 INDEPENDENT "ENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL'S REPORT 
31 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 41 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
55. Nuiber of times P has received 
treatment for psychiatric and/or 
psychological problems -> 
I 
NA"E OF TREATMENT ASENCY FOR EACH TREATMENT 
r 
I 
; S7 I fSsl 
1 99 
I 
l-c P-ASE WHEN EACH TREATMENT BESAN . LENSTH OF TREATMENT 
I I I I Chi 1 d I Ado). Adu 1t I 99 I I I bb j 99 . I . 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 







I I I 
I REL I m 






'I'W I I I . ww 
2S 




I S11 I 
IN-OUT PT I OBSERVATION-DRUB-ALe 
~ I 
lsTATE-PR! + INS-IND, 
I I 
j I I 0 I 99 I OB j D f A I None j 99 I SI 1 PI j PP I 99 j I 
I i i i i I . 
I I 
I I I 
I I I l I I i ! ., 
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
r:-:-1 ~ ,------., 
I 591 I I SlO I ! 511 I 
I I I I ' I I . I I I 





_________ ] _____________________________________________ ___ 
FOR EACH PREVIOUS OBSERVATION : 
COKPLETE QUESTIONS 1/Cl TO 6/D21 [ including ~IP9 to P1~ if appropriate l; 
AND 1/61 TO 21611 [ including 7/P17 to P20 if appropriate ]. 
THEN RETURN TO 3/S12. 
FINAL DIAGNOSES MADE AND/OR PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED DURING EACH TREATMENT 
r 
I 








r-ml m m 




SECTION T MENTAL STATE 
AND FUNCTIONING 
SEE : 11 FIRST FULL "ENTAL STATE EXAKINATION DURINB P'S KOST RECENT OBSERVATION. 
l 
ASPECTS OF P'S 6ENERAL APPEARANCE AND BEHAVIOR AT THE MSE INTERVIEW 
Neglected appearance I y I N I Bill 99 I 
Unusual, idiosyncratic dress I I I I I 
Pupillary constriction I I I 
Pupillary dilation i I I 
Lacrimation ie, watering eyes I 
Yawning I I I 
S11eating I i I 
Tremor 
Psychomotor agitation ie, accelerated tovement 
I and/or restlessness I I I I I 
·psychomotor retardation ie, slowed movement I J 
Catatonia ie, no movement I I I 
Gait disturbance I I I 
lnco-ordinated movement I l I 
Stereotyped movement and/or mannerisms I I I I I 
.Copied movements ie, imitation I I I i I 
I Bizarre behavior I I I I 
Ritualistic behavior I 
I Disinhibited behavior 
I Other notable aspects None 




SECTION T MENTAL S"TATE 
AND FUNCT :I ON. I NG 
i. ' 
rrcl 
ASPECTS OF THE P'S SPEECH AT THE HSE INTERVIEW 
"uteness 
~ . y tl se 99 I l ~ " ~ 
.. . " 
Slowed speech ... 
;• 
Restricted quantity of speech 
; --
~I •' .• 
Vagueness and/or restricted cont~nt. of -speech -~---1 I ., I . I i 
Rapid speech 
~ '. ... I I I 
Loquacity or overtalkativeness ' 
·, - ,, -
Pressure of speech 
Overly detailed or overly inclusive content of speech 
Illogical or incomprehensible content of speech 
I 




lack of spontaneous speech 
Articulation impediment 
Perseveration and/or repetition· 
Echoing, rhyming and/or clanging 
Word finding difficulty 





SECTJ:ON T MENTAL STATE 
AND FUNCTJ:ONJ:NG 
SEE : 11 FIRST FULL MENTAL STATE EXA"INATION 
21 CLINICAL HISTORY : SUBSECTION- P'S ACCOUNT OF ALLEGED OFFENCES 
31 SOCIAL WORK REPORT 41 PROBATION OFFICER'S REPORT. 
T4 I 
SY"PTD"S PRESENT OVER THE PERIOD OF THE OFFENCES AND AT PRESENT MSE 
Present Offence 
Social withdrawal y N sal 99 y N 98 99 
Anhedonia .I 
I 
Apathy and/or decreased energy I 
I 
Increased socializing I 
Increased interest in dangerous I I I and/or reckless activities I I I I 
Increased curiosity I I 
I Hypervigilance I I I I 
Hyperso;ia I I I 




Terminal insomnia i I 
Hyposo;nia I I 
Increased dreaming 
Nightmares I I I 
Decreased appetite and/or eating I I I 
Weight loss of > 5kg I I 
Increased appetite and/or eating i I I I I I I I 1 I Weight gain of > 5kg I I I I I I i i I 
' I Other notable aspects None 
Present -> 











I T4 I 














H-i I . ' 
I I I 
I I I 
i I· I 
J , I 
~ 
I i I 
4T 
SECTION T MENTAL STATE 
AND FUNCTIONING 
,....--, 
I T5 l 
I I I 
"ODD REPORTED BY P OVER THE PERIOD OF THE OFFENCES AND AT PRESENT MSE I • I !Offence! 
I Present 
I Generalized anxiety I v 1 N I sal 99 
Panic attacks I 
Phobias and/or situational anxiety I I I 
Perplexity I I I 
I Hostility and/or aggressiveness I 
Suspiciousness I I 
I Irritability I 
I 
Depression I I I 
Euphoria or elation I 
Incongruous or inappropriate mood 
Blunted or restricted mood 
I Offence 





























SECTION T MENTAL.. STATE 
AND FUNCTIONING 
I 
AFFECT OBSERVED FY THE INTERVIEWER AT THE "SE INTERVIEW AND AFFECT REPORTED 
P.Y ANY OTHERS OVER THE PERIOD OF THE OFFENCES Offence 
Present Offence REL 
Generalized anxiety v N BB 99 v N BB 99 
Panic attacks 
I Phobias and/or situational anxiety I 
Perplexity 




Euphoria or elation 
Incongruous or inappropriate affect I 
Blunted or restricted affect 
Shallow affect w 
6T 
SECT:ION T MENTAL STATE 
AND FUNCTJ:ON:ING 
i 
ASPECTS OF P'S THINKING NOTED AT THE MSE INTERVIEW AND REPORTED BY 
ANY OTHERS OVER THE PERIOD OF THE OFFENCES 
Present Offence 
Slowed thinking y N eel 99 y N esj 99 
Difficulty thinking I 
Rapid thinking 
Flight of ideas 
Thought blocking 
Disorganization of thinking ie, FTD 
Disorder of possession of thought 





Preoccupation with self reproach or guilt 
Delusions 




TB. Give a brief description of each ·delusion -> 
Present I 99 I 














I I I w w 
7T 
SECTION T MENTAL STATE 
AND FUNCTIONING 
A I ASPECTS OF P'S PERCEPTION NOTED AT THE MSE INTERVIEW AND REPORTED BY 
ANY OTHERS OVER THE PERIOD OF THE OFFENCES 
Cl 
Offence I 
Present Offence REL 
Depersonalization y N BB 99 I v N BB 99 
Derealization 
Subjective intensification of perception 
Distorted body iaage 
Slowed sensation of ti1e 
Sinesthesias ie, seeing colors with noises I 






no 199 I ~~ 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EACH HALLUCINATION 
Present I bb 99 
Offence I 
BT 
SECT:ION T MENTAL STATE 
AND FUNCT:ION:ING 
rrul 
ASPECTS OF P'S COGNITION NOTED AT THE MSE INTERVIEW AND REPORTED BY I 
ANY OTHERS OVER THE PERIOD OF THE OFFENCES I Offence! 
I Present Offence REL I 
lapaired consciousness y N as 99 y N eel 99 I 
Disorientation for tite 
Disorientation for place 
Disorientation for person 
Impaired attention and/or concentration I 
Impaired imaediate metory 
Iapaired short tert tetory I I 
Impaired skill at neM learning 
Impaired long ter; memory 
Confabulation 




SECTION T MENTAL STATE 
AND FUNCTIONING 
T12. Clinician's estimate Df I I I I 99 I 
P's IQ at the KSE -> - . . - . 
T13. Language in which the KSE I 
99 
I 
interview was conducted -> 
T14. Psycho-social stressors experienced by P in the past year -> 
_, None I 99 
~------------------------------------~~toJfto-
T15. Overall s~verity of the 
psycho-social stressors -> 
I Cat I Ext I Sev I Kod I Kild / Kin J 99-1 
T16. P's highest level of adaptive functioning during the past year -> 
I Sup I VS I Good I Fair j Poor I VP I 61 I 99 I 
T17. What type of impairaents in adaptive functioning did P experience ? -> 
I None I 99 
,-----, 
I T14 I 







A D D E N D U M II 
GLOSSARY : 
Explanation of the 
Fact Sheet Questions 
and Answer-Option Codes 
DESIREE S HANSSON 
INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
To limit the length of this document, Addendum II includes only part of a 
comprehensive instruction manual. It does not therefore, contain all the 
necessary instructions for the use of the prototype fact sheet. For example, it 
excludes definitions of psychiatric/psychological terms and procedural 
guidelines. The purpose of Addendum II is to clarify the abbreviated questions 
and the answer-option codes, that appear on the prototype fact sheet in 
Addendum I. 
HOW TO USE ADDENDUM II 
When a reader wishes to clarify the meaning of a fact sheet question or 
answer-option code : 
* Note the nuaber-letter code in the bottom right hand corner of the fact 
sheet page on which the question or code appears. 
Ft•r example, 1 (.~ 
* Turn to the page in Addendua II that indicates this number-letter code 
below the horizontal line in the bottom right hand corner. 
For example, F S :1 .. ~) • 
* Note the letter-nuaber code on the left hand side of the fact sheet 
question that you wish to clarify. 
For example, A3. 
* Look for this letter-nuaber code above the horizontal line/s on the 
left hand side of the Addendua II page. 
For example, A 3 
GENERAL ASPECTS 
NOTE Reme~ber that except when otherwise indicated, answers are drawn 
from the aost recent document available in each case. 
Except when otherwise indicated, each of the multiple choice 
answer-options is mutually exclusivel ie. you may choose only one 
option. 
ff = This code indicates that the term which follows has not been 
This/The 
defined in this document. These terms are however, defined in 
the complete instruction aanual. 
person = These two terms, used throughout Addendum II, refer to the person 
for whom a particular fact sheet is being completed. 










particular fact sheet is being completed. 
The two-columned tables on the far right hand side of soae 
fact sheet questions are used to record the reliability of 
answers to these questions. In most cases these tables are 
headed 'REL' and indicate the number of the question to which 
they apply. To limit redundancy however, some tables have not 
been headed. Such tables should be assumed to apply to the 
question on the left of the table concerned. 
Users enter one of the following codes to indicate the 
reliability level of an answer :-
Highest reliability. 
Second highest reliability. 
Third highest reliability. 
Fourth highest reliability. 
Fifth highest reliability. 
Sixth or lowest reliability. 
Contradictory answers. This code is entered along with a code 
indicating.the level of reliability. 
The reader is refered to pages 58 and 59 of the dissertation 



















= The day of the ;onth. 
For example : The third day would be entered 
as 03. 
= The month of the year. 
For example : April would be entered as 04. 
= The year. 
For example : 1980 would be entered as SO. 
Enter your first two initials and surname. 
Enter the person's most recent hospital admission number. 
[ For this hospital only ], 
Enter the person's other hospital admission numbers. 
[ For this hospital only J. 
bb = Not applicable, because the person has one 
hospital number only. 
·Enter the person's first two forenames. 
If this person has only one forename, enter this and continue. 

















Enter the person's surname. 
99 = The case material does nC~t indicate the 
person's surname. 
Enter the person's alias forenames. 
99 = The case taterial does not indicate the 
person's alias forenames. 
Enter the person's alias. surnaies. 
99 = Thecase material does not indicate the 
person's alias surnames. 
Indicate the person's sex. 
F = Female. 
H = 11ale. 











Enter the date of the person's most recent admission for 





= The day of the month. 
For example : The third day would be entered 
as 03. 
= The aonth of the year. 
For example : April would be entered as 04. 
= The year. 
For example : 19SO would be entered as SO. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate this date. 
Enter the date of the person's aost recent discharge following 





= The day of the ;onth. 
For example : The third day would be entered 
as 03. 
= The 1onth of the year. 
For example : April would be entered as 04. 
= The year. 
For example : 19SO would be entered as SO. 
= The case ;aterial does not indicate this date. 
Enter the address at which this person can be contacted at 
present. 
Contacted 1eans by home visit and/or by post. 
You need enter one address only. 
Include a postal code if possible. 
66 
99 
= Not applicable, because the case aaterial 
states that this person has no such address. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 








Enter the telephone numbers at which the person can be 
contacted at present. 
If possible include whether the numbers are for office hours 
and/or after hours. 
bb 
99 
= Not applicable, because the case material 
states that this person cannot be contacted 
telephonically. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
this persc•n has such telephone numbers, 
Enter the first two initials and surname of the individual who is 
to be contacted on this person's behalf, in the case of an 
emergency. 
You need enter one individual only. 
bb = Not applicable, because the case material 
states that this_person does not have such 
an individual. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the name 
of such an individual. 








Enter the address at which the individual can be contacted at 
present. [ Indicated in A15 J. 
Contacted means by home visit and/o~ by post. 
You need enter one address only. 
Include the postal code if possible. 
bb 
99 
= Not applicable, because the case material 
states that this individual cannot be 
contacted at an address. 
= The case material does not indicate the 
address of this individual. 
Enter the telephone numbers at which the individual can be 
contacted at present. [ Indicated in A15 l. 
If possible include whether the numbers are for office hours 
and/or after hours. 
bb 
99 
= Not applicable, because the case material 
states that this individual cannot be 
contacted telephonically. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 





Indicate whethEr each of the folloKing documents are present in 
this person's hospital folder. 
Check all documents contained in all of the files in this 
. person's hospital folder. 
The hospital folder must belong to this hospital, but the 
documents may originate elsewhere. 
If there is more than one document of a particular kind, enter 
the date of the aost recent document. 
If only one document of any particular kind is present, enter the 
date that this document was written. 
y 





= Yes, this document is present. 
= The date of the aost recently written document 
of this type. 
= The month of the year. 
For exaaple : April would be entered as 04. 
= The year. 
For exaaple : 198(1 Mould be entered as BO. 















Enter the person's age at the time of this admission for 
observation. [ To this hospital J, 
Sive answers in complete years. Round off part years to the 
ne~rest complete year by converting periods of six months and 
over to the n~xt complete year; and by converting periods of 
less than six months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 27 years and 5 months wc•uld be entered as 27 years. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this age. 
Enter the criminal case numbers associated with this admission 
for observation. 
66 = Not applicable, because the case material 
states that this person was not referred in 
connection with alleged criminal offences. 
1/CS = So to question CS on page 1C. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate the 
criminal case numbers. 
Indicate fro; which type of court the person was referred for 
this observation. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the type 
of court. 
Enter the district of the court that referred the person for 
this observation. · 
For example : Uynberg, Bellville. 




QUESTION Indicate this person;s general state of physical health. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
CODES G = Good. 
s = Satisfactory. 
D = Deteriorated. 
p = Poor. 
c = Critical. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the 
' general state of physical health. 
Other = The general state of physical health is 
described in the case material using the 
following 'other' teras. 
C6 
QUESTION Enter the phy·sical problems mentioned. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
For example : "alnourishment, contusions to the face. 
CODES y = Yes, physical problems are mentioned in the 
case aaterial. 
N = No, physical problems are not mentioned in the 
case material. 








Enter the names of the physical conditions mentioned. 
Sive answer; as stated in the case material. 
For examole : Diabetes, angina. 
-c-
99 
= Assign and enter a code for each condition 
in C7. 
= The case material does not indicate the name 
of this condition. 
Indicate what course characterizes each of the physical 
conditions. [ Indicated in C7 J. 
Give the courses as stated in the case material. 
-c- = Enter the codes you assigned to each physical 
condition in C7. 
A = _Acute. 
I = Intermittent. 
c = Chronic. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the course 











Indicate whether this person was found to have been mentally ill 






= Yes, this person was found to have been 
mentally ill at the time of the alleged 
offences. 
= No, this person was not found to have been 
mentally ill at the time of the alleged 
offences. 
= Not applicable, because the case aaterial 
states that this person was not referred in 
connection with alleged offences. 
= The case aaterial states that no decision was 
reached about whether or not this person was 
aentally ill at the time of the alleged 
offences. 
= The case aaterial does not state whether the 
person was found to have been mentally ill at 
the ti;e of the alleged offences. 




= Yes, this person was found to be certifiable. 
= No, this person was not found to be 
certifiable. 
= The case ;aterial does not state whether the 
person was found' to be certifiable. 
Enter the final psychiatric diagnoses aade during this 
observation. 
Give answers as stated in the case aaterial. 
For exaaple : Schizophrenifort disorder, Alcohol Dependence. 
88 
99 
= The case material states that no decision was 
reached about this person's psychiatric 
diagnoses. 
= The case material does not indicate this 








Indicate whether this person was found to be fit to stand trial. 
y = Yes, this person was found to be triable. 
2/C14 = So to question C14 on page 2C. 
N = No, this person was not found tc• be triable. 
66 = Not applicable, becaus~ the case material 
states that this person was not referred in 
.connection with alleged offences. 
3/C20 = So to question C20 on page 3C. 
BB = The case material states that no decision was 
reached about this person's triability. 
99 = The case material does not state whether this 
person Mas found tc• be triable. 
Enter the reasons why this person was found to be unfit to stand 
trial. 
For example : Severe ;ental retardation, presently psychotic. 
Give the reasons as stated in the case material. 












Indicate whether this person was found to have had adequate moral 




= Yes, this person was found to have had 
adequate moral judgement at the time of the 
alleged offences. 
= No, this person was not found to have had 
adequate moral judgement at the time of the 
alleged offences. 
= The case material states that no decision was 
reached about this person's moral judgement at 
the time of the alleged offences. 
= The case aaterial does not state whether this 
person was found to have had adequate moral 
judgement at the time of the alleged offences. 
2/Cl? = So to question C17 on page 2C. 
Enter the reasons why this person was found.to have had 
inadequate aoral judgement at the time of the alleged offences. 
Give the reasons as stated in the case material. 
For example : Psychosis, post epileptic stupor. 
99 = The case material does not indicate these 
reasons. 
Enter all types of substances that allegedly impaired this 
person's moral judgement, at the time of the alleged offences. 
For example : "andrax, dagga, alcohol. 
None 
99 
= The case material states that this person's 
moral judgeaent was not impaired by 
substances. 









Indicate whether this person was found to have had the capacity 
to act in accordance with his/her moral appreciatiPn, at the ti1e 





= Yes, this person was found to have had the 
capacity to act in accordance with his/her 
moral appreciation at the time of the alleged 
offences. 
= No, this person was not found to have had the 
capacity to act in accordance with his/her 
moral appreciation at the time of the alleged 
offences. 
= The case aaterial states that no decision was 
reached about this person's capacity to act in 
accordance with his/her moral appreciation at 
the time of the alleged offences. 
= The case ;aterial does not state whether this 
person was found to have had the capacity to 
act in accordance with his/her moral 
appreciation at the time of the alleged 
offences. 
3/C20 = So to question C20 on page 3C. 
Enter the reasons why this person was found to have had 
impaired moral capacity to act in accordance with his/her ;oral 
appreciation, at the time of the alleged offences. 
Sive the reasons as stated in the case aaterial. 
For example : Drug intoxication, schizophrenic psychosis. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the 
reasons why this person was found to have had 












Enter the types of substances that allegedly impaired this 
person's capacity to act in accordance with his/her moral 
appre~iation, at the time of the alleged offences. 
None 
qq 
= The case material states that this person's 
moral capacity to act was not impaired by 
substances. 
= The case material does not indicate 'the types 
of substances. 
Enter the recommendations made to the court about this person's 
future management. 
Give the reco1mendations as stated in the case 1aterial. 
For example : In-patient psychiatric treat1ent. 
BB 
qq 
= The case material states that no decision was 
reached about the reco1mendations for future 
management. 
= The case material does not indicate these 
recommendations. 
Indicate the type of prognosis given. 
Give the type of prognosis. as stated in the case material. 
BB = The case material states that no decision was 
reached about the prognosis. 
99 = The case 1aterial does indicate the prognosis. 
3/C24 = So to question C24 on page 3C. 












Enter the factors upcn which this person's prognosis is said to 
depend. 
Sive the factors as stated in the case aaterial. 
For example : Compliance with prescribed aedication. ' 
99 = The case material does not indicate these 
factors. 
Enter the reasons for the type of prognosis given. 
£ In C21J. 
Sive the reasons as stated in thecae aaterial. 
For example : Poor, due to the chronic course of the disorder. 
99 = The case material does not indicate these 
reasons. 
Indicate the quality of this person's account of the alleged 
offences. 
Sive the quality as stated in the case aaterial. 
66 = Not applicable, because this person was not 
referred in connection with alleged offences, 
so did not give an account. 
I = Illogical or confused logic. 
L = Logical or comprehensible logic. 
99 = The case material does not indicate whether 
the account was logical or illogical. 
CT = Confused time sequencing or chronology. 
c = Chronological or logical time sequencing. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
the tiae sequencing was chronological or not. 
v = Vague or paucity of detail. 
AD = Adequately detailed or sufficient detail to 
provide a thorough and comprehensible account. 
OD = Overly detailed or overinclusive. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate Mhether 
the account was adequately detailed or not. 
_Other = The quality of the account is described in the 


















= The day of the month. 
For example : The third day would be entered 
as 03. 
= The month of the year. 
For example : April Mould be entered as 04. 
= The year, 
For example : 1980 Mould be entered as eo. 
= The case material does not indicate this date. 
Enter the individuals Mho gave the reasons for referral for this 
observation. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : Spouse, paternal grandmother, judge. 
99 = The case material does not indicate these 
individuals. 
Enter the reasons for this referral for observation. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : Previous psychiatric treatment. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the 







. Enter this person's official nationality. 
Official nationality refers tD the person's country of birth. 
SA 
99 
= South African. 
= The case material does not indicate this 
person's nationality. 
Indicate the person's legal status immediately prior to this 
ad1ission for observation. 
CODES Pol custody = Police custody. 






Indicate the questions en which the court requeste~ psychiatric 
opinion for this observation. 
y = Yes, this question was asked by the court. 
N = No, this question was not asked by the court. 
99 = The case material does indicate whether·not 
this question was asked by the court. 
Other = The following 'other' questions were asked 











Enter the charges against the person; that are related to this 
observatic•n. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
For e~amnle : Murder, housebreaking with intent to steal. 
66 = Not applicable, because this person was not 
referred in connection with alleged offences. 
1/El = So to question E1 on page 1E. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the 
charges. 
4/DlO = Sc• to question D10 on page 4D. 
-c- = Assign and eneter a code for each charge. 
Enter the number of counts for each charge. 
[ Indicated in D7 J. 
For example : 2 counts of aurder, 4 counts of theft etc. 
-tlum-
99 
= Enter the number of counts. 
= The case material does not indicate the number 
of counts for this charge. 
Indicate the pleas that this person has made to each charge. 






= Not guilty. 
= Not applicable, because this person had not 
pleaded to this charge by the tile s/he was 
referred. 
= The case material does not indicate the plea 









Enter the date on which each of the alleged offences occurred. 






= Enter the code you assigned to this charge in 
D7. 
Enter the number of the count fc•r this charge 
that you indicated in DB. 
= The day of the 1onth. 
For example : The third day would be entered . 
as 03. 
= The 1onth of the year. 
For example : April would be entered as 04. 
= The year. 
For example : 1980 would be entered as SO. 
Enter the place in which each of the alleged offences occurred. 
[ Indicated in D7 and DB l. · ~-
Criaes against person inc:lude : murder, culpable ho;icide, 
assault with intent, common assault, rape, incest, sodomy, crimen 
injuria, robbery and infanticide etc. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : Inside the person's car, outside in the victim's 
garden. 
If an offence occurred in a number of places, enter the first 
place it occurred. Additionally, indicate whether each place was 






= Enter the code you assigned to this charge in 
D7. 
= Enter the number of the count for this charge 
that you indicated in DB. 
= For each charge, enter a brief description of 
each place that was outside a covered 
structure. 
= For each charge, enter a brief description of 
each place that was inside a covered 
structure. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether 





Enter the type of roo~ in which each of the alleged offences 
occurred. [ Indicated in D7 and DS J. 
For example : Bedroom, kitchen, garage. 
bb = Not applicable, because this offence did not 
occur inside a structure that had specified 
rooms. 
5/D13 = Go to question D13 on page 5D. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the room 








Indicate whether each victi~ knew the place in which this 
alleged offence occurred. 
To know a place merely requires having been there at least twice 
previously. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to this charge in 
D7. 
-co- = Enter the number of the count that you 
indicated in DB. 
y = Yes, this victi1 knew the place in which this 
alleged offence occurred. 
N = No, this victia did not know the place in 
which this alleged offence occurred, 
99 = The case ;aterial does nc•t indicate whether 
this victi1 knew the place in which this 
alleged offence occurred. 
Indicate whether the person knew the place in which each alleged 
offence occurred. 





= Yes, this person knew the place in which this 
alleged offence occurred. 
= No, this person did not knDw the place in 
which this alleged offence occurred. 
= The case 1aterial does not indicate whether 









Indicate the age category of each victim, for each alleged 
offence. [ Indicated in Dll J. 
= Young child, under b years. 
2 = Child, b years and over, but under 13 years. 
'J = Adolescent, 13 years and over, but under " 
19 years. 
4 = Young adult 1 19 years and over, but under 30 
years. 
5 = Adult, 30 years and over, but under 50 years. 
b = Older adult, 50 years and over. 
7 = Non-adult, but the exact age is not known. 
8 = Adult, but the exact age is not known'" 
99 = The case material does not indicate the age of 
this victia. 
Indicate the sex of each victia. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to this charge in 
D7. 
-co- = Enter the number of the count that you 
indicated in DB. 
F = Female. 
tl = Hale. 









Enter the relationship betMeen this person and each victim. 
Be as specific as the information permits. ' 
For example : Spouse, employer, stranger, acquaintance. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
relationship. 
Enter the Meapons used by this person in each of the alleged 
offence. [ indicated in Dll ], 
Include parts of the body such as, fists, feet, hands etc. 
bb 
99 
= Not applicable, because this person did not 
use any Meapon in this alleged offence. 
= The case 1aterial dc•es not indicate the 










Enter the types of goods and/or property involved in each of the 
alleged property offences. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For examol~ : Bed linen, shoes, food, money. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to this charge in 
D7. 
-co- = Enter the number of the count that you 
indicated in DB. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the types 
of goods involved in this alleged offence. 
Enter the value of the goods involved in each of the alleged 
property offences. 
Property offences include housebreaking, ;alicious damage to 
private property, theft, robbery, fraud etc. 
If possible give answers in rands and cents. 
Enter an 'R' to indicate rands and a 'c' to indicate cents. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate the value 
of the goods involved in this alleged offence. 
Enter the numbers of all the wards to which the person was 
admitted during this observation. [ For this hospital only J. 









Enter this person's home language. 
If this person speaks more than one home language to equal 
degrees, give all these languages. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
person's home language. 
Indicate whether the person's most recent psycho;etric testing 
was conducted during this observation or previously. 
bb = Not applicable, because this person has never 
been psychometrically tested. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the date 
of the 1ost recent psychometric testing. 








Enter- the names ,of. the ,psychometric tests conducted 11ith :this 
person,~durJng,~h~~mostrecf~~:·te~tin'g~;,i ,.:\_ .. - ' . · ., 
1 Extludejests used; so_lely f~r per~onaU_ty,.a?~essment. 
Give ;the names ·as -stated in the.,psychometrjc report. 
For -example·: The 'wechsler Ad~lt -Intellig~~i:e Scale. 
l" 
-c- A~~·i-on .and ;e'"nter,:a ~o·d~,:for ·eac-h p~~chometric 





• t:,; . ·· ! .• t.. ..... · ··;. ~ .,..,..,,t_ ·.. r·· .. "'· 
= The case material ·does not indi.cat'e the na~·e . .- ... ~ ... . '~ 
of this psychometric test. 
+-- ~· ......... -----'-~ -~~ ..._ ____ ··- - ... 
(r.c •~o- -~ ,. .. 11 C · -·· "'•· · l.'"- • • •· 
lnd icate 11hether; t.he -overad;test "s'cOre for 1each 'psychometric ' ' ' - - . J' \..- - f I .. ' . • ~ io o • • ~ . . \; 
test 11as corrected for expected cultural bias. 
[Jndicat~d in E3,l:P _ it~ ~ ... c:t-:. :·, ;I. 






·.h l 1·::·~.·:· •' ·, · .. ::-. ·!tt •.. ··· .•.• 
= Yes, the score for this test was corrected 
for .. expected.culturaLbias. t • ; 
• •..• -. . • - - ... - ,, '" + ~ .... "' 
; ~- '-. . . ~ ' • >.-:-·:\ t t ~. 
= No, the score for this test 11as not 
corrected for expected cultural bias. - ~- ~ •' . ·- ~ ~ . . 
/ ~·~.:.1~.~- 4~. ~: • ~ ~ • 
= Not applicable, because the score for this 
test is n~~ expected to be culturally biased. 
= The case material does not indicate 11hether 
- 7 ~--ttifs-score_·was· Correctea~for~expected tul tutal 
~ • "'Ito • c - .• •. ... . ' .. ~ ..... ·" 
. ! ~.,. ~ . r_..!! ~ " ~ , rt '· • . . 









Indicate the side of-the brain on which malfunctioning was shown 
on each psychometric test. £ Indicated in E3 ], 
L = Left side only. 
R :: Right side only. 
1'1 :: Medially or in the Midbrain focus, with 
neither a right nor left focus. 
H = Hindbrain focus only, with neither a left nor 
right focus •• 
L+R = Bilaterally, but localized. 
6 = Generalized. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the side 
of the malfunctioning for this test. 
Enter the ranges of the intelligence scores for each 











= Enter the codes you assigned to this 
psychometric test in E3. 
= Very superior, 130 and greater. 
= Superior, 121 and greater, but less than 130. 
= Above average, 111 and greater, 
but less than 121. 
= Average or normal, BS and greater, 
but less than 111. 
= Borderline, 71 and greater, but less 
than es. 
= Mildly mentally retarded, 50 and greater, but 
less than 71. 
= Moderately mentally retarded, 35 and greater, 
but less than 50. 
= Severely mentally retarded, 20 and greater, 
but less than 35. 
= Profoundly mentally retarded, ~ess than 20. 
= The case material does not indicate an IQ 











Enter the names Qf the tests conducted to assess this person's 
personality, during the most recent testing. 
Give the names as stated in the psychometric report. 
For example : The Thematic Apperception Test. 
66 = Not applicable, because no personality tests 
were conducted during this testing. 
1/Fl = So to question Fl on page 1F. 
-c- = Assign and eneter a code for each personality 
test. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the name 
of this test. 
Indicate the finding regarding this person's reality testing, 
shown on each test. [ Indicated in E10 ], 
99 = The case material does not indicate a finding 
regarding reality testing for this test. 
Psych = This test showed that this person was 
psychotic. 
Fragile = This test showed that this person's reality 
testing could disintegrate easily. 
Unimp = This test showed this person's reality testing 
to be unimpaired. 
Enter the findings regarding this person's interpersonal 
relationships, shown on personality testing. 
Omit tests that do not show findings re interpersonal 
relationships. 
Give the findings as stated in the psychotetric report. 
99 
-c-
·- The case material does not indicate findings 
regarding interpersonal relationships on any 
of the tests. 
= Enter the code you assigned to this test 








Enter the findings regarding this person's social insight and 
judgeaent, shown on personality testing. 
Omit tests that do not show findings re social insight and 
judgement. 
Give the findings as stated in the psychometric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case material does not indicate findings 
regarding social insight and judge;ent on any 
of the tests. 
= Enter the code you assigned to this test 
in E10. 
Enter the findings regarding this person's sexuality, shown on 
personality testing. 
Omit tests that do not show findings re social insight and 
judgement. 
Give the findings as stated in the psychoaetric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case aaterial does not indicate findings 
regarding sexuality on any of the tests. 









Enter the findings regarding this person's emotions, shown on 
personality testing. 
Omit tests that do not show findings re emotions. 
Give the findings as stated in the psychometric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case material does not indicate findings 
regarding emotions on any of the tests. 
= Enter the code you assigned to this test 
in E10. 
Enter the findings regarding this person's personality traits, 
shown on personality testing. 
Omit tests that do not show findings re personality traits. 
Sive the findings as stated in the psychometric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case material does not indicate findings 
regarding personality traits on any of the 
tests. 










Enter the findings regarding this person's response tendencies 
under stress, shown ~n pers~nality testing. 
Omit tests that do n~t show findings re response tendencies under 
stress. 
Give the findings as stated in the psych~metric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case material does not indicate findings 
regarding resp~nse tendencies under stress on 
any of the tests. 
= Enter the code you assigned tc• this test 
in E10. 
Enter the findings regarding this person's perceptions of his/her 
father, shown on personality testing.· 
Omit tests that do not show findings re perceptions of father. 
Give the findings as stated in the psychometric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case aaterial does not indicate findings 
regarding perceptions of father on any of the 
tests. 












Enter the findings regarding this person's perceptions of his/her 
aother, shown on personality testing. 
Omit tests that do not show findings re perceptions of mother. 
6ive the findings as stated in the psychometric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case material does net indicate findings 
regarding perceptions of 1other on any of the 
tests. 
= Enter the code you assigned to this test 
in E10. 
Enter the findings regarding this person's perceptions of his/her 
spouse, shown on personality testing. 
Spouse includes this person's present sexual partner/s. 
Omit tests that do not show findings re perceptions of spouse. 
Give the findings as stated in the psychometric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case 1aterial does not indicate findings 
regarding perceptions of spouse on· any of the 
tests.· 
= Enter the code you assigned to this test , 
in E10. 
Enter the findings regarding this person's attitudes to 
parenthood, shown on personality testing. 
Omit tests that do not show findings re attitudes to parenthood. 
Give the findings as stated in the psycho;etric report. 
99 
-c-
= The case ;aterial does not indicate findings 
regarding attitudes to parenthood on any of 
the tests. 









Indicate which of the following conclusions were reached in the 
psychometric test report. 
99 
BB 
= ihe case material does not indicate this 
conclusion. 
= The case material states that no decision was 
reached regarding this conclusion. 
Enter the type of personality disorder shown on testing. 
Give the findings as stated in the psychometric report. 




= The case aaterial does not indicate 
personality disorder. 
= The case material states that no .decision was 












Enter the people with whom this person lives. 
Include people with who~ this person has lived for the past six 
months and those with whom this person usually lives ·for at least 
six months of the year. 
If this person lives in an institution such as, a boarding house 
or hostel, exclude the people living in this institution, unless 
this person actually shares a sleeping area with these people. 
Be as specific as the information permits. Include the sex and 
whether each individual is biologically related to this person. 
For example : Katernal grandmother, unrelated landlady. 
66 
99 
= Not applicable, because this person has not 
lived with anyone for these periods. 
= The case material does not indicate the people 
with whom this person has lived for these 
periods. 
Enter the number of people with whom this person has lived. 
[ Indicated in F1 J. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the people 
with whom this person has lived. 
Enter the type of permanent dwelling in which this person lives. 
Peraanent dwelling refers to the type of structure or shelter in 
which this person has lived for at least the past six months, or 
the structure in which this person usually lives for at least six 
months of the year. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : Self-constructed shack, tent. 
bb = Not applicable, because this person leads a 
vagrant or nomadic life-style. 
1/Fb = Go to question F6 on page lF. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the type 









Enter the number of living rooms in this person's permanent 
c 
dwelling. [ From F3 ], 
If the dwelling does not have rooms, enter the number of separate 
living spaces. 
For example : A tent ;ay have 2 'rooms' separated by canvass 
'walls'. 
Living spaces/rooms exclude bathrooms, toilets kitchens and 
laundries, unless these spaces are not physically separated from 
the living areas. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the number 
of living rooms in this person's permanent 
d11elling. 
Indicate which of the follo11ing types of ownership apply to this 






= 011ned 1 means that this person or any of the 
people who support this person financially 
[ in Fb J, o11ns the penanent d11elling. 
Include cases in which a mortgage is still 
being repaid. 
= Rented, means that this person or any of the 
people who support this person financially 
[ in Fb J, rents· the permanent d11elling. 
= Free, means that this person or any of the 
people who support this person financially 
[ in Fb J, do not pay rent for the permanent 
dwelling, and this free accommodation is not 
considered illegal such as, squatting. 
For example : Accommodation in prison. 
= Squatting, means that this person's permanent 
dwelling is considered illegal. 
For example : The tents and shacks at 
Crossroads. 
= The case 1aterial does not indicate the 





Enter the people who support this person financially. 
Include people who together have provided the majority of this 
person's living expenses during the past six months and those who 
usually provide this money. 
For examole : A mother who pays 70% of these expenses would be 
included, but a mother who is the only one assisting this person 
and contributes 101, would be excluded. Three siblings who each 
contribute a third toward the living expenses, would be 
included. 
Be as specific as the information permits. Include each 
contributors sex and relationship to this person. 
For example : Paternal aunt, sister, half brother, step sister. 
Self = This person supports him/herself financially. 
1/FB = So to question FB on page 1F. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the people 










Enter the way in ~hich the person or contributors gain the money 
·to support this person. [ In F6 ], 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For exa~ple : Begging, stealing, prostitution, disability grant. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the way in 
which the money is gained. 
Enter the number of people who are financially dependent on the 
people/person who support/s this person financially. [ In Fb J. 
Financially dependent means that the people/person pays for the 
majority of the living expenses [ As explained in Fb l. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the number 
of people who are financially dependent. 
Enter the approximate monthly income of the people/person who 
support/s this person financially. [ In Fb ], 
If the amount is variable, enter a 'v' after the amount. 
If the income is not monthly, convert the income to an estimated 
monthly figure. 
Give the amount as complete rands. Round off cents to the 
nearest complete rand by converting 50 cents and over to the next 
complete rand; and by converting amounts under 50 cents to the 
previous complete rand. 
For example : Con·,ert R 125.58, to R 126.00. 
Enter amounts as complete rands or other currencies. 
For example : R 129.00 would be entered as R 129 and 
$ 250.00 as $ 250. 







Indicate the type of account that this person gave of the alleged 
offences during this observation. 
Refer to the first, full account given. A full account is one 
that includes at least a response to the charges. When no such 
account exists, use the longest account given. 
1/Hl = Go to question HI on page 1H. 
bb = Not applicable, because this person was not 
referred in connection with criminal charges. 
-C- = Enter the code you assigned to this charge 
in 3/D7. 
-CO- = Enter the number you assigned to this count 
D-R 
in 3/DB. 
= Denial of this offence without a rationale or 
reasons for the denial. 
D+R = Denial of this offence with a rationale or 
reasons for the denial. 
A-E = Admission of this offence without extenuating 
circutstances or reasons that 1ay di1inish 
responsibility. 
1/62 = Go to question 62 on page 16. 
A+E = Admission of this offence with extenuating 
circuastances or reasons that tay diminish 
responsibility. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the 











Indicate whether this person expressed remorse regarding the 
alleged offences. 
Y,spontan 




= Yes, this person expressed remorse without 




Yes, this person expressed remorse, only after 
being questioned about rell!c•rse. 
No, this person did not express remorse even 
though s/he was questioned about remorse. 
The case material does not indicate whether 
this person expressed remorse with or without 
questioning. 
= s~to question 64 on page 16. 
Indicate whether the interviewer felt that the remorse expressed 





= The interviewer felt that the remorse was 
credible, or honestly experienced by this 
person. 
= The interviewer felt that the remorse was 
incredible, or feigned by this person. 
= The case material states that the interviewer 
did not decide whether the remorse was 
credible or incredible. 
The case material does not indicate whether 
the interviewer felt the remorse was credible 
or incredible. 
Enter the rationale and extenuating circumstances given by the 




= Enter the code you assigned to this charge 
in 3/D7. 
= Enter the number you assigned to this count-
in 3/DB. 
= The case material does not indicate the 
rationale and extenuating circumstances for 








Indicate Mhether this person drank alcohol before and/or during 
each alleged offence. 
Before means Mithin the 6 hours prior to each offence. 
. -c-
-co-
= Enter the code you assigned to this charge 
in 3/D7. 
Enter the number you assigned to this count 
in 3/DB. 
Y· = Yes, this person did drink alcohol before 
and/or during this alleged offence. 
N = No, this person did not drink alcohol before 
and/or during this alleged offence. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate Mhether 
the person drank alcohol before and/or during 
this alleged offence. 
2/69 = So to question 69 on page 26. 
Indicate .11hether the person drank the alcohol voluntarily 
[ In 65 J. 
Voluntarily 1eans 11ithout being forced and kno11ing that s/he 11as 
drinking alcohol Mhich could cause intoxication. 
y = Yes, this person drank the alcohol 
voluntarily. 
N = No, this person did not drink the alcohol 
voluntarily. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate whether 
the person drank the alcohol voluntarily. 









Indicate whether this person took the drugs voluntarily. 
[ In 69 J. 
Voluntarily means without being forced and knowing that taking 
this drugis could alter his/her mental state. 
y = Yes, this perst•n toDk the drug Is vc•luntar i 1 y. 
N = No, this persDn did not take the drugs/s 
voluntarily. 
99 = The case material dDes not indicate whether 
this person toDk the drug/s vDluntarily. 
Enter the approximate length of time between this person's use of 
drug/s and each alleged Dffence. 
Give the time in the aost appropriate units. 
For example : 300 minutes would be given as 5 hours. 
Give the time in CDmplete units. Convert half units and greater 
to the next complete unit, and ~onvert less than half units to 
the previous complete unit. 
For example : 350 minutes would be given as b hours; and 20 
minutes would be given as 20 minutes. 
Re1eaber to enter the type of ti;e unit used. 
For example : Add an 'H' to indicate hours, 
and an 'mi' for minutes. 
66 
99 
= NDt applicable, because this person was still 
taking drug/s when this offence began. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate the time 








Indicate whether each biological parent was a caretaker to this 
person. 
Caretaker includes taking a parenting role for at least 6 months 
whilst this person was under the age of 21 years. Parenting 
requires at least one of the following :-
f Providing financial support. 
1 Taking legal responsibility as parent or as guardian in place 
of the biological parents. 
1 Disciplining and/or rule setting. 
1 Caretaking whilst under the age of b years, or when ill, or 
disabled. 
f Caretaking for at least 3 hours per day. 
y = Yes, this biological parent was a caretaker. 
N = No, this biological parent was not a 
caretaker. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
this biological parent was a caretaker. 
2/H3 : So to question H3 on page 2H. 
Enter the reasons why each biological parent was not a 
caretaker to the person. 
Be as specific as the information peraits. 
For example : "other died, Father deserted the family. 
99 
66 
= The case material does not indicate these 
reasons. 
= Not applicable, because this biological parent 








Enter the types of careta~ers that this person had in addition to 
the biological parents; 
AND 
Enter the number of each type of caretaker. 
For example : 2 step fathers, 3 hired, unrelated nannies. 
See 1/H1 for the ceaning of caretakers. 
Be as specific as the information peraits. Include each 
caretaker's sex and relationship to the person. 
For exa1ple : Unrelated, hired fetale nanny. 
99 
-c-
= The case aaterial does not indicate these 
types of caretakers. 
= Assign and enter a code for each caretaker. 
= Enter the number of this type of caretaker. 
Enter the reasons why this .person had each of the additional 
caretakers. [ In H3 ], 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For exacple : Father and "other died. 


















= Enter the code you assigned to this c:are,taker 
in 2/H3 or sibling in 1/J5. 
= Yes, this individual is biologically related 
to the persc•n. 
= No, this individual is not biologically 
related to the person. 
= The case 1aterial does not indicate whether 
this individual is biologically related to 
the person. 
Indicate whether this individual is alive or dead. 
L = Living, this individual was alive. 
3/HB = So to question HB on page 3H. 
D = Dead, this individual was dead. 
99 = The case material does not indicate whether 
this individual is alive or dead. 
Enter the person's age when this individual died. 
Sive the age in complete years, by converting six months and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less th~n ~ix 
months to the previous complete year; 
For example : 18 months would be given as 2 years. 
For total ages lower than 6 months, give the age in months and 
add an '1'1'. 





Enter the code for the individual's highest level of formal 
education. 
If the highest level is a diploma, also enter the highest school 
standard 4Chieved. 
For tf foreign educational systems, convert to the South African 
equivalent. 
0 = Little formal education, but the exact level 
is not known. 
11 = Primary school education, but the exact level 
is not known. 
20 = Secondary school education, ~ut the exact 
level is not known. 
30 = Tertiary or post school education, but the 
exact level is not known. 
A = Sub A/ Grade 1. 
B = Sub B/ Grade 2. 
1 = Std 1. 
2 = Std 2. 
3 = Std 3. 
4 = Std 4. 
5 = Std 5. 
6 = Std 6. 
7 = Std 7. 
B = Std B. 
9 = Std 9. 
10 = Std 10/ Matriculation certificate equivalent. 
31 = Post .atric finishing school qualification. 
32 = Trade certificate/s. 
34 - Diploaa/s. 
35 = Bachelor's degree/s. 
36 = Master's degree/s. 
37 = Doctorate degree/s. 
38 = Honorary degree/s. 
None = No formal education. 
99 = The case aat~[ial does not indicate the 





Enter the code for the individual's general occupational 
categDry. 
General occupational category refers to the way in which this 
individual has earned his/her keep for the majority of his/her 
lifetime. If the individual has never had a paid job, it refers 































= Unemployed, able to work, but chooses not to 
work r Exclude homemakers, scholars, 
students, the disabled J. 
= Unemployed, able to work, but cannot find 
work. 
= Unemployed, unable to work due to disability. 
= Homemaker. 
= Student [ Post school ], 
= Scholar. 
= Preschooler. 
= Owner of business/es. 
= Company director/ "ember of board of 
executives. 
= Professional. 
= "anager/ Administrator. 
= Administrative personnel/ Inspectors 
= Semiprofessionals r Include Nursing staff, 
Teachers, Social workers etc ], 
= Sales worker. 
= Clerical/ Secretarial worker. 
= Supervisor/ Foreman. 
= Farmer/ Far• manager. 
= Arts and crafts worker 
r Include Artists etc J. 
= Skilled trades worker or Artisan [ Include 
Plumbers, Plasterers etc ]. 
= Se1iskilled manual worker. 
= Semiskilled service worker [ Include 
Domestic workers in organizations, Building 
caretakers, Security officers, Drivers etc J. 
= Laborer [ Non-far• ], 
= Far; laborer. 
= Domestic worker in homes. 
= Legal infor1al sector worker r Include 
Hawkers etc J. 
= Illegal informal sector worker [ Include Drug 
peddlers, Shebeen keepers, Sangsters etc J. 
= Permanent force [ Include Police, Army, 
Navy and Airforce J • 
= Other occupational category not listed here. 
Enter the occupation under this question. 
= Not applicable, because this individual has 
has not spent the ;ajority of his/her life in 
any single occupational category. 
= The case material does not indicate this 








Indicate whether this individual has ever +f abused alcohol. 
y 
99 
= Yes, this individual has abused alcohol. 
= No, this individual has never abused alcohol. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
this individual has abused alcohol. 




= Yes, this individual has abused drug/s. 
= No, this individual has never abused drug/s. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether 








Enter the psychiatric diagnoses and/or psychological problems 
this individual has experienced. 
Include evidence that is suggestive of psychiatric/psychological 
disorder such as, electroconvulsive therapy or ECT, psychotropic 
medication, in patient psychiatric treatment, attempted and 
actual suicide etc. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 




= Yes, this individual has experienced 
psychiatric/psychological disorder, but the 
type is not known. 
= No, this individual has never experienced 
psychiatric/psychological disorder. 
= The case .aterial dc•es not indicate whether 
this individual has experienced 
psychiatric/psychological disorder. 
Enter thetypes of criminal charges of which this individual has 
been convicted. 
+ = Yes, this individual has been convicted, but 
the types of offences are not known. 
None = No, this individual has never been convicted. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate whether 








Indicate whether generally speaking, the relationship between 





= Yes, the relationship has been affectionate. 
= No, the relationship has not been 
affectionate. 
= The case ;aterial is such that ·it is uncertain 
whether the relationship has been 
affectionate. 
= The case 1aterial does not indicate whether 
the relationship has been affectionate. 
Indicate whether generally speaking, the relationship between 
this individual and the person has been communicative. 
Cotmunicative requires that the partners have talked about issues 





= Yes, the relationship has been communicative. 
= No, the relationship has not been 
communicative. 
= The case material is such that it is uncertain 
whether the relationship has been 
comaunicative. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 








Indicate whether generally speaking, the relationship between 
this individual and the person has been physically and/or 
verbally andior covertly conflictual. 





= Yes, the relationship has been conflictual. 
= No, the relationship has not been 
confl ictual. 
= The case material is such that it is uncertain 
whether the relationship has been 
conflictual. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
the relationship has been conflictual. 
Indicate the person's overall feeling or attitude toward this 





= An overall positive feeling. 
= An overall negative feeling. 
= The case aaterial is such that the person's 
overall feeling is uncertain. 
= An overall neutral or indifferent feeling. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate the 









Indicate the frequency of contAct between this individual and the 
person, during the past year. 
·None = This individual has had no contact at all with 
the person. 




= Irregular, less than aonthly. 
= Regular, at least monthly. 
= Not applicable, because the person lives with 
this individual. 
= The case 1aterial does not indicate this 
contact. 
Indicate the type of contact that this individual has had with 
the person during the past year. 
D 
99 
= Indirect [ Include telephonic contact and 
correspondence l. 
= Direct or face to face contact. 












Enter the person's age at which this caretaker began parenting. 
If a caretaker stopped and then resumed parenting at a later 
stage, enter the person's age at the beginning of each of these 
periods. 
Sive the age in complete years by converting six tonths and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 18 tonths would be given as c years. 
For total ages lower than 6 months, give the age in months and 
add an 'M'. 
66 = Not applicable, because this biological parent 
was not a caretaker. 
5/H23 = So to question H23 on page 5H. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this age •. 
Enter the person's age at which this caretaker stopped parenting. 
Sive the age in coaplete years by converting six months and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
aonths to the previous complete year. 
For example : 18 aonths would be given as 2 years. 
If a caretaker stopped and then resumed parenting at a later 
stage, enter the person's age at the end of each of these 
periods. 
For total ages lower than 6 aonths, give the age in aonths and 
add an 'M'. 
66 = Not applicable, because this biological parent 
was not a caretaker. 
5/H23 = So to question H23 on page 5H. 
99 = The case taterial does not indicate this age. 
Enter the reasons why each caretaking period ended. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : The person left home to live independently. 
66 
99 
= Not applicable, because this caretaking period 
has not yet ended. 









Indicate whether the rules that this caretaker set for the 





= The rules were generally consistent. 
= The rules were generally inconsistent. 
= The case material is such that it is 
uncertain whether the rules were consistent. 
= Not applicable, because this caretaker did not 
set rules regarding the person's behavior. 
The case material does not indicate whether 
the rules were consistent. 
Indicate the usual type of punishment that thi~ caretaker used 
to discipline the person. 
p = Physical punishment only. 
NP = Non·physical punishment only. 
N+P = Physical and non·physical, but the relative 
. , 
amounts are not known. 
N=P = Equal amounts of non-physical and physical. 
P>N = "ore physical than non-physical. 
N>P = "ore non·physical than physical. 
? = The case 1aterial is such that the general 
type of punishment is uncertain. 
66 = Not applicable, because this caretaker did not 
punish the person at all. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the 









Indicate whether this caretaker physically abused the person on 
11ore than one occasi't•n. 
Physical abusE means that the person was physically injured in 
soae way. 
y = Yes, this caretaker did physically abuse the 
person. 
N = No, this caretaker did not physically abuse 
the person. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
this caretaker physically abused the person. 
Indicate which of the following ** adverse intra-familial 
conditions the person experienced during this caretaker's 





= Yes, the person experienced this condition. 
= No, the person did not experience this 
condition. 
= The case material is such that the user is 
uncertain whether the person experienced this 
condition. 
= The case 1aterial does not indicate whether 














Enter the number of divorces or permanent separations that thi~ 
persDn experienced between pairs of caretakers, during their 
periDds of parenting. 
None = None of the caretakers separated 
permanently/divorced. 
99 = The·case material does not indicate this 
number of permanent separations/divorces. 
b/H31 = Sr• t[l question H31 on page bH. 




= Enter the codes you assigned to each caretaker 
in 2/H3. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate the 
caretakers who separated/divorced. 
Enter the code of each caretaker who left the person's home due 
to the divorc2/permanent separation. 
-c-
99 
= Enter the code you assigned to this caretaker 
in 2/H3. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate the 
caretaker who left home. 
Enter the person's age when this divorce/separation occurred. 
Give the age in co1plete years by converting six months and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 19 months would be given as 2 years. 











Enter the names and types of all institutions in which the person 
lived for at least b months whilst under the age of 21 years. 
Living requires that the person at least sleep at the institution 
the majority of the time. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : Tenderton reforaatory, Karist Brothers boarding 
~chool, Lalanga place of safety. 
1/Jl = Go to question Jl on page lJ. 
66 = Not applicable, because the person never 
attended a live-in institution. 
99 = The case material does not indicate these 
live-in institutions. 
Enter the age at which the person began living in each 
institution. 
Give the age in complete years by converting six aonths and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 1B aonths would be given as 2 years. 
If the person stopped and then resumed living in any one 
institution, enter the person's age at the beginning of each of 
these periods. 
99 = The case taterial does not indicate these 
ages. 
Enter the age at which the person stopped living in each 
institution. 
Give the age in coaplete years by converting six aonths and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
aonths to the previous complete year. 
For example : lB aonths would be given as 2 years. 
If the person stopped and then resumed living in any one 
institution, enter the person's age at the end of each of these 
periods. 













Indicate the person's ordinal position among his/her biological 







= The person was an only child. 
= The person was the eldest child. 
= The person was one of the middle children ie 1 
s/he wasn't an only child, not one of a 
multiple birth, not eldest or youngest. 
= The person was the youngest or last child 
born. 
= The person was one of a multiple birth· such 
as, twins, triplets etc. 
= The case 1aterial does not indicate the 
person's ordinal position. 
Enter the person's nuaber of biologically related brothers. 
Include siblings who share only one parent. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
number. 
Enter the person's nuaber of biologically related sisters. 
Include siblings who share only one parent. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate this 
nutber. 
Enter the person's nu1ber of biologically related siblings. 
Include siblings who share only one parent. 














Enter the person's age at each biological sibling's birth. 
Give the age in c:cqnplete years by converting si~ months and 
above to the ne~t complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 18 months would be given as 2 years. 
66 = Net applicable, because this person has no 
biological siblings. 
-c- = Assign and enter a code for each biological 
sibling indicated in 1/J2 f, J3, or J4. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this age. 
Enter the person's number .of legally related brothers. 
Include siblings who are related by marriage, ie. step siblings. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
number. 
Enter the person's number of legally related sisters. 
Include siblings who are related by aarriage, ie. step. siblings. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
number. 
Enter the person's number of legally related siblings. 
Include siblings who are related by marriage, ie. step .siblings. 






Indicate whet~er or not the person lived with each sibling 
indicated ir, Jl, J2, Jb ~ J7, or J4 ~ JS; for at least 






= Not applicable, because this 'person does nrrt 
have any siblings. 
= Enter the code you assigned this biological 
siblings in JS, or assign a code to 
distinguish this legally related sibling. 
= Yes, the person did live with this siblings. 
= No, the person did not live with this 
siblings. 
= The case eaterial does not indicate whether 








Enter the psychiatric/psychological disorders that this person's 
biological ~elatives have experienced. 
Include all evidence suggestive of psychiatric/psychologica1 such 
as, ECT, psychotropic medication, in patient psychiatric 
treatment, attempted and successful suicides etc. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
= So to question J12 on page 2J. 
None = None of this person's biologically related 
relatives experienced 
psychiatric/psychological disorder. 
99 = The case material does not indicate 
+ 
psychiatric/psychological disorder experienced 
by biological relatives. 
= This relative experienced 
psychiatric/psychological disorder, but the 
type is not known • 
Enter the relationship of each biological relative 
to this person. [ Indicated in J10 J. 
Be as specific as the information permits. Include each 
relatives sex. 
For example : Paternal grandmother, maternal second cousin. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 








Enter the serious medical disorders that this person's 
biological relatives have experienced. 
Serious medical disorders include those that are fatal, 
debilitating, chronic and/or inherited. 





= So to question Kl on p~ge 1K. 
= None of this person's biologically related 
relatives experienced serious medical 
disorders. 
= The case ;aterial does not indicate 
serious medical disorder experienced by 
biological relatives. 
= This relative experienced serious ;edical 
disorder, but the type is not known • 
Enter the relationship of each biological relative 
to this person. [ Indicated in J12 J. 
Be as specific as the information permits. Include each 
relatives sex. 
For example : Paternal grandmother, maternal second cousin. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 












Enter the biological mother's age at the time of this person's 
birth. 
Give the age in complete years by converting six months and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 18 aonths would be given as 2 years. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate this age. 
Enter the biological father's age at the time of this person's 
birth. 
Give the age in complete years by converting six aonths and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 18 aonths would be given as 2 years. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this age. 
Enter the emotional and/or physical problems experienced by the 
person's biological aother; during her pregnancy. ~-
2/Kb = £o to question Kb on page 2K. 
None = ~other did not experience any emotional 
99 
-c-
and/or physical problems during this 
pregnancy. 
= The case material does not indicate such 
problems. 








Enter the stage of pregnancy at which each problem began. 
[ Indicated in K3 J. 
Give the stages in the mDst appropriate.time ~nits, months, 
weeks, days or hours. 
Do nDt cDnvert aonths to years, but convert part months, weeks, 
days and hours to the next complete time unit. 
For example : Convert sixteen weeks to 4 months. 
Remember to add an 'M' to indicate months; a 'W' for weeks; 
a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
If the same problem stopped and then reoccurred, enter ~ach 
stage of reoccurrence. 
-c-
99 
= Enter the code you assigned this problem 
in K3. 
= The case material does not indicate the stage 
this problem began. 
Enter the stage of pregnancy at which each problem ended. 
[ Indicated in K3 l. 
Give stages in the 1ost appropriate tile units, months, weeks, 
days or hours. 
Do not convert 1onths to years, but convert part •c•nths, weeks, 
days and hours to the next complete time unit. 
For example : Convert sixteen weeks to 4 months. 
Remember to add an 'M' to indicate months; a 'W' for weeks; 
a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
If the same problem stopped and then reoccurred, enter each 
stage at which it stopped. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned this problem 
in K3. 
bb = Not applicable, because this problem had not 
ended by the tile the person was born. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the stage 





Enter the term of the biological mother's pregnancy with this 
person. 
Give the tert. in the most appropriate time units, months or 
weeks. 
Do not convert t.onths to years, but convert part months t~ full 
months and part weeks to full weeks 
For example : Convert 16 weeks to 4 m~nths. 
Remember to add an 'M' to indicate months and a 'W' for weeks. 











Enter the-birth difficulties e~perienced by the biological 
mother at this person's birth. 
Give the answers as stated in the case material. 
For example : Anoxia due to prolonged labor, breech birth. 
None 
99 
= Mother experienced no birth difficulties. 
= The case material dc•es nc•t indicate these 
birth difficulties. 
Indicate which of the following 11 emotional symptoms of 
psychiatric/psychological disorder, the person experienced, ~p 





= Yes, the person experienced this symptom. 
= No, the person did not experience this 
symptom. 
= The case material states that no decision was 
made as to whether the person experienced 
this symptom. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
the person experienced this symptom. 
Indicate which of the following '* somatic symptoms of 
psychiatric/psychological disorder the person experienced, up to 





= Yes, the person experienced this symptom. 
= No, the person did not experience this 
symptom. 
= The case material states that no decision was 
made as to whether the person experienced 
this symptom. 
= The case material does not indicate ~hether 











Indicate which of the following ii disturbances of speech and 





= Yes, the person experienced this disturbance. 
= No; the person did not experience tnis 
disturbance. 
= The case aaterial states that n~ decision was 
aade as to whether the person experienced 
this disturbance. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
the person experienced this disturbance. 
Indicate which of the following ++ disturbances of aotor 






= Yes, the person experienced this disturbance. 
= No, the person did not experience this 
disturbance. 
= The case aaterial states that no decision was 
made as to whether the person experienced 
this disturbance. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
the person experienced this disturbance. 
Indicate which of the following ff gender identity disorders 






= Yes, the person experienced this disorder. 
= No, the person did not experience this 
disorder. 
= The case aaterial states that no decision was 
aade as to whether the person experienced 
this disorder. 
= The case taterial does not indicate whether 











Indicate ~hich of the folloMing ff symptoms of antisocial 






= Yes, the person exhibited this symptom. 
= No, the person did not exhibit this 
symptom. 
= The case taterial states that no decision was 
made as to Mhether the person exhibited this 
symptom. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate Mhether 
the person exhibited this symptom. 
Enter the number of permanent home moves that this person 
experienced, up to and including the age of 18 years • 
. Permanent -home moves require moving fro• a place Mhere one 
lived for at least b mc•nths, to another place where the lives 
for at least·six months. Living requires that one at least 
sleeps at a place the 1ajority of the time. 
None = This person did not experience any permanent 
ho1e aoves. 
1/Ll = So to question L1 on page 1L. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
number. 
Enter the person's age at each of the home moves 
[ indicated in K14 l. 
Sive the age in complete years by converting six 1onths and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 18 aonths ~o~ould be given as c years. 
-c-
99 
= Assign and enter a code for each home move 
in K14. 









Enter the total number of schools that this person attended. 
None = This person did not attend any for;al school. 
1/Ml = So to question Ml on page 1M. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate this 
number. 
Indicate whether each school was a primary or high/secondary 
school. [ Indicated in Ll J. 
If the school included both a primary and secondary aspect, 
indicate under both options. 
-c- = Assign and enter a code for each school 
indicated in Ll. 
p = This school was a primary school only. 
H =· This school was a high or secondary school 
only. 
66 = Not applicable, because this school was 
neither a primary, nor a secondary school. 
For example : Schools for the tentally 
retarded. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate whether 








Indicate whether the person was a day-scholar or boarder at each 
school. [ Indicated in L1 J. 
If the person was a day-scholar and a boarder at the same 




= The person was a day-scholar at this school. 
= The person was a boarder at this school. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
the person was a day-scholar or boarder at 
this schoo 1. 
Indicate whether each school Nas an ordinary or .a special school 
for children with difficulties. [ Indicated in L1 J, 






= This was an ordinary school. 
= This was a special school. 
= This was an ordinary school, but the person 
was placed in a special class for children 
with difficulties. 
= The case ;aterial does not indicate whether 








Indicate whether each school was government or privately run. 




= This school was government run. 
= This school was privately run. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
this school was government or privately run. 
Enter the na1es and types of special schools that the person 
attended. 
Special schools cater specifically for children with scholastic, 
physical, emotional and/or behavioral difficulties. · 
Be as specific as the information peraits. Include the type of 
difficulty the school caters for. 
For exaaple : Alexandria Care and Rehabilitation Centre for the 
mentally retarded. 
bb = Not applicable, because this person did not 
attend any special schools. 
-c- = Assign a code to each special school 
indicated in L2. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate the names 








·Enter the age at which the person began attending each school. 
[ Indicated in L2 J. 
If the person stopped ·and then resumed attendance at the same 
school, enter the ages at which attendance was resumed. 
Give the age in complete years by converting six months and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For examole : 19 months would be gi~en as 2 years. 
-c-
99 
= Enter the code you assigned to this school 
in L2. 
= The case material does not indicate this age. 
Enter the age at which the person stopped attending each school 
[ Indicated in L2 J. 
If the person stopped and then resumed attendance at the same 
school, enter all the ages at which attendance was stopped, 
Give the age in complete years by converting six months and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than six 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 1B months would be given as 2 years. 
bb = Not applicable, because the person has not 
yet left this school. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this age. 











Enter the reasons why the person left each school. 
[ Indicated in LB J. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : The family aoved away from the area· of the school. 
99 = The cas~ aaterial does not indicate these 
reasons. 
Enter the total number of times the person failed an entire year 
of school education. 
None = The person never failed an entire year. 
2/L12 = Go to question L12 on page 2L. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
number. 
Enter the codes to indicate the school standards or grades the· 
person failed. 
For •• other educational systems convert to the South African 
equivalent. 
A = Sub A/ Srade 1. 
B = Sub B/ Srade 2. 
1 = Std 1. 
2 = Std 2. 
3 = Std 3. 
4 = Std 4. 
5 = Std 5. 
6 = Std 6. 
7 = Std 7. 
B = Std B. 
9 = Std 9. 
10 = Std 10/ !'Iatric. 
11 = The standards failed were not ordinary school 
grades. 
For exa1ple : Srades at a school for the 
mentally retarded. 




QUESTION Enter the codes to indicate the scholastic difficulties that the 
person e~perienced, during his/her formal scho~l education. 
CODES 0 = Scholastic difficulties were e~perienced, but 
the exact type is not known. 
= General difficulty was experienced in all 
subjects. 
2 = Reading difficulty was experienced. 
3 = Writing difficulty was experienced. 
4 = Spelling difficulty was experienced. 
5 = Arithmetic difficulty was experienced. 
b = Difficulty in pure scientific subjects was 
experienced. 
For exa~ple : Chemistry, physics, 
aathematics. 
7 . - Difficulty in content subjects was 
experienced. 
For example : History and geography. 
B = Difficulty was experienced in language 
subjects. 
For example : English, Afrikaans, French. 
77 = Difficulty was experienced in the following 
'other' scholastic areas. Enter these under 
the question. 
None = This person did not experience any scholastic 
difficulties. 






Enter the code to indicate the highest level of formal 
education that the person achieved. 
If the highest level is a diploma, add the code for the highest 
school standard achieved as well. 
For ** foreign educational systems, convert to the South 
African equivalent. 
0 = Little formal education, but the exact level 
is not known. 
11 = Primary school education, but the exact level 
is not known. 
20 = Secondary school education, but the exact 
level is not known. 
30 = Tertiary or post school education, but the 
exact level is not known. 
A = Sub A/ Grade 1. 
B = Sub 8/ Grade 2. 
1 = Std 1. 
2 = Std 2. 
3 = Std 3. 
4 = Std 4. 
5 = Std 5. 
b = Std 6. 
7 = Std 7. 
B = Std 8. 
9 = Std 9. 
10 = Std 10/ 11atriculation certificate equivalent. 
31 = Post matric finishing school qualification. 
32 = Trade certificate/s. 
34 = Diploma/s. 
35 = Bachelor's degree/s, 
36 = Master's degree/s, 
37 = Doctorate degree/s. 
38 = Honorary degree/s, 
None = No foraal education. 
2/L15 = Go to question L15 on page 2L. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the 











If the highest level of education is a school standard, indicate 
the type of standard. 
0 = The standard was ordinary. 
p = The standard was practical, technical or 
commercial. 
s = The standard was a special class fc•r children 
with difficulties. 
H = The standard was higher than ordinary, for 
gifted or talented children. 
bb = Not applicable, because this person achieved 
sore than a school standard of education. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate the type 
of standard. 
Enter the total number of times this person has been formally 
expelled from school. 
Foraal expulsion aeans that the head of the school instructed 
the person to leave and did not perait his/her return. 
None = This person was never expelled. 
1/Ml = So to question Ml on page 1M. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate this 
number. 
Enter the reasons for each e~pulsion. [ Indicat~d in L15 ]. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : Sexual intercourse with an under aged girl. 
-c-
99 
= Assign and enter a code for each expulsion 
in US. 
= The case material does not indicate the 








Enter the person's present status regarding compulsory, natiDnal 
military service. 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : Completed first 3 years, but still has 6 monthly 
camps to complete. 
bb = Not applicable, because this person was 
never required to do compulsory military 
service. Exclude people who were eligible, 
but exempted for some reason. 
1/114 = Gc• to question 1'14 on page 111. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
status. 
Indicate whether this person has ever been less than honorably 




= Yes, this person has been less than honorably 
discharged. 
= No, this person has never been less than 
honorably discharged. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
this person has been less than honorably 
discharged. 








Enter the reasons why this person was less than honorably 
d i sc:har ged. 
Be as specific: as,the information permits. 
For example : Repeated mandrax abuse during service. 
99 = The case material does not indicate these 
reasons. 
Enter the age at which the person first began full time paid 
employment. 
Sive the age in complete years by converting six months and 
above to the next complete year, and by converting less than si~ 
months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 18 months would be given as 2 years. 
bb = Not applicable, because this person has never 
been gainfully employed in a full time 
capacity. 
2/Mb = So to question Mb on page 2M. 





Enter the total number of paid jobs the person has had. 







Enter the code that indicates the person's present occupational 
category. 
Present occupational category refers to the way in which this 
person earns his/her keep at present. If the person has never 
had a paid job, it refers to the way in which s/he now spends 



















= Uneaployed, able to work, but chooses not to 
work [ Exclude Homemakers, Scholars, 
Students, the Disabled ]. 
= Unemployed, able to work, but cannot find 
work. 
= Unemployed, unable to work due to disability 
= Homemaker. 
= Student [ Post school l. 
= Scholar. 
= Preschooler. 
= Owner of business/es. 
= Coapany director/ Keaber of board of 
executives. 
= Professional. 
= Kanager/ Administrator. 
= Administrative personnel/ Inspectors 
= Semiprofessionals [ Include Nursing staff, 
Teachers, Social workers etc l. 
= Sales worker. 
= Clerical/ Secretarial worker. 
= Supervisor/ Foreman. , 
= Farmer/ Farm manager. 
= Arts and crafts worker 
[ Include Artists etc l. 
42 = Skilled trades worker or Artisan [ Include 
Plumbers, Plasterers etc ]. 
SO = Semiskilled aanual worker. 
51 = Semiskilled service worker [ Include 
domestic workers in organizations, Building 
caretakers, Security officers, Drivers etc ]. 
60 = Laborer [ Non-f ara l. 
61 = Fan laborer. 
62 = Domestic worker in homes. 
73 = Legal informal sector worker [ Include 
Hawkers etc J. 
74 = Illegal informal sector worker [ Include Drug 
peddlers, Shebeen keepers, Gangsters etc J. 
77 = Other occupational category not listed here. 
Enter the occupation under this question. 
80 = Permanent force [ Include Police, Army, 
Navy and Airforce J • 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the 
present occupational category of the person. 








If the person is gainfully employed at present, indicate whether 
the job is full time and regular. 
66 = Not applicable, because this person is not 
gainfully employed at present. 
FIR = Full time and regular. 
F/1 = Full time, but irregular. This means that 
there are times other than holidays and 
weekends, when the person does not work and 
is not paid. 
For example : Contract workers. 
P/R = Part time, regular. This means that the job 
does not take up all working days, but that 
the person does this job for a set time each 
week or month. 
For example : Shop assistants who work 
Saturday mornings only. 
PII = Part tiae, but irregular. This aeans that 
the job does not take up all working days, 
and that the person does not work set times 
each week or aonth. 
For example : A secretary who is called in to 
work only for relief purposes. ' 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
the job is full time and regular. 
Enter the total time the person has spent in his/her present 
job. [ Indicated in M6 ], 
Give the time in the most appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For exaaple : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaeaber to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'M' for months, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 

















Enter the reasons why this person left each job. · 
[ Indicated in 15 ]. 
Be as specific-as the information permits. 




' .. -.~: i:::r-·· r·-~ ~-~.~-~-_, .•.. ,,,., ' -~ -
= Not ·applicable; because the person has riot' 
left his/her present job. 
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Enter the total number of times the person has been unemployed. 
Include periods since the person began gainful employment. 
Exclude periods in which the person has been unable to work due 
to disability, sickness etc. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
nu;ber. 
Enter the longest period of time for which this person has been 
une;ployed. 
Include periods since the person began gainful employment • 
. Exclude periods in which the person has been unable to work due 
to disability, sickness etc. 
Give the time in the 1ost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, 1onths, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For exa1ple : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reme;ber to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '"' for ;onths, 
a 'W' for weeks, a '0' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
66 
99 
= Not applicable, because this person has never 
been unemployed. 






Enter the code that indicates the person's general ~ccupationai 
category. 
General occupational category refers to the way in which this 
person has earned his/her keep for the majority of his/her 
lifetime. If the person has never had a paid job, it refers to 































= Unemployed, able to work, but chooses not to 
work [ Exclude Homemakers, Scholars, 





























Unemployed, able to work, but cannot find 
work. 
Unemployed, unable to work due to disability 
Homemaker. 
Student [ Post school J. 
Scholar, 
Preschooler. 
Owner of business/es. 




Administrative personnel/ Inspectors 
Semiprofessionals [ Include nursing staff, 
Teachers, Social workers etc l. 
Sales worker. 
Clerical/ Secretarial worker. 
Supervisor/ Foreman. 
Farmer/ Farm manager. 
Arts and crafts worker 
( include Artists etc l. 
Skilled trades worker or artisan [ Include 
Plumbers, Plasterers etc l. 
Seaiskilled tanual worker. 
Semiskilled service worker [ Include 
Domestic workers in organizations, Building 
caretakers, Security officers, Drivers etc l. 
Laborer [ Non-farm J. 
Farm laborer. 
Doaestic worker in homes. 
Legal informal sector worker [ Include 
Hawkers etc J. 
Illegal informal sector worker [ Include Drug 
peddlers, Shebeen keepers, Gangsters etc J, 
Permanent force ( Include Police, Army, 
Navy and Airforce l • 
Other occupational category not listed here. 
Enter the occupation under this question. 
Not applicable, because this person has 
has not spent the majority of his/her life in 
any single occupational category. 
The case material does not indicate the 





. If the person is gainfully e1ployed at present, indicate whether 
the job is full time and regular. 
F/R = Full time and regular. 
FII = -Full time, but irregular. This means that 
there are times other than holidays and 
weekends, when the person does not wr•rk and 
is not paid. 
For example : Contract workers. 
P/R = Part time, regular. This means that the job 
does not lake up all working days, but that 
the person does this job for a set time each 
week or .month. 
For example : Shop assistants who work 
Saturday mornings only. 
P/1 = Part time, but irregular. This ;eans that 
the job does not take up all working days, 
and that the person does not work set times 
each week or month. 
For example : A secretary who is called in to 
work only for relief purposes. 
66 = Not applicable, because this person is not 
gainfully employed at present. 
1/tH = So to question Nl on page 1N. 
99 = The case material does not indicate whether 








Enter the longest period of time this person has spent in a 
single paid job. 
Sive the time in the aost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next coaplete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert ;onths to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
aonths to 1 year~ 
Re;e;ber to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '"' for months, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate this 
time. 
Indicate whether this person has ever been repeatedly late 
and/or ab~ent from a paid job. 
Repeated lateness and absence requires an average. of at least 




= Yes, this person has been repeatedly late 
and/ or absent. 
= No, this person has not been repeatedly late 
and/or absent. 
= The case material is such that it is 
uncertain whether this person has been 
repeatedly late and/or absent. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether 


















fndicate~wh~~t~is.p:son has:w~I~ed _.off :d;:r .. r~signed from 
~t'i~~~t 'least' two paid' jobs, witlio~t having another job in 
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Indicate whether this person lives with any of his/her sexual 
partners. t Indicated in N3 J, 
Living with someone requires that one at least sleeps and eats in 




= Yes, they do live together. 
= No, they do not live together. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
they live together. 
Enter the length of each sexual relationship. 
[ Indicated in N3 J, 
If the person has ;ore than one, ongoing relationship, include 
the lengths of all of these relationships. 
Include aarriages. 
Sive the time in the aost appropriate complete tiae units, 
years, aonths 1 weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
u'ni ts to the previous coaplete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Re1ember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'M' for ;onths, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate this 
length. 
Indicate whether this person and/or his/her sexual partner have 
had sexual intercourse with any third party, during the period of 
their relationship. 
y = Yes, there has been sex outside this 
relationship. 
~~ = No, there has not been sex.outside this 
relationship. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate whether 








Indicate ~hether generally speaking, the relationship between 
this sexual partner and the person has been physically and/or 
e~otionally affectionate. 
If there is tore than one regular sexual partner, complete this 




= Yes, the relationship has been affectionate. 
= No, the relationship has not been 
affectionate. 
= The case material is such that it is uncertain 
whether or not the relationship has been 
affectionate. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
the relationship has been affectionate. 
Indicate whether generally speaking, the relationship between 
this sexual partner and the person has been communicative. 
Comaunicative requires that the partners have talked about issues 
of importance to either or both parties. 
If there is more than one regular sexual partner, complete this 




= Yes, the relationship has been communicative. 
= No, the relationship has not been 
communicaii ve. 
= The case ;aterial is such that it is uncertain 
whether or not the relationship has been 
communicative. 
= The case material· does not indicate whether 








Indicate whether generally speaking, the relationship between 
this sexual partner and the person has been physically, and/or 
verbally, and/or covertly conflictual. 
Covert conflict includes rejection or ostracism. 
If there is more than one regular sexual partner, complete this 





= Yes, the relationship has been conflictual. 
= No, the relationship has not been 
conflictual. 
= The case aaterial is such that it is uncertain 
whether or not the relationship has been 
conflidual. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
the relationship has been conflictual. 
Indicate the person's overall feeling or attitude toward this 
sexual partner at this time. 
If there is more than one regular sexual partner, complete this 




= An overall positive feeling. 
= An overall negative feeling. 
= The case aaterial is such that the person's 
overall feeling is uncertain. 
= An overall neutral or indifferent feeling. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate the 








Enter the sexual difficulties the person has experienced. 
Indicate whether each difficulties was experienced in the past 
but not at present, or is being experienced at present. 
Sive answers as stated in the case aaterial. 
For example : Impotent unless s/he engages in sadisa. 
None = This person has not experienced any sexual 
difficulties. 
99 = The case material does not indicate sexual 
difficulties. 
66 = Not applicable, because this person has never 
had sexual intercourse. 
Pres = This difficulty is being experienced at 
present. 
Past = ihis difficulty was experienced in the past, 
but not at present. 
Enter the issues that have aost frequently cause/d verbal and/or 
physical conflict between this person ~nd his/her sexual 
partners. 
Indicate whether each issue caused conflict in the past but not 
at present, or still causes conflict at present. 
Sive answers as stated in the case aaterial. 
For example : Sexual partner having sexual intercourse with a 
third party. 
None = There are no such conflictual issues. 
66 = Not applicable, because this person has never 
had a regular sexual partner. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate such 
conflictual issues. 
Pres = ihis issue still causes conflict. 
Past = This issue caused conflict in the past, but 















Indicate the number of sexual partners the person has had during 
the past six years. 
Include marriage partners. 
99 The case ;aterial does not indicate this number. 
Indicate the usual length of the person's sexual relationships. 
If there is no usual length and the relationships are each of 
different of a different length, indicate the longest period for 
which any relationship has lasted and add a 'V'. 
L = Long term, ie. over 10 years. 
It = Medium tera, ie. froa b to 10 years inclusive. 
s = Short term, ie. froa 1 to 5 years inclusive. 
v = Very short tera, ie. under 1 year. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
length. 
Indicate whether this person has had sexual relations with the 
saae sex after the age of 19 years. 
y = Yes, this person has had homosexual relations. 
N = No, this person has not had homosexual 
relations. 
66 = Not applicable, because this person is under 
the age of 19 years. 
99 = The case aaterial does. not indicate whether 






Indicate the person's present sexual preference. 
Preference requires that the person actually engages in sexual 
relations with the partners indicated • 
Asexual = . This person abstains from sexual relations. 
Het = Heterosexual, the person prefers the 
opposite sex only. 
Het > Hom = This person has a greater preference for the 
opposite sex, but does have sexual relations 
Mith the same sex. 
Bisex = This person has an equal preference for both 
the same and opposite sexes. 
Hot > Het = This person has a greater preference for the 
same sex, but does have. sexual relations with 
the opposite sex. 
Homo = This person prefers the same sex only. 
! = The case aaterial is such that the user is 
uncertain of the person's sexual preference. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate this 














Enter the person's total number of biologically related 
children. 
Include only those children who are still living. 
None = This person has no children. 
1/Pl = Go to question P1 on page 1P •. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate this 
nuaber. 
Enter the age of each child. [ Indicated in N17 J. 
Give ansMers in complete years. Round off part years to the 
nearest complete year by converting periods of six aonths and 
over to the next complete·year; and by converting periods of 
less than six months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 7 years 5 ;onths Mould be enetered as 7 years. 
99 = This age is aissing from the case ;aterial. 














Indicate whether each child lives with the person permanently. 
[ Indicated in N17 J. 
To live permanently requires that the child has at least slept 
and eaten at a place the majority of the time, for at least 6 
months of the year. 
y 
99 
= Yes, this child lives with the person. 
= No, this child does not live with the person. 
= The case material does not indicate whether or 
not this child lives with the per~on. 
Indicate which of the followin~ ff signs of inability to 
function as a responsible parent, have· been exhibited by the 
person, and/or his/her children. 
Include only those signs present during periods in which this 
person was responsible for parenting each child. 
y = Yes, this sign was exhibited. 
N = No, this sign was not exhibited. 
? = The case aaterial is such that the user is 
uncertain whether this sign was exhibited. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 












Enter the approximate number of times the person has takl!n t"His 
~bs~.a~ce du[ing the _past year •... 
S~bstances·include'either alcohol ot d~ugs ·that·can altet-ihe' , 





p • ' 
liPS .... . -"' .... ' r ... ' 
Available ;; • 
1/,P4 
. The .. case. aaterial does not indicate this 
... , frequency. ... 
The person has not used this substance at all. 
,...., . 
So to question P5 . on page· IP, 
The per.son .takes 'this substance .Mhene•ler 
'• available, so the exact frequency is not knoMn .. 
Go t~ question P4 · on page 1P. ~ 
' • j .•• 
, I 
. t . ·- ~ * • - ' • ... • - ' 





= ·Day, ~he person usually takes this subs-hnce 
during the daytime only, ie. before 6 pm. 
::: ··· <Night, 'the~person usually :takes this substance 
during the night only,· ie; 'between 6 .pm and 
1·6aa. . .. . -. ·-· 
:, Day .and night, the person usually takes this 
substance during :both the day and the night. 
The caseaaterial does not;indicate this time. 
Indicate the usual day that the person takes this substance. 
D = The person usually takes this substance on 
weekdays/nights only, ie. Monday to Friday. 
w. = The person usually takes this substance on. 
weekends only, ie. Saturday to Sunday 
including days and/or nights. 
D+W = The person usually takes this substance on 
both weekdays and weekends, including days 
and/or nights. 








Enter the age at which the person's use of this substance first 
became problematic to him/herself and/or others. 
Give answers in complete years. Round off part years to the 
nearest complete year by converting periods of six 1onths and 
over to the next complete year; and by converting periods of 
less than six months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 16 years and 7 ;onths would be entered as 17 years. 
Child = Substance use first became proble;atic during 
childhood, but the exact age is not known, ie. 
under 13 years. 
Adol = Substance use firsi becaae proble;atic during 
adolescence, but the exact age is not known, 
ie. between 13 and 18 years inclusive. 
Adult = Substance use first beca;e problematic during 
adulthood, but the exact age is not known, 
ie. over 18 years. 
bb = Not applicable, because the person's substance 
use has never been problematic. 
1/Ql = So to question Ql on page lQ. 





Indicate which of the following ** factors indicative of a 
pathological pattern of substance use, the person has exhibited 





= Yes, the person has exhibited this factor. 
= The case material is such that no decision was 
made as to whether the person exhibited this 
factor. 
= No, the person has not exhibited this. factor. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 





Indicate which of the following f+ factors indicative of 
impaired social and occupational functioning due to substance 





= Yes, the person has exhibited this factor. 
= The case material is such that no decision was 
aade as to whether the person exhibited this 
factor. 
= No, the person has not exhibited this factor. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
the person exhibited this factor. 
FS 
P9 
QUESTION Indicate which of the following types of alcohol the person 
usually drinks. 
CODES None = The person does not drink alcohol at all. 
7/P17 = So to question P17 on page 7P. 
Spirits = The person usually drinks, spirits that are 
produced for consu;ption, ie. whisky etc. 
4/PlO = So to question P10 on page 4P. 
4/Pll = So to question P11 on page 4P. 
Beer = The person usually drinks co;mercially brewed 
beer. 
4/P12 = So to question P12 on page 4P. 
Ho;ebrew = The person usually drinks ho;ebrewed or 
ho;e;ade alcohol. 
4/P13 = So to question P13 on page 4P. 
Nonbeverage = The person usually drinks alcohol that has 
not been produced for general consumption such 
as, methylated spirits, cough ;edicines etc. 
4/P14 = So to question P14 on page 4P. 
Available = The person usually drinks whatever alcohol is 
available, so the exact types are not known. 
5/P15 = Go to question P15 on page SP. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate the usual 








Enter the approximate amount of spirits the person usually 
drinks on a single occasion. 
Give the amount in the most specific units possible. 
The most preferable units are ailliliters and liters. 
Remeaber to add : a 'B' for bottle, a 'T' for tots, a 'G' for 
glasses, an 'L' for liters, an 'ml' for milliliters. 
Give the amount in complete units, by converting half and greater 
units to the next coaplete unit, and by converting less than half 
units to the previous complete unit~ 
Do not convert liters and ailliliters, unless there is a fraction 
of a liter or milliliter. 
For example : Half a tot would be entered as 1 tot, but 750 
milliliters would not be converted to 1 liter •. 
Available 
99 
= The person drinks whatever quantity is 
available, so the usual a1ount is not known: 
= The case aaterial does not indicate this 
amount. 
Enter the approxiaate amount of wine the person usually drinks on 
a single occasion. 
Give the amount in the most specific units possible. 
The aost preferable units are milliliters and liters. 
Remember to add : a 'B' for bottle, a 'T' for tots, a 'G' for 
glasses, an 'L' for liters, an 'al' for ailliliters. 
Give the amount in complete units, by converting half and greater 
units to the next complete unit, and by converting less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert liters and ;illiliters, unless there is a fraction 
of a liter or milliliter. 
For example : Half a tot would be entered as 1 tot, but 750 
milliliters would not be converted to 1 liter. 
Available 
99 
= The person drinks whatever quantity is 
available, so the usual amount is not known. 









Enter the approxi~ate amount of beer the person usually drinks on 
a single occasion. 
Give the amount in the aost specific units possible. 
The most preferable units are ;illiliters and liters. 
Remember to add : a 'B' for bottle, a 'T' for tots, a '6' for 
glasses, an 'L' for liters, an 'ml' for milliliters. 
Give the amount in coaplete units, by converting half and greater 
units to the next coaplete unit, and by converting less than half 
units to the previous coaplete unit. 
Do not convert liters and ailliliters, unless there is a fraction 
of a liter or ;illiliter. 
For example : Half a tot would be entered as 1 tot, but 750 
;illiliters would not be converted to 1 liter. 
Available 
99 
= The person drinks whatever quantity is 
available, so the usual amount is not known. 
= The case ;aterial does not indicate this 
aaount. 
Enter the approxiaate aaount of hoaebrewed alcohol the person 
usually drinks on a single occasion. 
Give the a;ount in the most specific units possible. 
The aost preferable units are ailliliters and liters. 
Remeaber to add : a 'B' for bottle, a 'T' for tots, a '6' for 
glasses, an 'L' for liters, an 'al' for ailliliters. 
Give the amount in co;plete units, by converting half and greater 
units to the next co;plete unit, and by converting less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert liters and ailliliters, unless there is a fraction 
of a liter or ailliliter. 
For example : Half a tot would be entered as 1 tot, but 750 
ailliliters would not be converted to 1 liter. 
Available 
99 
= The person drinks whatever quantity is 
available, so the usual amount is not known~ 






Enter the approximate amount of nonbeverage alcohol the person 
usually drinks on a single occasion. 
Give the amount in the most specific units possible. 
The aost preferable units are milliliters and liters. 
Remember to add : a 'B' for bottle, a 'T' for tots, a '6' for 
glasses, an 'L' for liters, an 'ml' for milliliters. 
Give ~he amount in complete units, by converting half and greater 
units to the next complete unit, and by converting less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert liters and milliliters, unless ther.e is a fraction 
of a liter or milliliter. 
For example : Half a tot Mould be entered as 1 tot, but 750 
ailliliters Mould not be converted to 1 liter. 
Available 
99 
= ihe person drinks Mhatever quantity is 
available, so the usual amount is not knoMn. 






indicate which of the following tt alcohol associated symptoms 
the person has exhibited. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
syapto; was last exhibited. 
If tt delusions, and/or ** hallucinations, and/or ff 
misperceptions/illusions are present, enter a brief description 
thereof. Give answers as stated in the case material. 
Give the tiae in the most appropriate, complete tiae unit, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert aonths to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Remember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '"' for aonths, 
a 'W' for weeks; a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
88 = The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
? = The case material is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
y = Yes, this sy;ptoa was exhibited. 
Time since = If a symptom was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this sympto; was last exhibited. 
99. [ 1st l = Tne case material does not indicate this time 
period. 
N = No, this symptom was not exhibited. 
99 [ 2nd l = The case material does not indicate whether 
this symptom was exhibited. 






Enter the other alcohol associated symptoms the person has 
exhibited. [ That are not listed in P15 ], 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
sympto1 was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the 1ost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous compl~te unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Re1ember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'K' for months, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
None = The person has not exhibited any other alcohol 
associated symptoms. 
BB - . The case ;aterial states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
? = The case 1aterial is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
y = Yes, this sympto1 was exhibited. 
Time since = If a sy;pto• was exhibited, enter the tile 
period since this symptom was last exhibited. 
99 [ 1st J = The case material does not indicate this time 
period. 
N = No, this sycptom was not exhibited. 
99 [ 2nd l = The case material does not indicate whether 







Enter the types of drugs this person has used. 
Include any substance that can alter the ;ental state that is not 
taken for medical purposes. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate any drug 
types. 
None = The person does not take any drugs. 
-c- = Assign and enter a code for each drug type 
indicated. 
·Enter the 11 drug category to which each type of drug belongs. 
[ Indicated in ?17 J. 
If a drug type does not appear under any of the given drug 
categories; 
AND 
If aore than one drug type is taken in combination; enter 









Enter the approximate amount of each type of drug taken. 
[ Indicated in P17 ]. · 
Give the amount in the most specific units possible. 
The most preferable units are milliliters, liters, grams and 
milligrams. 
Reaember to add : a 'T' for tablets, an 'S' for zols, stopps, 
skyfs and cigarettes, an 'I' for inhalations or sniffs, an 'L' 
for liters, an ';1' for milliliters, a '6' for grams and an 'MS' 
for milligrams. 
Give the amount in co;plete unit, by converting half and greater 
units to the nex~ co;plete unit, and by converting less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert liters, milliliters, grams and ailligrams, unless 
there is a fraction of a unit. 
For example : Half a cigarette would be entered as 1 cigarette 
but 750 ailligrams would not be converted to 1 gram. 
Available 
99 
= The person takes whatever amount is available, 
so the exact amount is not known. 
= The case 1aterial does not indicate this 
amount. 
Enter the method the person uses to take each type of drug. 
[ Indicated in P17 ], 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For exa1ple : Inhaled without combustion, intravenously injected, 
smoked in a bottle neck, smoked in paper. 
-c-
99 
= Enter the code you assigned to this drug type 
in P17. 
= The case material does not indicate this 





Indicate which of the following ** amphetamine associated 
symptoms the person has e~hibited. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
symptom was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the most appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For exa1ple : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Re;ember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'M' for ;onths, 





99 [ 1st l 
N 
99 [ 2nd l 
= The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
= The case material is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
= Yes, this sympto; was exhibited. 
= If a sympto1 was exhibited, enter the·time 
period since this symptom was last exhibited. 
= The case ;aterial does not indicate this time 
period. 
= No, this symptom was not exhibited. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 





Enter the other amphetamine associated symptoms the person has 
exhibited. ( That are not listed in P21 ]. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
syaptom Mas last exhibited. 
Sive the time in the most appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, aonths, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units t~ the previous coaplete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an ·~· for ;onths, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
None = This person has not exhibited any other 
associated symptoms. 
SIP = So back to the instructions on page S/P. 
ss = The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptcm was 
exhibited. 
? = The case material is such that the user is 
uncertain as to Mhether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
y = Yes, this syapto; was exhibited. 
Tiae since = If a symptom was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this symptom was last exhibited. 
99 [ 1st 1 = The case aaterial does not indicate this time 
period. 
N = No, this syaptom was not exhibited. 
99 [ 2nd l = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 





Indicate ·which of the following ** barbiturat~ associated 
syaptoms the person has exhibited. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
sy;ptom was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the most appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, aonths, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaember to add a 'V' to indicate years, an 'K' for months, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
BB = The case aaterial states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
? = The case aaterial is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this syaptoa was 
exhibited. 
v = Yes, this symptom was exhibited. 
Time since = If a symptom was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this syaptot was last exhibited. 
99 [ 1st ] = The case ;aterial does not indicate this time 
period. 
N = No, this symptom was not exhibited. 
99 [ 2nd J - The case material does not indicate whether 





Enter the other barbiturate associated symptoms the person has 
exhibited. [ That are not listed in P23 ], 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
sympto; was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the aost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, aonths, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '"' for ;onths, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
None = This person has not exhibited any other 
associated symptoms. 
B/P = So back to the instructions on page 8/P. 
BB = The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this sy;pto; was 
exhibited. 
? - The case aaterial is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
y = Yes, this symptom was exhibited. 
Tiae since = If a syapto; was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this symptom was last exhibited. 
99 [ 1st l = The case uterial does not indicate this tiae 
period. 
N = No, this syapto; was not exhibited. 
99 [ 2nd l = The case material does not indicate whether 





Indicate which of the following 11 opi~id ~ssociated symptoms 
the person has exhibited. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
syapto; was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the ~ost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, aonths, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous coaplete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '"' for aonths, 
a 'il' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
BB = The case aaterial states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
? = The case material is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
y = Yes, this syaptom was exhibited. 
Time since = If a symptom was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this sympto; was last exhibited. 
99 [ 1st l = The case aaterial does not indicate this time 
period. 
N = No, this symptom was not exhibited. 
99 [ 2nd l = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 





Enter the other opioid associated symptoms the person has 
exhibited. [ That are not listed in P25 J. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
syaptoa was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the aost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'K' for months, 
a 'II' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
None = This person has not exhibited any other 
associated symptoms. 
9/P = So back to the instructions on page 9/P. 
89 = The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
? = The case aaterial is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptoa was 
exhibited. 
y = Yes, this symptom was exhibited. 
Tiae since = If a symptom was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this symptoa was last exhibited. 
99 [ 1st J = The case aaterial does not indicate this tiae 
period. 
N = No, this symptom was not exhibited. 
99 r 2nd J = The case material does not indicate whether 





Enter the tt dagga/cannabis associated symptoms the person has 
exhibited. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
symptom was last exhibited. 
Give the tile in the ;ost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next coaplete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous coaplete unit. 
Do not convert ;onths to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reme;ber to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '"' for months, 






99 [ 1st J 
N 
99 [ 2nd l 
= This person has not exhibited any other 
associated symptoms. 
= Go back to the instructions on page 8/P. 
= The case material states that a decision was 
· not reached as to whether this symptoa lias 
exhibited. 
= The case ;aterial is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
= Yes, this symptom was exhibited. 
= If a sympto• 11as exhibited, enter the time 
period since this symptom lias last exhibited. 
= The case aaterial does not indicate this time 
period. 
= No, this syaptoa was not exhibited. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 





Enter the tt hallucinogen associated symptoms the person has 
exhibited. 
If a symptoa is present, indicate the time period since this 
symptom was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the aost appropriate, coaplete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert aonths to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'K' for months! 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
None = This person has not exhibited any other 
associated symptoms. 
S/P = So back to the instructions on page B/P. 
BB = The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptoa was 
exhibited. 
? = The case aaterial is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
y = Yes, this symptom was exhibited. 
Tiae since = If a symptoa was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this symptom was last exhibited. 
99 [ 1st 1 = The case aaterial does not indicate this time 
period. 
N = No, this syaptoa was not exhibited. 
99 [ 2nd l = The case material does not indicate whether 





Enter the tt symptoms associated with volatile solvent use, that 
the person has exhibited. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
sy;pto; was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the most appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For exa;ple : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
aonths to 1 year. 
Re;ember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '"' for 1onths, 







99 [ 1st l 
N 
99 [ 2nd l 
= This person has not exhibited any other 
associated symptoms. 
= So back to the instructions on page B/P. 
= The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
= The case material is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this sympto; was 
exhibited. 
= Yes, this symptoa was exhibited. 
= If a sympto; was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this symptom was last e~hibited. 
= The case material does not indicate this time 
period. 
= No, this symptom was not exhibited. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 





Enter the ff phencyclidine a;sociated symptoms, that the person 
has exhibited. 
If a symptom is present, indicate the time period since this 
symptom was last exhibited. 
Give the time in the aost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '"' for months, 







99 [ 1st l 
99 [ 2nd ] 
= This person has not exhibited any other 
associated symptoms. 
= So back to the instructions on page BiP. 
= The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptoa was 
exhibited. 
= The case material is such that the user is 







Yes, this symptom was exhibi~ed. 
If a symptoa was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this symptom was last exhibited. 
The case aaterial does not indicate this time 
period. 
No, this symptoa was not exhibited. 
The case material does not indicate whether 





Enter the ** symptoms associated with the use of drugs 
categorized as 'other', that the person has exhibited 
Atm 
All symptoms associated with co1binations of drugs, that the 
person has experienced. 
lf a sympto; is present, indicate the time period since this 
symptom was last exhibited. 
Give the ti;e in the most appropriate, co;plete ti;e units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert ;onths to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
. months to 1 year. 
Remember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'M' for months, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
None = This person has not exhibited any other 
associated symptoms. 
B/P = So back to the instructions on page B/P. 
BB = The case material states that a decision was 
not reached as to whether this symptoa was 
exhibited. 
? = The case ;aterial is such that the user is 
uncertain as to whether this symptom was 
exhibited. 
y = Yes, this symptom was exhibited. 
Time since = lf a symptom was exhibited, enter the time 
period since this symptom was last exhibited. 
99 [ 1st ] = The case material does not indicate this time 
period. 
N = No, this symptom was not exhibited. 
99 [ 2nd J = The case material does not indicate whether 
this symptom was exhibited. 







Enter the criminal offences of which the person has been 
convicted. 
Sive answers as stated in the case ;aterial. 
For example : Housebreaking with intent to steal. 
None = This person has never been convicted of a 
cri;inal offence. 
2/QS = So to question QS on page 2Q. 
-c- = Assign and enter a code for each offence. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate this 
offence. 
Enter the number of counts of each type of offence. 
[ Indicated in Ql J, 
-Nu;-
99 
= Enter the nu;ber of counts. 
= The case material does not indicate the nuaber 







Enter the person's age at which each conviction took place. 
[ Indicated in Ql and Q2 J, 
Give answers in complete ye'ars. Round off part years to the 
nearest complete year by converting periods of six months and 
over to the next complete year; and by converting periods of 
less than six months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 35 year; and 3 ;onths would be enter as 35 years. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this age. 
Enter the type of sentence that this person received for each 
conviction. [ Indicated in Ql and Q2 J. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
Include warnings. 
For example : Three lashes with a cane, suspended for b ;onths. 
-c-
99 
Enter the code you assigned to this conviction 
in Ql and Q2. 
The case material does not indicate the sentence 








indicate which of the following institutional forms of custcdy 
has this person has experienced. 
y 
99 
= Yes, the person has experienced this fora of 
custody. 
= No, the person has not experienced this form 
of custody. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
the person has experienced this form of 
custody. 
1/Rl = Go to question Rl ~n·page lR. 
Enter the number of tiles the person has escaped or absconded 
fro; each for; of custody. [ Indicated in Q5 ], 
None = Although this person has been in custody, s/he 
has never escaped/absconded fro; any of these 
forms of custody. 
1/Rl = Go to question Rl on page lR. 
99 = The case material does not indicate whether 
the person has escaped/absconded fro• this 







Enter the person's age at which each escape/absconding took 
place. [ Indicated in Q6 J, 
Give ansMers in complete years. Round off part years to the 
nearest complete year by converting periods of six months and 
over to the next complete year; and by converting periods of 
less than six months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 37 years and 3 months would be entered as 37 years. 
99 = This age is aissing fro• the case material. 
Enter the tethod by which the person escaped/absconded on each 
occasion [ Indicated in Qb ], 
Be as specific as the information permits. 
For example : The person dug a tunnel under a wall, s/he 
assaulted 3 custodians, s/he picked a lock and broke a windoM. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the 








Enter the total time that the person spent out of custody after 
eJch escape/absconding ( Indicated in · Qb J. . · 
~ , ~ 
S~ve the ti~e in the most appropriate, complete time ~riits, ie. 
y~ars, months, 11eeks1. days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and .convert less.than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For exa11ple : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but ·do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. . 
Reaember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an '11' for aonths, 
a 'W' for weeks, a '0' for days and an 'H' for,hours.: , 
I 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to this . 
escape/absconding·in .. 97. 
bb = Not applicable, because this person has not 
t . been returned to custody since this 
escape/absconding. 
99 = The case taterial does not indicate this time 
period. 
;3/Qll = So to question 1 Qll o.n page 3Q. 
Enter the individuals 11ho returned the person. to custody after 
. each escape/abscondil)g r Indicated in Qb J. 
1 
Be as specific as the information. permits. Include each 
individual's relationship to the -pers~n or his/her role. 
·For example :.Policeman, the person's biological mother. 
99 
=· · The per so~ ·him/herself r~turned to custody on 
his/her own initiative. 















Enter the total number of times the person has been hospitalized 
for at least 1 weeks duration. 
None = The.person has never been hospitalized for 
over a weeks duration. 
2/RS = So to question R5 on page 2R. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate this 
nu;ber. 
Enter the person's age at each hospitalization 
[ Indicated in Rl J, 
Sive answers in coaplete years. Round off part years to the 
nearest coaplete year by converting periods of six months and 
over to the next coaplete year; and by converting periods of 
less than six months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 35 years and 7 aonths would be entered as 36 years. 
-c-
99 
= Assign and enter a code for each 
hospitalization in Rl •. 
= The case material does not indicate this age. 
Enter the names of the medical conditions for which the person 
was hospitaliied on each occasion [ Indicated in Rl l. 
Sive the names as stated in the case material. 
For example : Replacement of two heart valves. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the name 





Indicate whether the central purpose of each hospitalization 
was investigatory, or surgery, ~r other types of treat;ent. 
If it ~as other types of treatment, enter these types. 
Sive answers as stated in the case ;aterial. 
For example : A blood transfusion, radiu; therapy. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to each 
hospitalization in R2. 
Y [ 1st l = Yes, the central purpose of this 
hospitalization was investigatory. 
N[!st]. = No, the central purpose of this 
hospitalization was not investigatory. 
99 [ 1st l = The case material does not indicate whether 
the central purpose of this hospitalization 
was investigatory. 
Y [ 2nd l = Yes, the central purpose of this 
hospitalization was surgery. 
N [ 2nd 1 = No, the central purpose of this 
hospitalization was not surgery. 
99 [ 1st 1 = The case ;aterial does not indicate whether 
the central purpose of this hospitalization 
was surgery. 
99 [ 3rd l = The case material does not indicate the other 









Enter the tot~l m!mber of head injuries the person has 
experienced, that have caused a ff loss of consciousness. 
None = This person has experienced no such head 
injuries. 
3/R13 = Go to question R13 on page 3R. 
+ = This person has experienced at least one such 
head injury~ but the exact number is not 
known. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this 
number. 
Enter the person's age at each head injury. 
£ Indicated in R5 l. 
Sive answers in complete years. Round off part years to the 
nearest complete year by converting periods of six months and 
over to the next complete year; and by converting periods of 
less than six months to the previous. complete year. 
For exaaple : 25 years and 9 months would be entered as 26 years. 
-c- = Assign and enter a code for each head injury 
in R5. 
Child = The person had this head injury during 
childhood, but the exact age is not known, 
ie. under 13 years of age. 
Adol = The person had this head injury during 
adolescence, but the exact age is not known, 
ie. between 13.and 18 years of age inclusive. 
Adult = The person had this head injury during 
adulthood, but the exact age is not known, 
ie. over 18 years of age. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the age at 








Enter the total length of time that the person was 
** unconscious following each head injury [ Indicated in RS ], 
Give the time in the most appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Re;ember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'K' for ;onths, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate the period 
of unconsciousness for this head injury. 
Enter the total length of time that the person experienced 
tt post traumatic amnesia following each head injury 
[ Indicated in R5 J. 
Give the time in the ;ost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, months, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert aonths to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Re;ember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'K' for months, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the 








Indicate whether each head injury was a ** closed or open 
injury [ Indicated in RS l. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to this head 
injury in Rb. 
CL = This head injury was closed. 
0 = This head injury was open. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
this head injury was closed or open. 
Indicate the side of the head injured in each head injury. 
[ Indicated in R5 ], 
L = Only the left side of the head was injured. 
R = Only the right side of the head was injured. 
L+R = Both the left and right sides of the head were 
injured. 
H = Only the aiddle or medial section of the head 
was injured, with no left or right focus. 
H = Only the back or hind side of the head was 
injured, with no left or right focus. 
s = The injury was generalized with no focus. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate the side 











Enter the areas of the brain injured in each head injury. 
[ indicated in R5 J. 
6ive answers as stated in the case material. 
For exaeple : The hippocampus,, the left, frontal lobe. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to this head 
injury in R6. 
None = No area of the brain was injured in this 
head injury. 
99 = The case eaterial does not indicate which 
brain areas were injured in this head 
injury. 
3/R13 = 6o to question R13 on page 3R. 
Enter all the 11 deficits that resulted from each head injury 
[ Indicated in R5 J. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
Include physical, intellectual and emotional/personality 
deficits. 
For example : impaired visuospatial tracking, paralysis to the 
left side of the body, social disinhibition. 
None 
99 
= No deficits resulted fro• this head injury. 
= The case eaterial does not indicate deficits 
resulting froa this head injury. 
Enter the conditions under which electroencephalograms or EEG's 
were conducted on this person. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
For example : Food deprivation, during sleep, whiist resting. 
66 = Not applicable, because this person has never 
had an EES. 
1/Sl = Go to question Sl on page lS. 
99 = The case 1aterial does not indicate the 









Indicate the ** types of wave amplitude abnormalities shown 
on EES. 
-c- = Assign and enter a code for each abnormality. 
None = No such abnormalities were shown,on the EES 
report.· 
L = A lowered amplitude abnormality was shown. 
H = A highered amplitude abnormality was shown. 
L+H = A combined highered and lowered amplitude 
abnormality was shown. 
99 = The case material does not indicate these 
types of abnormalities. 
4/R16 = So to question R16 on page 4R. 
Indicate whether each abnormality was considered to be 





= Yes, this abnormality was considered to be 
epileptogenic. 
= No, this abnormality was not considered to be 
epileptogenic. 
= The case material states that no decision was 
aade as to whether this abnormality was 
epileptogenic. 
= The case aaterial does not state whether this 










Indicat~ the ** types of wave frequency abnormalities shown 
on EES. 
-c- = Assign and enter a code for each abnormality. 
None = No such abnormalities were shown on the EES 
report. 
L = A lowered frequency abnormality was shown. 
H = A highered frequency abnormality was shown. 
L+H = A combined highered and lowered frequency 
abnormality was shown. 
99 = The case aaterial does not indicate these 
types of abnoraalities. 
4/RlB = Go to question RlB on page 4R. 
Indicate whether each abnormality was considered to be 





= Yes, this abnormality was considered to be 
epileptogeni~. 
= No, this abnormality was not considered to be 
epileptogenic. 
= The case material states that no decision was 
made as to whether this abnormality was 
epileptogenic. 
= The case aaterial does not state whether this 








Indicate the side of the brain on which each wave abnormality was 
focused [ Indicated in R14 and R16 J. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to this 
abnormality in either R14 or R16. 
6 = This abnormality had no focus, it was 
generalized. 
B = This abnorulity had a bilateral focus, ie. an 
equal focus on both the left and right. sides. 
B+L = This abnormality occurred on both sides, but 
had a left sided fpcus. 
B+R = This abnormality occurred on both sides, but 
had a right sided focus. 
L = This abnormality had a left sided focus only. 
R = This abnoraality had a right sided focus only. 
II = This abnormality had a medial or middle focus 
only, neither on the left or right side. 
H = This abnormality had a focus on the hindside 
only, neither on the left or right side. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the side 
of the focis for this abnormality. 
1/Sl = Go to question 51 on page 15. 
Enter the ** brain areas in which each abnormality was focused 
[ Indicated in R14 and R16 J. -
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
For exaaple : Left temporal lobe, basal ganglia. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the area 








'Enter the types of ** psychotropic medication that have been 
prescribed for the person. 
None = This person has never been prescribed 
psychotropic aedication. 
99 = ihe case material does not indicate the types 
of psychotropic medication prescribed. 
2/SS = So to question ss on page 2S. 
-c- = Assign and enter a code for each type of 
psychotropic medication. 
Enter the ** dosages prescribed for each psychotropic 
;edication [ Indicated in Sl ], 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
Include the amount and the frequency. 
For example : 20 mg's Diazepa1 aorning and evening. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the dosage 








Enter the date each psychotropic ;edication was started. 







= Enter the code you assigned to this medication 
in 51. 
= Enter the day of the 1onth. 
For example : The 3rd day would be entered 
as 03. 
= Enter the 1onth of the year. 
For example : April would be entered as 04. 
= Enter the year. 
For example : 1980 would be entered as BO. 
= The case taterial does not indicate this date. 
Enter the date each psychotropic ;edication was stopped. 
If a 1edication was stopped and then resumed, enter the dates it 
was stopped, 
-d- = Enter the day of the month. 
For example : The 3rd day would be entered 
as 03. 
-·- = Enter the month of the year. For example : April would be entered as 04. 
-y- = Enter the year. 
For example : 1980 would be entered as 80. 
bb = Not applicable, because this medication has 
not yet been stopped. 








Enter the total number of times this person has received 
treatment for ** psychiatric/psychological problems. 
None = This person has never received such treatment. 
1/Tl = So to question Tl on page 1T. 
+ = This person has received such treatment, but 
the exact number of times is not known. 
99 = The case material does not indicate whether 
this person has received such treatment. 
Enter the name of each treatment agency from which the person 
received each treat;ent. [ Indicated in 55 l. 
Treatment agencies include all sources that provide 
psychiatric/psychological treatment. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
For exaaple : Zonderwater Prison Hospital for Psychopaths. 
-c-
99 
= Assign and enter a code for each period of 
treatment indicated in S5. 
= The case material does not indicate the name 








Enter the person's age at each treatment. 
( Indicated in SS J, 
Give answers in complete years. Round off part years to the 
nearest complete year by converting periods of six months and 
over to the next co;plete year; and by converting periods of 
less than six months to the previous complete year. 
For example : 27 years and 4 aonths would be entered as 27 years. 
-c- = Enter the code you assigned to this treatment 
in S6. 
Child = This treatment occurred during childhood, but 
the exact act is not known, ie. under 13 years 
of age. 
Adol = This treat1ent occurred during adolescence, 
but the exact act is not known, ie. betMeen 
13 and 18 years of age. 
Adult = This treatment occurred during adulthood, 
but the exact act is not known, ie. over 18 
years of age. 
99 = The case material does not indicate this age. 
Enter the length of time for which this person received each 
treatment £ Indicated in SS l. 
Give the time in the aost appropriate, complete time units, ie. 
years, ;onths, weeks, days or hours. Convert half units and 
greater to the next complete unit, and convert less than half 
units to the previous complete unit. 
Do not convert months to years. 
For example : Convert 27 hours to 2 days, but do not convert 15 
months to 1 year. 
Reaember to add a 'Y' to indicate years, an 'K' for months, 
a 'W' for weeks, a 'D' for days and an 'H' for hours. 
bb 
99 
= Not applicable, because the person is still 
receiving this treatment. 








Indicate whether each treatment was on an in-patient or 
out-patient basis [ Indicated in 55 J. 
' 
If a single treatment involved both in and out patient treatment, 




= Enter the code you assigned to this treatment 
in 56. 
= This treatment was in-patient. 
= This treatment was out-patient. 
= The case ;aterial does not indicate whether 
this treatment was in or out-patient. 
Indicate whether each contact with an agency was for forensic 
observation, and/or the treatment of drug and/or alcohol related 
problems [ Indicated in 56 l. 
If a single contact involved more than one of these purposes, 
indicate all of these purposes. 
DB = This contact was for forensic observation. 
D = This contact was for the treatment of drug 
related problems. 
A = This contact was for the treatment of alcohol 
related problems. 
None = This contact was not for any of these three 
purposes. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate the 








Indicate whether each treatment agency was an institution or an 
individual, and whether it was State or privately run. 
51 = This agency was a State run institution. 
PI = This agency was a privately run institution. 
For example : A private nursing home. 
pp = This was a private professional. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate the type 
of treataent agency. 
Enter the ** final diagnoses and/or problems identified during 
each treataent period [ Indicated in SS J. 
If differential diagnoses are given without final diagnoses, 
include these diagnoses. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
For exaaple : Chronic schizophrenic disorder, of the simple 
sub-type, with an acute relapse. 
-c-
99 
= Enter the code you assigned to this treataent 
in Sb. 
= The case aaterial does not include diagnoses 





Indicate which of the following aspects of the person's ** 
general appearance and behavior were noted, at the first full 






= Yes, this aspect was noted. 
= No, this aspect was not noted. 
= The case aaterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was present. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
this aspect was noted. 






Indicate which of the following aspects of the person's 
** speech were noted, at the first full mental state examination 





= _ Yes, this aspect was noted. 
= No, this aspect was not noted. 
= The case ;aterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was present. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 
this aspect was noted. 





Indicate which of the following aspects of the person's 
•• relationship with the interviewer were noted, at the first 






= Yes, this aspect was noted. 
= No, this aspect was not noted. 
= The case material states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was present. 
= The case material does not indicate whether 





Indicate which of the following ** symptoms the person 
experienced ~ver the period of the alleged offences, 
AND 
Which were noted by the interviewer, at the first full mental 
state examination after admission for the most recent 
observation. 
Over the period of the offences aeans.from the month before to 
the week after each offence. 
If other symptoms were experienced that do not appear on this 
list, enter these alongside the terms 'present' and/or 'offence' 
at the bottom of question T4. 
Present = Enter answers pertaining to symptoms noted at 
the MSE, in this column •. 
Y [ Present J = Yes, this symptom was noted at the MSE. 
N [ Present J = No, this symptom was not noted at the MSE. 
BB [ Present J = The case material states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this syaptom was present 
at the MSE. 
99 [ Present J = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
this symptom was noted at the MSE. 
Offence = Enter answers pertaining to symptoms noted 
over the period of the alleged offences, in 
this column. 
Y [ Offence J = Yes, this symptom was noted over the period of 
the alleged offences. 
N [ Offence J = No, this symptom was not noted over the period 
·of the alleged offences. 
BB [Offence J = The· case aaterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this symptoa was noted 
over the period of the alleged offences. 
99 [ Offence J = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
this symptom was noted over the period of the 
alleged offences. 
None = No other notable aspects were present at the 






Indicate which of the following ** mood states the person 
reported over the period of the alleged offences, 
AtlD 
Which were reported at the first full mental state examination 
after admission for the most recent observation. 
Over the period of the offences aeans fro; the ;onth before to 
the week after each offence. 
Present = Enter the mood state reported at the "SE in 
this column. 
Y [Present l = Yes, this ;ood was. reported at the "SE. 
N [ Present l = No, this aood was not reported at the "SE. 
99 [ Present l = The case ;aterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aood was reported 
at the "SE. 
99 r Present l = The case material does not indicate whether 
this mood was reported at the "SE. 
Offence = Enter the mood state reported over the period 
of the alleged offences in this coluan. 
Y [ Offence l = Yes, this mood was reported over the period of 
the alleged offences. 
N [ Offence ] = No, this mood was not reported over the period 
of the alleged offences. 
89 [ Offence l = The case aaterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this mood was reported 
over the period of the alleged offences. 
99 [ Offence J = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 






Indicate which of the following ff affects were observed 
regarding the person, over the period of the alleged offences, 
AND 
Which were observed at the first full mental state examination 
after admission for the most recent observation. 
Over the period of the offences aeans fro• the aonth before to 
the week after each offence. 
Present = Enter person's affect observed at the "SE in 
this column. 
Y [ Present J = Yes, this affect was observed at the MSE. 
N [ Present J = No, this affect was not observed at the MSE. 
BB [ Present J = T~e case aaterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this affect was observed 
at the "SE. 
99 [ Present l = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
this affect was observed at, the MSE. 
Offence = Enter person's affect observed over the period 
of the alleged offences in this coluan. 
Y [ Offence J = Yes, this affect was observed over the period 
of the alleged offences. 
N [ Offence J = No, this affect was not observed over the 
period of the alleged offences. 
88 [ Offence J = The case material states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this affect was 
observed over the ·period of the alleged 
offences. 
99 [ Offence J = The case material does not ·indicate whether 
this affect was observed over the period of 





Indicate which of the following ** aspects of the person's 
thinking, were noted over the period of the alleged offences, 
AND 
Which were noted by the interviewer at the first full mental 
state examination after admission for the most recent 
observation, ie. the "SE. 
Over the period of the offences aeans from the month before to 
the week after each offence. 
If there are ff delusions, enter the types alongside the teras 
'present' and/or 'offence' at the bottoa of T7. 
Present = Enter the aspects noted at the "SE in this 
coluan. 
Y [ Present J = Yes, this aspect was noted at the "SE. 
N [ Present J = No, this aspect was not noted at the "SE. 
88 [ Present J = The case material states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was present 
at the MSE. 
99 [ Present J = The case ;aterial does not indicate whether 
this aspect was rioted at the KSE. 
Offence = Enter the aspects noted over the period of the 
alleged offences in this column. 
Y [ Offence J = Yes, this aspect was noted over the period of 
the alleged offences. 
N [ Offence J = No, this aspect was not noted over the period 
of the alleged offences. 
88 [ Offence J = The case aaterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was noted 
over the period of the alleged offences. 
99 ( Offence J = The case material does not indicate whether 
this aspect was noted over the period of the 
alleged offences. 
None = Delusions were not noted at the MSE or over 
period of the alleged offences. 





Enter a brief description of each 11 delusion. 
[ Indicated in T7 ], 
Give answers as stated in the· case material. 
For example : A belief that s/he was Jesus who had to save the 





= This delusion w,as reported at the MSE. 
= This delusion was reported over the time of 
the alleged offences. 
= The case material did not indicate a 





Indicate which of the following tf aspects of the person's 
perception, were noted over the period of the alleged offences, 
AND 
Which were noted by the interviewer, at the first full mental 
state examination after admission for the most recent 
observation, ie. the "SE. 
Over the period of the offences means from the month before to 
the week after each offence. 
Present = Enter the aspects noted at the "SE in this 
column. 
Y r Present l = Yes, this aspect was noted at the "SE. 
N [ Present l = No, this aspect was not noted at the "SE. 
SS [ Present l = The case material states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was present 
at the "SE. 
99 [ Present l, = The case aaterial does not indicate whether 
this aspect was noted at the MSE. 
Offence = Enter the aspects noted over the period of the 
alleged offences in this column. 
Y [ Offence l = Yes, this aspect was noted over the period of 
the alleged offences. 
N [ Offence l = No, this aspect was not noted over the period 
of the alleged offences. 
as [ Offence l = The case aaterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was noted 
over the period of the alleged offences. 
99 [Offence J = The case material·does not indicate whether 






Enter a brief description of each If hallucination. 
[ Indicated in T9 J. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
Include the ;odality and the content. 
For example : Visual, saw stationary, coloured lilliputian human 
figures, looking at hi;/her. 
99 [ 1st J 
91T11 
66 [ 1st J 
Present 
Offence 
99 [ 2nd l 
66 [ 2nd J 
= The case aaterial does not indicate whether or 
not there were hallucinations at either time. 
= So to.question T11 on page 9T. 
= Not applicable, ber.ause the person did not 
report hallucinations at either time. 
= This hallucination was reported at the HSE. 
= This hallucination was reported to have 
occurred over the time of the alleged 
offences. 
= The case aaterial did not indicate a 
description of this hallucination. 
= Not applicable, because the person did not 





Indicate which of the following tt aspects of the person's 
cognition, were noted over the period of the alleged offences, 
AND 
Which were noted by the interviewer, at the first full ;ental 
state examination after ad;ission for the most recent 
observation. 
Over the period of the offences ;eans frot the tonth before to 
the week after each offence. 
Present = Enter the aspects noted at the KSE in this 
coluan. 
Y [ Present ] = Yes, this aspect was noted at the MSE. 
H [ Present J = No, this aspect was not noted at the· MSE. 
88 [ Present ] = The case taterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was present 
at the KSE. 
99 [ Present ] = The case material does not indicate whether 
this aspect was noted at the KSE. 
·Offence = Enter the aspects noted over the period of the 
alleged offences in this coluan. 
Y [ Offence J = Yes, this aspect was noted over the period of 
the alleged offences. 
H [ Offence l = No, this aspect was not noted over the period 
of the alleged offences. 
BB [ Offence l = The case ;aterial states that no decision was 
reached as to whether this aspect was noted 
over the period of the alleged offences. 
99 [ Offence l = The case ;aterial does not indicate whether 









Enter the code to indicate the clinician's estimate of the 
person's overall intelligence. 
[ From the first full mental state examination after admission 
for the most recent observation J. 
= Very superior, 130 and greater. 
!l = Superior, 121 and greater, but less than 130. .. 
3 = Above average, 111 and greater, 
but less than 121. 
4 = Average or normal, 85 and.greater, 
but less than 111. 
5 = Borderline, 71 and greater, but less 
than 85. 
6 = Mildly mentally retarded, 50 and greater, but 
less than 71. 
., = Moderately mentally retarded, 35 and greater, I 
but l~ss than 50. 
a = Severely mentally retarded, 20 and greater, 
but less than 35. 
9 = Profoundly mentally retarded, less than 20. 
99 = The case material does not indicate an IQ 
estimate. 
Enter the language in which the interview was conducted. 
The interview refers to the first full mental state after the 
aost recent admission for observation. 
Note if an interpreter was used, and if ;ore than one language 
was used. · 









Enter all ** psycho-social stressors experienced by the person 
during the past year. 
Give answers as stated in the case material. 
For exa;ple The person was fired due to intoxication at work. 
None = The person has not experienced any 
psycho-social stressors, during the past year. 
99 = The case material does not indicate these 
psycho-social stressors. 
10/Ttb = Go to question T1b on page lOT. 
Indicate the tt overall severity of the psycho-social stressors 
experienced by the person during the past year. 
[ Indicated in T14 J. 
Give answers as stated in the case l!laterial. Do not nake your 
own assessment. 
Cat = The psycho-social stressors were of 
catastrophic severity. 
Ext = The psycho-social stressors were of extreme 
·~ seven.y. 
Sev = The psycho-social stressors were of severe 
severity. 
Kod = The psycho-social stressors were of moderate 
severity. 
11ild = The psycho-social stressors were of aild 
severity. 
11in = The psycho-social stressors were of tinimal 
severity. 
99 = The case ;aterial does not indicate the 
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Indicate the person's ** highest level of adaptive 
functioning during the past year. 
Sive answers as stated in the case material. Do not ;ake your 
own assessment. 
Sup = This person's has functioned at a superior 
level. 
vs = This person's has functioned at a very good 
level. 
Sood = This person's has functioned at a good 
level. 
Fair = This person's has functioned at a fair 
level. 
Poor = This person's has functioned at a poor 
level. 
VP = This person's has functioned at a very poor 
level. 
61 = This person's has functioned at a grossly 
impaired level. 
99 = The case material does not indicate the 
person's highest level of adaptive functioning 
during the past year. 
Enter the types of H impairments that this person has 
experienced in his/her adaptive functioning during the past year. 
Sive answers as stated in the case material. 
Include information on use of leisure time, occupational and 
social functioning. 
For example : The person has avoided contact with others, has no 
friends, has resigned from his/her job and spends all of his/her 
spare time watching TV. 
~lone 
99 
= This person has not experienced any 
impairments in adaptive functioning during the 
past year. 
= The case material does not indicate these 
impair;ents. 
FS 10T 
